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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the fall of 1977 and winter of 1978, The National Regulatory
Research Institute (NRRI) conducted a survey of state public utility
commissions for the purpose of identifying energy management and
conservation programs that could serve as potential case studies. The
purpose of the case studies is to provide public utility commissions
in one state with information on how commissions in other states
have handled energy related problems and instituted programs to cope
with such problems.
On the basis of nine criteria identified by NRRI, five case studies
were selected. The appropriate state utility commissions were then
contacted and their participation was arranged.
Wisconsin was chosen as one of the five case studies because of the
activities of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission in the sphere of
electric rate design. Over a period of several years the Wisconsin PSC
has been moving toward time-of-day (TOO) pricing for electric service.
This has involved increasing the number of customers on TOO pricing,
evolving more elaborate methods for resolving TOO problems, and, in
general, dealing with TOO issues in an increasingly sophisticated fashion.
Although the decisions issued have generally been in the ~heme of TOO
pricing, the intent of this policy has been to make the cost of service
to the customer more closely related to the utility1s cost of providing
that service and, by sending proper price signals to customers of all
classes, to reduce overall system demand.
Most of the activities of the Wisconsin PSC occurred through
decisions and orders in specific rate request procedures. The PSC also
conducted a generic environmental impact investigation to assess the
impacts of changes in rate structure. This case study thus focuses
on the major rate cases involved and on the environmental process.
This case study shows how the Wisconsin Public Service Commission
has moved forward in a direct and orderly manner in the institution of
time-af-day pricing. Careful study has been done by the Wisconsin
Commission on the various economic considerations of this policy change.
However, more work remains in other relevant areas, such as socioeconomic effects and environmental impacts.
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CHAPTER 1
SELECTION OF WISCONSIN
Background and Purpose of Case Study
Background
During the fall of 1977 and winter 1978, members of the staff of
The National Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI) conducted a series of
visits to state public utilities commissions. The purpose of these
visits was to obtain information about utility energy conservation
programs in effect in various parts of the nation with the intent of
formulating a report of such programs which could be distributed to
other states.
Accordingly, NRRI staff contacted and interviewed members of state
public utility commissions, state energy offices and staffs of nonregulated municipal utilities. Attention was focused on electric utility
rate reform, gas utility rate reform, residential energy conservation,
district heating and utility operating efficiency. Detailed information
was solicited from those agencies indicating involvement in any of these
types of activities.
Eventually, NRRI identified 66 such programs or policies, which were
then judged according to nine criteria, including extent of innovation,
extent of multiple institutional involvement, impact on energy savings,
state of program development, availability of required skills, transferability to other jurisdictions, availability of data, support of potential
host agency and time required to complete the case study. From the initial
list of 66 candidates, five case studies were chosen.

Two of the case studies, Wisconsin and Missouri, involved electric
rate reform. The areas of gas pipeline leakage, energy management and
residential conservation were represented by one case study each in
Arizona, Arkansas and Oregon respectively_ Utility commissions in all
five states agreed to participate in the case study process.
Purpose
The purpose of this case study (and of the other four) is to provide
state utility commissions and nonregulated utilities with information
which will lead to energy conservation and more efficient energy management. It is hoped that information of a practical nature on the process
one jurisdiction has used to cope with a specific energy-related problem
will assist others in tackling similar problems. Accordingly, the focus
of each of these studies is the process involved.
This case study on Wisconsin time-of-day (TOO) prlclng for electricity
provides a detailed description of the major rate cases involved in establishing this policy. It also provides information on the structure of
the electric utility industry and the nature of electricity generation,
as well as information on the major parties involved. The Wisconsin
Environmental Protection Act, which affected the Commission in its
decisions, is also considered.
Reform through rate request hearings and orders is a process available
to other state utility commissions. The information in this study is
intended to be an illustration of the application of that process.
Methodology
As indicated earlier, the Wisconsin
on the basis of nine specific criteria.
initial interview and selection process,
visit by an NRRI staff member, indicated
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case study was one of five chosen
Information obtained during the
as well as from an early on-site
that rate hearings and Commission

orders played a major role in the move to time-of-day pricing in Wisconsin.
As with all the case studies, a liaison person was designated in the Wisconsin Public Service Commission to aid in scheduling interviews and
obtaining documents.
NRRI case study researchers, with the assistance of consulting
economists, conducted a detailed analysis of relevant rate case hearings
and orders. Interviews were also conducted with staff members of the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission, as well as with representatives
of the two major environmental groups instrumental in generating major
policy changes out of a routine rate increase request.
Selection of Wisconsin TOO Pricing as a Case Study
The Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) has generally been
considered to be a forward-looking body; and its activities in the area
of electric rate reform, particularly relating to the initiation of
time-of-day pricing, were considered worthy of study. Because of its
activist position, the Wisconsin PSC has been the subject of other
studies and reports, but these have focused on the results of various
policies rather than on the processes followed.
It was determined during the initial visit to Wisconsin that the
shift in PSC policy to time-of-day rates resulted from intervention by
environmental and consumer groups in a routine rate case by a fairly
small utility company. The hearings resulting from this case gave the
Commission reason to issue a general order to all electric companies
regulated by them to conduct studies on the feasibility of time-of-day
rates for their customers.
It was also determined that, since all major providers of electricity
in the state would be affected, a generic environmental impact hearing
should be conducted, rather than separate hearings for each utility upon
rate increase request. This generic process took place over a two-year
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period and produced substantial testimony. Finally, the series of orders
in separate cases from 1974-1978 indicated a process of decision making in
a regulatory case setting well worthy of detailed study.
Organization of the Case Study
The case study has been organized to provide the reader with a clear
picture of the chain of events in the rate redesign process in Wisconsin,
while at the same time providing the necessary analysis of the relevant
issues. Section E of this introductory chapter provides a detailed description of the parties involved, including the Public Service Commission,
the various utility companies affected and the intervening environmental
groups.
Chapter 2 provides the general background information needed to understand the rate reform activities and, thus, focuses on the pricing of
electricity and the reasons for changing the traditional pricing structure.
General information on each of the major rate cases involved in instituting time-of-day pricing is provided in chapter 3. This includes a
chronology of events as well as an overview of Commission activities and
policy trends.
A detailed analysis of each case and its attendant issues is also
presented in chapter 3. Because the orders in each case are so different,
the cases have been considered separately.
The process was initiated as a result of environmental intervention
and, therefore, environmental concerns are of major importance. Thus, the
fourth chapter deals with these matters. In particular, the Wisconsin
Environmental Protection Act is discussed, as is the court case which
determined that the filing of an environmental impact statement was required because of the potential environmental impacts resulting from major
changes in the manner of pricing electricity. The environmental impact
statement itself is also discussed.
4

The final chapter provides an overall assessment of the rate design
process as well as conclusions regarding the manner of making major
policy changes through rate case hearings and the developments likely
to result from the actions of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission.
Description of Participants
Public Service Commission
Several parties have been involved in the Wisconsin time-of-day
electricity pricing experiments. Although the Wisconsin Public Service
Commission is the main participant in this process, utilities have also
been participants.
During the course of this activity the composition of the Wisconsin
Public Service Commission changed considerably. The present Commission
is comprised of Charles J. Cicchetti, Chairman, and John C. Oestreicher
and Edward M. Parsons, Commissioners. Chairman Cicchetti-, a former
economics professor and energy counselor to the Governor, was appointed
to fill a vacancy in the chairmanship in May 1977. He had previously
appeared before the Commission as a witness for the Environmental Defense
Fund in the first Madison Gas and Electric Company case. Commissioner
Oestreicher, a former state legislator and city attorney, was apPOinted
in January 1976 and Commissioner Parsons was appointed in late 1977.
Because of the changes in membership, most of the five major rate
cases were decided by different panels of Commissioners. As indicated
in Table 1, when the first Madison Gas order was issued, the Commission
consisted of Chairman William F. Eich and Commissioners Richard D. Cudahy
and Arthur L. Padrutt. Commissioner Padrutt dissented from the Madison
Gas order, which required all electric utilities to begin studies on
the feasibility of time-af-day pricing. The panel was also sitting when
Wisconsin Power and Light made its application for a rate increase.
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Table 1:

YEAR

m

Activities Of The Wisconsin Public Service Commission

COMMISSIONERS

CASES INITIATED

ORDERS ISSUED

EFFECT

1974

Eich (Chairman)
Cudahy
Padrutt

Wisconsin Power
and Light
(2-U-777B)

Madison Gas and
Electric I
(2-U-7423)

Investigate feasibility
of TOO pricing;
Institute summer/winter
differentials

1975

Cudahy (Chairman)
Clapp
Holden

Madison Gas and
Electric II
(3270-UR- 1)

Wisconsin Public
Service Corp.
(interim)
(6690-UR-l)

Flatten rate structure

1976

Clapp (Chairman)
Oestreicher
Holden

Wisconsin Electric
Power Company I
(6630-ER-l)

Madison Gas and
Electric Co. II
(3270-UR-l)
Wisconsin Power
and Light
(2-U-B085)

Initial implementation
of TOO rates for
some commercial
customers

1977

Clapp (Chairman)
Oestreicher
Holden

Wisconsin Electric
Power Company II
(conso 1ida ted
with WEPCO I)

Wisconsin Public
Service Corp.
(final)
(6690-ER-5)

Begin three-year
experiment on residential TOO rates

1978

Cicchetti (Chairmanl
Oestreicher
Parsons

Wisconsin Electric
Power Company
(6630-ER-2 and
(6630-ER-5)

Institute TOO rates for
all general and primary and largest

Source:

Data derived from final order issued in each rate case.

Within a year, Eich had left the chairmanship, which was then assumed
by Cudahy, and Padrutt had left the Commission. The vacancies left by
Padrutt's departure and Cudahy's move to the chair were filled by Norman
M. Clapp and Matthew Holden. Thi-s panel was sitting while hearings occurred
on the Wisconsin Power and Light case and when Madison Gas made its second
rate increase request. This panel was also responsible for the order in
the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation case, which authorized a joint
five-year study between the Commission and that utility (with funding by
the Federal Department of Energy) to perform a controlled rate experiment.
This order specifically required the installation of timed metering
devices necessary to conduct the experiment.
In 1976, Mr. Clapp replaced Mr. Cudahy as Chairman of the Commission,
creating a vacancy which was filled by John C. Oestreicher. Mr. Holden
remained as a Commissioner. This panel gave the order in both the
Wisconsin Power and Light and the second Madison Gas cases. It also
authorized rate relief for revenue purposes for Wisconsin Electric Power
and began hearings on time-of-day rate design for Wisconsin Electric Power
Company. Hearings for the actual rate design and price levels to be
applied in the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation study continued at
this time.
By the spring of 1977, Chairman Clapp had left the Commission, and his
position was filled by Dr. Cicchetti in May. Rate design and price levels
were decided upon in January of that year for the Wisconsin Publ ic Service
Corporation study, and while hearings were continuing on the WEPCO case,
the Commission received a second WEPCO increase requeste The present
Commission, composed of Oestreicher, Parsons and Cicchetti, was responsible
for the WEPCO order in early 1978, Mr. Parsons having been appointed to
the position vacated by Mr. Holden in late 1977.
The orders issued by this changing Commission, over a four-year
period, indicate an increasing commitment to marginal cost pricing to be
achieved through the establishment of TOO rates. With the exception of
Oestreicher, no one individual has been on the Commission for more than
two years of this process, or has been involved with any single case from
the beginning to end.
7

Utilities
Although there are 11 main electric utilities serving the state
of Wisconsin, only four of them have thus far been actively involved
in decided major TOO rate design cases. These are Madison Gas and
Electric Co.~ Wisconsin Power and Light Co., Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation and Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (WEPCO), all of which are
investor-owned utilities. These four utilities vary considerably in
size and structure.
Madison Gas is the smallest, with approximately 88,000 retail
electric customers ~ost of which are residential}, and an annual net
generation of 1,714,823,100 kWh. Only two of Madison Gas's customers,
the University of Wisconsin and Oscar Mayer Company, are large consumers
of electricity. Madison has a summer peak in July that is 75,000 kW
higher than the winter peak in December.
Wisconsin Power and Light serves over 266,000 customers and has
an annual net generation of 5,923,027,156 kWh. Like Madison Gas, Wisconsin
Power and Light has a summer peak in July, and this peak is 30,000 kW
higher than the winter peak in December.
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation is of comparable size, with an
annual net generation of 5,976,613,700 kWh and over 249,000 customers.
It also has a summer peak in July, but this peak is 40,000 kW lower than
the December winter peak.
Wisconsin Electric Power Company is considerably larger, with
658,045 customers, and an annual net generation of 12,839,040,000. Its
summer peak occurs in August, rather than in July, and is almost 400,000
kW higher than in the winter peak in December.
These four utilities account for almost 80 percent of all power
generated in the state of Wisconsin. Thus, the actions of the Public Service
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Commission have a great potential for substantial impact on electric
consumption in that state. If the Commission's policies are applied to
all companies requesting rate changes, th.e impact will become even greater.
Other Organizations
There are two environmental organizations which have been very active
in the state's electric rate redesign efforts. Wisconsin's Environmental
Decade and Friends of the Earth both entered rate cases as intervenors and
have stated public positions on energy policy.
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade (WED} is a citizens' group of about
seven hundred members and employs two full-time staffers, one of whom is
an attorney. It became active in this area in 1972 by supporting the
establishment of a pricing context that would lead to reduced consumption
of electricity. As it has argued in these cases, WED finds peak load
pricing to be inimical to environmental goals as it will promote new growth.
It argues that by emphasizing lower rates in the off-peak hours the rate
schedules proposed will increase consumption at those times. This is
especially true, it believes, in the case of WEPCO, whose off-peak rate
for electric usage is lower than rates for oil or gas. WED feels that
the rates proposed would not have an appreciable effect on the system
peaks as they presently exist; moreover, by filling in the IIvalleys,"
these rates will lead to increased consumption. The implication of this,
in WED's opinion, is an increased reliance on nuclear power (strongly opposed
by WED), which presently accounts for about 35 percent of Wisconsin's
electricity.
Friends of the Earth (FOE) is a national conservation organization
which has focused on energy-related issues. It began as an offshoot of
the Sierra Club in 1969. Nationwide, it has about 20,000 members, and in
Wisconsin there are about 500. Like WED, FOE supports energy conservation
and opposes the use of nuclear power. The Wisconsin branch of FOE has
followed the national group's orientation and shares its energy philosophy.
9

It has actively followed the actions of the Wisconsin Public Service
Commission in the area of rate redesign, and views with some skepticism
the expected results of time-of-day pricing. FOE feels that time-of-day
pricing is being sold to customers as an inducement to consume more
electricity in off-peak hours. It argues that structure of the rates
approved is such that the off-peak periods are well defined, but the peaks
are not; so no real shifting of consumption will occur. FOE feels that
time-of-day pricing should be adaptabl,e to use of soft-technology means
(solar, wind power) for electricity generation. It fears that time-of-day
rates may be used to justify large facilities using nuclear fuel, coal
or oil for generation. FOE favors the concept of time-of-day pricing as
a form of marginal cost pricing, but not as that concept is being applied
in Wisconsin.
Other groups which have been involved, though to a lesser extent,
are the Capital Community Citizens and the Environmental Defense Fund.
Their roles have for the most part been limited to the first and second
Madison Gas cases. Their position, however, has differed' from that of WED.
They favor TOO pricing because of its economic justification, even though
it may not lead to decreased usage. It would appear that this position,
in combination with testimony of economists in Madison Gas I, has been a
prime factor in the development of TOO rates. l

1 Interview with Richard D. Cudahy, May 11, 1978, Washington, D.C.
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CHAPTER 2
STATE ELECTRIC UTILITY RATE REFORM IN THE UNITED STATES
Survey
In order to place the Wisconsin experience in perspective, it is
necessary to discuss in a general fashion the development of electric
utility rate reform in the United States.
Electric utility rate reform has received much attention within
the various state utility commission jurisdictions through the country.
The rapid increases in utility rates, along with increased consumer
interests in environmental issues and in energy conservation, have caused
many state legislatures and utility commissions to take up the issue of
utility rate structure reform.
Two recent surveys of state utility commission involvement in
electric utility rate reform have reported a wide range of activity at the
state level in the many issues involved in redesigning electric utility
tariffs. Although average cost based, declining-block rates are still
the predominant form of electric utility tariff; the increased and increasing
involvement of state commissions in utility rate reform indicates that the
traditional methods of designing electric utility tariffs may soon be a
thing of the past.
National Economic Research Associates (NERAl conducted a survey
of state utility commission involvement in electric utility rate reform.
The results of this survey were presented to the Eighty-Ninth Annual
Convention of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
in New Orleans, on November 16, 1977. 1 Additionally, Electricity Consumers

l)1,Rate Structure Revision: A Federal or State Problem?", by Irwin M.
Stelzer, President, National Economic Research Associates, Inc. Before
the Eighty-Ninth Annual Convention, National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 16, 1977.
1]

Resource Council (ELeON) conducted a survey of state utility commission
activity in the area of electric utility rate reform covering the period
of January-February 1978. 1 Although not as detailed a survey as that
performed by NERA, the information presented by ELCON serves as an update
of the data provided in the NERA survey. The information provided by
the two surveys leads to the following observations: 2
(1)

Commissions in 28 states have a policy, either stated or
informal, of discouraging declining block rates.
(2) Commissions in 41 states have approved and currently have
in effect seasonally varying rates.
(3) Generic rate proceedings investigating general rate structure
design concepts have been held in 24 jurisdictions: Arizona,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia,
Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New M~xico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Utah,
Washington and Wisconsin.
(4} Commissions in 26 states have approved time-of-day rates, on
an experimental or permanent basis, for at least one class of
customers of an investor-owned electric utility. These states
are Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana,
Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Vermont, Virgi.nia, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
CSL Utilities in 14 states measure marginal or incremental costs
for each customer class. These states are Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Virginia
and Wisconsin.

lState Electricity Update: January-February 1978, by Electricity
Consumers Resource Council, Washington, D.C.
2The data provided include responses from 49 states and the District
of Columbia. The one state not included, Nebraska, contains
no privately owned electric utility companies and relies on local
regulation of the publicly owned utilities within that state.
12

(6)

In five states, the commi.ssions require utilities to measure the
marginal or incremental costs of service by customer class. These
states are Alabama, California, New York, Oregon and Wisconsin.

The data collected in the two surveys, parts of which are summarized
above, point out that electric utility rate reform is an issue which is
currently undergoing extensive analysis within many jurisdictions throughout
the country. The Wisconsin Commission is one of the foremost advocates
of implementation of electric utility rate reform. Wisconsin is one of
only five states whose commissi.ons require utilities to measure the
incremental cost of providing service for each customer class. It is also
one of four states (the others being Connecticut, New York and Virginia)
which require utility companies to measure the differences in the cost of
providing service to each customer class at various times of day in
addition to various seasons of the year. Of the states which currently
have approved time-of-day rates, 13 are on an experimental basis and six
are on an optional basis. Only eight states, including Wisconsin, have
authorized mandatory time-of-day rate structures. Although marginal costbased time-of-day pricing has not yet been adopted on a wide-scale basis,
increased state utility commission involvement in electric utility rate
reform, similar to the Wisconsin experience, seems likely.
Rate Systems and Proposals
Ge.nera 1
In the past, most regulatory agencies have dealt almost exclusively
wl~th the question of uti.l i ty revenues and earn lngs, 1ea vi ng the ques ti on
of rate structure to tbe companies. The regulators' preoccupation with
avoiding monopoly profits was understandable in view of the steadily
declining costs experienced by the industry coupled to a general perception
of limitless, inexpensive energy.
With the recent turnaround in this situation where costs have begun
to rise and the considerable emphasis has been placed on conservation,
the concern of commissions has moved to the determination of who was
going to pay the bill, and how this might best be accomplished.
13

In most U.S. jurisdictions, utility rates are generally based on
fully allocated cost, adjusted for the value of service. Fully allocated
costing is a method of distributing the revenue requirement established
for the company among customer classes and usage blocks through a variety
of complex systems. To accomplish this distribution, costs are first
broken down by function (production, transmission, distribution, etc.)
and by classification (demand, energy, customer, etc.). The largest
single item consists of the demand charges. In some cases the demand
allocation is computed based on the customer class contribution to the
system peak; in other cases it is based on the noncoincident peak; and
in still other instances, the diversity in usage patterns between customer
classes is given weight. There are approximately 30 variations of these
three basic allocation systems in use.
Once the cost-of-service study has been prepared, rates are promulgated based on the allocations in the study, but adjusted to reflect the
competitive situation, institutional and political factors and societal
goals, The adjustment process is generally known as "value of service"
pricing.
The rate structure resulting from the above computations and adjustments
has generally been a dual structure--one rate for residential and one for
other customers, as indicated in Tables 2 and 3. The residential rate is
typically a one-part rate usually arranged to decline with greater use.
The latter characteristic results from the inclusion of customer and fixed
costs into the first few block-s of the schedule. In some instances, a
modest fixed charge might be collected.
Marginal Cost-Based Rates
These traditional concepts discussed above are currently under
attack by those favoring use of marginal cost or time-of-day pricing.
Marginal cost is the cost of producing one more unit of something and
thus reflects the resources needed to supply more or less of a product.
As such it is a measure of the alternatives that have to be given up.
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Table 2:

Example Of Typical Residential Rate Structure

Fixed Monthly Charge - $1.00;
Energy Charge,
first 100
next 400
next 500
next 1,000

kWh
kWh
kWh
kWh

used
used
used
used

per
per
per
per

month
month
month
month

-

3.80
2.55
2.25
2.20

¢/kWh
¢/kWh
¢/kWh
¢/kWh

Commercial and industrial customers, on the other hand, generally
pay a two-part rate--a demand conponent to cover the cost of capacity
and an energy component to cover variable costs. Both parts of the
schedule are usually arranged in declining steps. As a consequence, lowload factor customers pay a higher price for electricity than that paid by
high-load factor users. This is based on the assumption that high-load
factor customers will tend to reduce costs for all customers and thus should
be encouraged.

Table 3:

Example Of Typical Commercial and Industrial Rate Structure

Demand charge (per month)
$2.80 per kW for the first 50 kW
$2.40 per kW for the next 150 kW
$2.10 per kW for allover 200 kW
Energy charge (per month}
2.05 ¢/kWh for the first 10,000
1.64 ¢/kWh for the next 10,000
1.30 ¢/kWh for the next 180,000
1.20 ¢/kWh for allover 200,000

kWh
kWh
kWh
kWh

The energy charges under both of these rates are also usually
subject to a fuel adjustment clause.
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Marginal cost thus provides the correct price signal in terms of economic
efficiency by permitting the consumer to judge whether the satisfaction
derived from the purchase of a product is worth the sacrifice of other
goods and services. Marginal cost pricing of electricity is designed to
charge the economically correct price. It is not intended by itself as
a device to level load, enforce conservation or achieve a social goal.
Marginal cost is the economically proper price, but there has been
difficulty in its applicatione One of these difficulties has come to be
known as the problem of second best. That is, if those sectors of the
economy competing with electricity do not also utilize marginal cost pricing,
an optimal allocation of resources may not be achieved. During a time of
increasing costs, consumers would shift to the average cost industries, because
their prices would rise at a slower pace. When costs are declining, the
reverse would be true. These problems could, to some extent, be corrected
or alleviated through proper rate design. In addition the Wisconsin
Commission staff argue that these problems could also be corrected through,
(a) The choice of cost minimization in the electric utili-ties industry as
the objective, rather than welfare maximization, and, lb) pricing energy
in other industries at or near marginal cost.
In addition to the above, there is the revenue problem. That is,
when marginal costs are higher than embedded average costs, a utility
using marginal cost pricing might receive too much revenue to meet the
regulatory constraint of a fair and just rate of return; when marginal
costs are lower than embedded average costs, the reverse might occur.
The Commission staff feel that tbi,s problem may be overcome by pricing
only marginal use at marginal cost -- the necessary and sufficient condition
for economic efficiency. They note that methods of implementation for the
increasing marginal cost situation includes, Ca) prorated customer cost
and, when necessary, demand charges; (b) inverted rates; ecl benchmark
pricing which prices historic use at a lower than marginal rate. The inverse
would be used in a situation of declining marginal cost.
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Aside from these problems, there have been differences over how to
measure and compute marginal costs. These can be considered as costs
incurred in the short run or in the long run, as the cost for the last
kWh or for an increment of kWh. Several implementation concepts have
been proposed. The earliest was long-run incremental cost. This requires
the development of costs for relatively large increments of future
capacity, and involves consideration of investment decisions, demand
forecasts, and so forth.
It has also been suggested that long-run marginal costs can be
developed by changing the unit capacity and energy costs of peaking
equipment for all consumption at the system peak, marginal energy costs
plus a proportionate share of capacity costs on the shoulder, and
marginal energy costs only during the off-peak period. The Commission
staff feel that while this may be fine for an optimal or least cost
system, an adjustment must be made if base load plant is brought forward
for the sake of fuel economies. The Commission staff feel that the
capacity costs of a nuclear plant so constructed at $1,000 a kilowatt may
be $200, with $800 going into fuel savings. These savings, they argue,
are protected by the remaining less efficient plant sitting above in the
dispatch order.
A more recent methodological innovation has been the determination
of pricing periods based on the probability of being unable to meet the
load. These periods having the greatest probability are designated as
the peak period, those with the least are off-peak and all else is the
shoulder. In some instances~ the loss of load probabilities is used to
allocate the costs to time periods. In other cases, the full cost of
the peaking unit is assigned to the designated peak, with marginal running
costs being used for the other two time periods.
The Commission staff believe that these differences in computation
have generally produced far less of a difference in marginal costs than
the 29 or so allocation methods used to compute average embedded cost.
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The Commission staff believe that during the May 1-4, 1978 State of the
Art Conference On Marginal Costing, held in Montreal, marginalists appeared
to have minimized all computation decisions.
Time-of-Day Pricing
The rationale for time-of-day (TOO) pricing is similar to that for
marginal costing. In fact, it is probable that marginal costing will
require TOO pricing, although TOO does not require estimates of marginal
cost.
In any case, TOO pricing is based on the fact that electrical supplydemand conditions will vary by time of day. As a consequence, the
configuration of equipment used, and hence the costs, will also vary by
time of day. If rates are to track costs, then they must vary accordingly.
The implementation of TOO pricing poses a problem somewhat similar
to that of marginal cost pricing in terms of revenue stability. That is,
because rates would be higher at the peak, as would usage, the utility
would derive a major portion of its revenues from peak usage. As a consequence, for systems having a large air-conditioning load, a cool summer
with relatively cool days would result in inadequate revenue. A hot summer
would mean excessive gross revenue. TOO pricing will mean greater gross
revenue sensitivity to the weather.
On the other hand, the present Commission staff of the WPSC feel that
marginal profit stability for the utility is enhanced. The utility is less
likely to overbuild or underbuild when the correct price signal is given.
There are also questions about the costs versus the benefits of
instituting time-of-day pricing. Some feel that the cost to residential
customers ($200) needed for this pricing systems may outweigh the benefits
of reduced generating capacity. Others, including the present staff of
the WPSC, believe that metering costs are now down to $95 installed and may
be halved again in a few years. Large customers with digital demand
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recorders will not need new metering for TOO rates. In the event TOO
pricing for small users proves not to be cost effective, seasonal rates
based upon marginal cost may be helpful.
Those who favor reduced energy use rather than cost minimization as
the major goal of rate reform do not believe TOO pricing will accomplish
the purpose. It can be argued that there is a possibility that the peak
would be reduced, but that total energy consumption would not decline.
Others would maintain that load factor would improve, and the consequent
use of more efficient generating units would have a beneficial impact on
consumer rates.
Lifeline Rates
Under the lifeline concept, a subsistence quantity of electricity is
priced so that it is within economic reach of all. Generally, the first
several hundred kWh consumed monthly by each residential customer are priced
at a rate no higher than the lowest energy rate charged any other class.
As a result, the subsistence electric price tends to be below the cost of
providing residential service and, as such, is a subsidy. Those in favor
of lifeline rates generally regard income distribution as a major priority
of rate setting and desire to include social costs in establishing electric
utility rates. There is a good deal of controversy over whether this
kind of subsidy should be undertaken through rates or the welfare system.
There is also a division of opinion as to whether lifeline rates will help
those in need or just those who use relatively little electricity. Moreover,
questions have been raised as to how poor persons living in master-metered
apartments might benefit, and how to balance the equities between those
who heat electrically and those who use other fuels.
Despite the theoretical advocacy of the economist, it is only recently
that either marginal cost or TOO pricing has been implemented in the United
States. Several other countries in Europe have used these rate and costing
forms for at least 10 years. A leading state in the implementation is
Wisconsin. The next chapter will describe the details of the adoption of
TOO pricing in Wisconsin.
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CHAPTER 3
TIME-OF-OAY PRICING IN WISCONSIN
Introduction
The development of TOO pricing in Wisconsin has proceeded steadily,
with each case bringing new advances. Moreover, the development has been
orderly: the Wisconsin Commission has recognized when there is a need for
data and when there is a need for action. Gradually, the message has been
sent to the Wisconsin electric companies that marginal cost pricing is
going to be utilized, and the utilities also, have come to accept the present
reality of the situati,on.
What has resu1ted--although not completely planned--is a situation
in which each utility, subject in turn to marginal cost pricing, has
received a somewhat different strategy of implementation. Thus, each
company has a different set of rules in application, and the Public Service
Commission expects that such a situation will yield positive experience
for others.
Thus, in the 1974 Madison Gas and Electric rate case (~G&E I)l_-an
early landmark in TOO pricing--the Commission, while exploring a number
of areas, limited the principal impact of its order to winter/summer pricing
differentials. It ordered Madison Gas and Electric to investigate the
feasibil ity of time-of-day pricing but did not order immediate use of such
pricing because of unknown factors related to equipment costs. The Commission
also indicated that in the future declining-block rates or other kinds of
rates were not likely to be approved unless justified by a showing of
unusual circumstances.
'Oocket numbers for major decided cases are referenced on page 6 and
in Appendix J.
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In Madison Gas and Electric II, the Commission ordered time-of-day
rates to be applied to MG&E's two largest customers, Oscar Mayer and the
University of Wisconsin. Additionally, the Company was ordered to begin
consideration of time-of-day rates for other large customers, a process
now under way.
The next case--that of Wisconsin Power and Light (WP&L)--represented
a substantial implementation of TOO pricing in Wisconsin. Time-of-day
rates were ordered for all commercial and industrial customers where
maximum monthly measured demand exceeds 500 kW for eight out of 12
months. In addition, time-of-day rates were made optional for all
customers using at least 200 kW. The peak period was defined as 8:30 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday,excluding holidays.
The fourth case, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPSC}, began
with a voluntary-time-of-day pricing proposal submitted by WPSC and funded
by the Federal Energy Administration. In this experiment time-of-day meters
were installed in a stratified random sample of 700 residential customers.
This experiment was made mandatory by the Commission and is now in progress.
The most recently decided case, Wisconsin Electric Power, extends
the TOO pricing policy even further. TOO rates were required as of July 1,
1978, for the 577 largest residential customers and for all general primary
customers. On-peak times were established to fit the usage patterns of
each class. Decentralized computers will be used to permit two-way remote.
metering for residential and small-volume commercial customers.
Finally, there are other current pending cases. The most prominent
of them is the Northern States Power Company case, in which the Commission
has ordered the Company to do significant research on load factors and other
information related to TOO pricing.
It would appear that a number of factors were responsible for the
Wisconsin Commission's progress. As Charles J. Cicchetti, the current
Chairman of the Commission, has remarked, Wisconsin has had a history of
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con tinua1 enlightenment and progressive tradition. 1I1 This factor, which
can be overstressed, should not be minimized in importance: lilt should
not be a surprise then, to find it among the handful of states breaking
into the time of use implementation ranks. 1I2
II

Especially important was the personal interest of Commission Chairmen,
Cudahy and Cicchetti. According to one current staff member, "Cudahy was
the largest moving force in tne Madison Gas case. 1I This was confirmed by
another staff member who added, lICudahy just had the idea and pushed it.
Indeed, although the Commission has had a large turnover in the past
several years, only Commissioner Padrutt, who has since left, opposed the
general notion of time-of-day rates. Cudahy's strong support was advanced
by the current Chairman, Charles J. Cicchetti, who i,n the past has spent
considerable time testifying throughout the country about time-of-day
prlclng. Under his chairmansn.i:p, time-of-day orders have become increasingly
broad based and comprehensive. Cicchetti also enjoyed the support of
Governor Patrick Lucey, who was strongly in favor of marginal cost pricing.
Indeed, Cicchetti is "convinced that (nist appointment was in large part
based upon ... commitment to marginal cost principles. 1I3
1I

In the sections to follow, we will describe in turn each of the cases
outl ined above. Each is perhaps best treated as a separate lIexperiment,1I
for each case differs from the others. Following this, there will be an
overall evaluation of all tne cases, as well as a discussion of the
factors producing the Commission's decisi.ons and the likelihood for
transferability to other jurisdictions.
It is tmportant to emphasi:ze that whi:le the Commission's members and
staff were substantially motivated by theoretical concepts of marginal cost
pricing, their orders were, for various reasons detailed Below, expressed in
'Charles J. Cicchetti, Marginal Cost Pricing:
to Tariffs, p. 1.
2Ibid . at 15.
3Ibid . at 1.
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The Transition from Theory

terms of TOO pricing. Thus, the story in Wisconsin is really a TOO story_
Marginal cost pricing principles provided the impetus for reform but were
modified to account for pragmatic considerations.
The Beginning: Madison Gas I
(Docket No. 2-U-7423}1
The Madison Gas case began in early 1972, when MG&E filed an application
to seek a rate increase. After a series of hearings on interim and permanent
rates, additional hearings were held in late 1973 and 1974 on the subject of
electric rate design.
The hearings in the case covered 18 full days of testimony over
a period of nearly two years, and the transcript of the hearings (exclusive
of exhibits) consisted of approximately 3,000 pages. As a concurring
Commissioner stated: IIWhat began as a rather routine proceeding involving
a medium sized utility became ... a 'national' test case on electric rate
redesign. 1I2 The change in emphasis from an ordi.nary rate' case came about
as the result of the intervention of two groups--the Capital Community
Citizens and the Environmental Defense Fund. All three Commissioners wrote
separate opinions (one of which was a dissent), and the list of witnesses,
which included appearances by the representatives of most of the Wisconsin
power companies, consumer and environmental groups, banks and commission
staff, covered 10 full pages alone. In making its decision on the issues,
the Commission applied the decided principles not only to Madi,son Gas, but
to lIother electric utili.ti.es under this Commission's jurisdiction facing
_.!'._.!',_. ____ . __ .... .!

:::illlilldr'

____

UIJer'dL.lll~

~...J.!

.... .! ___

CUUUlL.I.UlI::>.
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3

The Commission started with the acceptance of certain principles
advocated by most of the witnesses: all agreed first that rates should
promote an efficient allocation of resources to discourage wasteful use
lSee Appendix J for a list of the docket numbers of major decided cases.
2William Eich, concurri.ng in 2-U-7423, p. 18.
30pinion, 2-U-7423, p. 18.
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of energy. Second, rates should not be discriminatory. Third, rates
should lead to stable revenues. Fourth, rates should reflect a sense of
historical continuity. In addition to acceptance of the basic principles,
there was IIreasonably general agreement among all parties" l that the idea
of an efficient allocation of resources implies that rates should properly
reflect the marginal cost of providing service to customers.
In general, the remainder of the oplnlon in the first Madison Gas case
concentrated largely on the idea of efficiency and generally excluded
detailed discussion of gross revenue instability, historical continuity2
and, especially, societal effects of marginal cost pricing. This is not
to suggest that such questions were not considered at all, but they clearly
were in the background. Indeed, the use of marginal cost pricing as a
means of simply reduci ng energy usage Can important concern of some of the
i nterveni ng environmenta 1 grou ps} often seemed overs hadowed by the obj ec ti ve
of economic efficiency. Although, for example, the Commission Illiberally
admitted environmental evidence in this proceeding and considered
environmental factors,"3 there is very little discussion of environmental
Cnot to mention social t "fssues in the opini.on itself. The dissenting
Commissioner was prompted to suggest that tI, • • for some 3,000 pages of
testimony and reams of exhibits and studies, the economic experts who
appeared as witnesses leaped and gamboled, like mountain goats, from peak
to crag to precipice i,n the rarified upper atmosphere of theoretical
economics" while those less learned in economics "were left to slog
pa i nfu lly through the foothJll s below', ,A

lIbido p. 3.
2As noted later, however, historical continuity has been of special
importance to the Commiss ion.
3Ri chard Cudahy, concurri ng opi nf on, p. 46 C2-U-7 423) .
4Arthur Padrutt, dissenting opinion, p. 47 l2-U-7423).
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An initial issue was the concept of marginal cost to be applied.
Commission noted that:

The

The lIMarginal Cost of an item refers to the change
in cost that occurs with infinitely small changes
in output. A central proposition of economic theory
is that when prices of goods and services are set
equal to their marginal costs of product~vity an
optimum allocation of resources results.
ll

Recognizing that measurement of marginal cost is difficult and can be
attempted for the short run or the long run, the Commission chose to
emphasize long-run incremental cost--the "incremental cost of the capacity
and output which can reasonably be expected to be added in the next several
years. 1I2 Using long-run incremental costs CLRIC), the Commission reasoned,
is more practical (since they felt short-run marginal cost is more difficult
to measure) and much less volatile.
While recognizing that full peak load pricing would be required to
deal adequately with LRIC, the Commission limited its order to a winter/
sumner price differential proposed by the applicant to deal with the
problem of summer peaking.
The Commission refused to go beyond this to full TOO pricing, since
meter costs were unknown, and no evidence thereon had been presented. The
applicant, together with other large utility companies, was ordered to
study the problem of obtaining cost figures in TOO pricing.
The Commission also revised rates among certain classes to reflect
more accurately the cost of provision of power to these users. Thus,
industrial rates were increased and commercial rates decreased. In
addition, the Commission ordered a summer/winter differential for
residential use and the replacement of declining-block residential rates
lOpinion, 2-U-7423, p. 4.
2 .
.
Ibld. at pp. 4-5.
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by flat rates. Finally, where rate schedule distinguished between energy
and demand charges, the Commission ordered a general shift in revenues
from energy to demand charges.
The declining-block pattern of existing rate concepts was challenged
in this case on the grounds that costs were no longer declining, and current
rate structure encouraged uneconomic use by giving the consumer an incorrect
price signal. This, it was argued, led to a costly expansion of capacity
and a further misallocation of economic resources. To avoid such a situation
rates should be altered to reflect marginal cost.
In the course of the case all parties agreed that rates should promote
the efficient allocation of resources, and th.e Commission claimed that this
could best be accomplished through marginal cost pricing. An important
issue in the case then became how to define and implement marginal cost,
given that rates were not to be discriminatory, were to result in stable
revenues for the util ity and had to reflect a sense of historical
conti nu oj ty.
In theory, the economically efficient price is the short-run marginal
cost of the smallest possible additional unit of sale. This concept,
however, the Commission reasoned, is hard to measure and administratively
difficult to apply. It can also lead to extremely volatile rates and
revenues. This occurs because short-run marginal costs change as the
level of output changes and as operating characteristics vary. As a
consequence, there was a general acceptance by the Commission of longrun incremental cost as a proxy for marginal cost. lRIC is not derived
from small and continuous additions to output but from the incremental
cost of capacity and output expected to be added over the next several
years.
LRIC is divided into three components: (l} those, such as meter
reading and billing, that vary with the number of customers (customer
cost); (2) those future costs equaling capacity commitments that vary with
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kW demand (demand cost}; and (3} operating and maintenance costs that vary
with the kWh consumed lenergy costsl. The cost allocation engendered
some controversy with some parties feeling there was an excessive amount
of the cost of distribution included in customer cost. Inasmuch as only
one LRIC study was presented, there was no opportunity to evaluate a
different cost apportionment method.
The Commission felt the appropriate benchmark for the design of
electric rates was marginal cost, and that LRIC the logical starting
point. In doing so, it noted that LRIC does not mean that their rates
will be valid over a long time into the future, or that they will compensate for inflationary cost increases.
This latter point was also one of contention, with some parties
feeling LRIC should take account of inflation, and others feeling costs
should be expressed in constant dollars. It was eventually agreed that
the cost of additions in constant dollars over the next 10 years should
be included in LRIC. The Commission held this definition- to be consistent
with economic theory but provided for an attrition allowance to guard
against future inflation.
Another major issue concerned the desire of some parties to include
external costs in rates. Others felt external costs should be covered
by a tax. Still others suggested that they should be included insofar
as quantifiable but noted that if external costs were not also included
in the price of substitutes the pricing signals would be distorted.
Another position suggested that these costs should be reduced rather than
being reflected in rates due to the difficulty of accurately computing
external costs. The Commission ruled that external costs involve broad
questions of policy that cross multiple industrial and energy lines, and
therefore should be levied through taxation, not rates. To collect
external costs from utility customers and not others would discriminate
against utility customers.
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A final item considered in Madison Gas I was the question of
peak-load pricing. Under this system, rates vary with the time-of-day
in order to reflect the variations in cost that occur with load variations.
Thus, consumers pay the actual cost their use of electricity imposes on
society and are given incentives for shifting their use to the off-peak
period. It was generally agreed that peak-load pricing was an application of LRIC. This could be approximated to a limited extent through a
winter/summer differential. Under the latter, the space-heating customer
uses excess capacity in the winter and is not charged for the cost of
capacity added to serve the summer peak.
This implementation at TOO rates for all customer classes requires
the installation of recording meters. In the course of the case, however,
no data regarding metering costs and benefits were introduced. It was
noted that commercial-industrial customers generally have the proper type
of meters already installed. As a consequence, benefits and costs for
these customers, the Commission noted, should be carefully examined. If
TOO can be applied to the commercial-industrial customer, it could result
in lower costs for large users and improved system load factor.
To implement the move toward LRIC, the Commission ordered revisions
in rate structure as well as additional studies. First, the Commission
flattened energy rates.
In addition, customer-related costs were affected. At that time these
costs were collected, in part, through a fixed charge, with the remainder
spread through the early rate blocks. This system offset possible overestimation of customer costs and eliminated customer objections to charges
not dependent on consumption. On the other hand, the record indicated
that customers costs should be collected entirely as a fixed charge. To
do otherwise, it was argued, would magnify the differential between the
early blocks and the tail block. On this basis, the Commission established
a fixed customer charge for residential customers but did not set it at
the theoretically proper level. The necessary increase was felt to be
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too big a change to make at one time. The fixed charge was set at $1 .50
per month with the remainder of the customer costs loaded onto the first
block. As a consequence, the first block carried a charge of 2.5¢ per kWh,
but all succeeding blocks were 2.2¢. Winter use over 1,000 kWh was established at 1.5¢ per kWh.
The commercial rates resulted in a shift of revenue from energy
charges to demand charges and also established a summer/winter demand
charge. Winter demand would start at $2.00 for the first 10 kW, then
range between $2.30 to $1.50 per kW depending on the demand block.
The summer rate started at the same point but ranges between $2.60 and
$2.00 per kW. The energy charge ranged from 2.6¢ per kWh for the first
500 kWh to 1.25¢ for use over 50,000 kWh in both summer and winter.
Industrial rates were restructured in a similar fashion. l
As a result of these efforts to adjust rates to conform with the LRIC
study, the charges rose or declined as indicated below:
(1) AC power -1.57%
(2) Capital Heating +5.2%
(3) Municipal Water Pumping +0.2%
(4) University of Wisconsin +0.5%
(5) Residential -0.01%
(61 Oscar Mayer -0.08%
e71 Commerci.al Light and Power -0.9%
(81 AC Power Optional -1.5%
The increases and decreases were estimated to result in shifts in
the class contribution to the revenue requirement as shown in Table 4.

'For rate schedule comparison, see Appendix
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Table 4:

Changes In Revenue Re"quirement, By Class, Madison Gas & Electric I
Percent of Revenue Raised
Old Rates
New Rates
36.9%
36.9%
35.6%
34.1%
15.0%
16.6%
8.2%
8. 35~
1 .0%
1 .0%
0.9%
0.9%
Q.3%
0.2%
2.1%
2.0%
$30,132,233
$32,275,070 1

Class
Residential
Commercial
Power
University of Wisconsin
Oscar Mayer
Municipal Water Pumping
Capital Heating Plant
Other
TOTAL REVENUE
Source:

Order, Madison Gas and Electric I.

The Madison case gave greater emphasis to system cost chdracteristics
than to load cost characteristics, because data on the latter were not
available. The case decision did not lay down hard and fast rules but
rather ordered a change in direction from an era where declining costs
pointed toward declining-block rates to an era of cost uncertainty.
However, in structuring the case, virtually no ,testimony was introduced by traditional rate people. As a consequence, the unanimity on the
desirability of marginal cost may be more an expression of the types of
witnesses that appeared at the proceedings. On the other hand, supply
and demand and appropriate prices are the domain of the economist. From
this view the extensive testimony of members of that profession in this
case has considerable logic and may indeed be a part of the importance
of the case. 2

lFor actual dollar values, see Appendix B.
2This is not to suggest that all public utility economists came dOItJn on
the side of marginal cost as the principle criterion in ratemak.i:ng.
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The Policy Statement
After the first Madison Gas case, the Commission issued a Policy
Statement and notice of proposed Rule (Docket No. Ol-ER-ll. l Because
of the political difficulty in Wisconsi'n of making rules outside of an
individual case, the Commission never formally adopted the rule. Nevertheless, the document is instructive in understanding the development of
the Commission's thinking concerning TOO and marginal cost pricing.
The Commission noted that TOO had worked well with commercial and
industrial customers in England and France and was likely to work well
in the United States with the same class of customers. It was somewhat more hesitant, however, to apply TOO rates to residential customers
because of a lack of elasticity information and knowledge of all cost
factors. Nonetheless, it thought it was time to begin to consider
requiring TOO rates for residential and small commercial customers.
The proposed rule would have held as "presumptively deficient" any
proposal for changed tariffs which failed to include a TOO proposal for
customers having potenti.al metering capabil ity for TOO pricing lindustrial
and large commercial)_. The rule would have also required proposals for
other customers to include some form of mandatory or voluntary TOO pricing,
to provide for study of TOO rates together with subsequent proposed actions,
or to provide for any reasonable alternative plan acceptable to the Commission.
Thus, although the proposed rule was never adopted, the Policy Statement laid the foundation for progressive, far-reaching action on the part
of the Commission. From this point, the decisions were to become increasingly complex and appli.cable to additional classes of customefs. In
addition, as the staff gained greater sophistication in dealing with marginal
cost pricing, the Commission was able to analyze the issues with greater
understanding and expertise. This proposed rule, together with the broadly
applicable nature of Madison Gas I, left no doubt as to the intent and
commi.tment of the Commission to move toward uni.form TOO pri.cing for all
electric utilities in Wisconsin.
lSee Appendix A.
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Applying Time-of-Day Pricing: Madison Gas II
(Docket No. 3270-UR~1)
By the time of the decision in Madison Gas and Electric II (November

9, 1976), Commissioner Padrutt bad left the Commission and a unanimous
Corrunission made a first, cautious step into time-of-day pricing. Although
summer/winter differential and the energy/demand charge mixtures were
changed again, the significant feature of the case was the introduction of
TOO pricing to MG&E1s two largest customers, the Oscar Mayer Company and
the University of Wisconsin. In addition, the Commission ordered for all
users inclusion of a customer service cost composed of the billing expenses,
costs of the meter and service line and that portion of the distribution
plant which varies with the number of customers.
The Commission also considered the implementation of a lifeline rate
but rejected it because it had not been proved cost justified, its efficiency
was questionable and the Commission could perceive no conservation effects.
The Commission did, however, order an electric energy conservation rate for
the residential customer who used less than 300 kWh per month (as well as
similar plan for gas usage), to be submitted by the applicant.
The applicant noted during the case that it was voluntarily installing
magnetic tape meters for customers with monthly demands over 500 kW. The
Commission ordered a hearing for April 1, 1977, to consider TOO rates for
the other large MG&E customers, but as of this writing, new rates have
not yet been approved.
The peak period adopted for both Oscar Mayer and the University of
Wisconsin was 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding
holidays.
This case reaffirmed the principles of the earlier Madison Gas &
Electric case but moved forward another notch. Rates were cost based,
their structure was flattened, the number of rate blocks was reduced and
some additional rates were varied on a seasonal and daily basis.
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Three cost-of-service studies were entered into the record in this
case: one based on LRIC; one more closely aligned to the theoretical
concept of marginal cost (MC); and a third constituting a fully allocated
cost (FAC) study using the coincident peak demand method. The second
study assigns capacity cost to time periods based on the probability of
an outage (loss of load probabil itYl and customer costs based on the
concept of minimum-sized distribution facilities. These studies resulted
in residential cost allocations as shown in Table 5.
Table 5:

Comparison Of Residential Cost Allocation Studies For Madison Gas II
LRIC
$ 4.33
$ 95.00
$ 0.0066

Monthly Customer Cost/Customer
Annual Demand Cost/kW
Energy Cost/kWh

Source:

MC
$ 4.33
$81.30
$ 0.01416

FAC
$ 2.42
$ 113.00
$ 0.007

Order, Madison Gas and Electric II.

These studies also indicated the residential class was not contributing adequately to supporting the cost of the service. The Commission-,
however, felt it would be unreasonable to make an abrupt change. Therefore,
the rate changes represented a step toward the needed readjustment. Working
from the cost of service studies, the Commission set a monthly fixed charge
of $2.00 per month per residential customer, a flattened summer energy rate
and a greater increase in the higher blocks than in the lower for winter.
The commercial-industrial seasonal demand charges were increased and
flattened while energy charges were modified to reflect the increased
demand charges. A special AC (alternating current} power rate was closed
to new customers. The reason for a separate AC rate for customers no
longer existed, since all commercial-industrial customers are now served
from the same lines. Current customers were left on the old rate in
order to minimize the impact on these customers. TOO rates were instituted
for Oscar Mayer and the University of Wisconsin, but the Municipal Water
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Pumping and the Capital Heating Plants continued on more traditional
rates. Data on the latter two customers were not adequate to permit
institution of such rates. l
Aside from the above, a major rate issue considered was the question
of lifeline rates. It was argued these are socially justified, easy to
understand and have an energy conservation appeal. Such rates, however,
may not be justified on economic or cost-of-service principles. Rather,
they constitute a subsidy to users below some established limit. The
ostensible purpose of lifeline rates is to provide aid to the poor and
elderly; but testimony in this case indicated that lifeline rates do not
meaningfully provide aid, because they make no differentiation between
customers using space and water heating and those who use other fuels.
Lifeline rates can also provide an incorrect price signal by resulting
in reduced utility bills iOn some cases. The Commission felt it was
an income distriBution question beyond its legal and technical authority.
It felt this kind of question should be handled by other agencies
of the government. The Commi ss ion, therefore, ordered th.e Company to
develop a conservation rate only for residential customers with monthly
consumption below 300 kWh.
The Next Step Forward: Wisconsin Power and Lignt
(Docket Nos. 2-U-7778 and 2-U-8085}
The crucial aspect of the Wisconsin Power and Light cases is that
they represent the first major implementation of TOO pricing in Wisconsin.
Whereas MG&E II limited TOO pricing to two major customers, tn Wisconsin
Power & Light the Commission ordered TOO rates for large industrial and
commercial customers, together wi.th a study on the i,mpact of these rates.
To make its decision in tnis case the Commission considered five
cost-of-service studies as well as proposals by the utility, staff and
environmental groups.
After due consideration the Commission proposed a rate which was
mandatory for all commercial and industrial customers using over 500 kW
'For selected typical electric bill comparisons, see Appendix D.
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in at least eight of 12 months. For customers between 200 kW and 500 kW,
the TOO rate was optional. Opti'onal customers, having chosen the rate,
had to remain on it for at least one year. However, the Commission
ordered that TOO meters were to be installed for all customers above
200 kW, with the cost of such meters to be recovered through a $12.50
monthly metering charge.
The pricing period for on-peak usage was set at 8:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday, excluding holidays. There was a
pricing provision called Off-Peak Excess Demand, which measured maximum
demand for 11200 kW and over customers" as the highest 15 minute on-peak
demand during the month, not, however, to be less than 50% of the maximum
measured demand during off-peak hours. This provision was designed to curb
excess demand during off-peak hours.
There were two major decisions in tht's set of cases, and they are
discussed in turn.
The 1974 Wisconsin Power and Light Co. Case - Docket No. 2-U-7778
Of major dispute in this case were the proposed charges for the
residential tail blocks. The Company proposed an increase relatively
larger in the tail blocks than the higher use front and middle blocks but
was reluctant to raise rates in the front block sufficiently to cover LRIC.
The Wi scons in Power & Light CWP&L). proposa 1 showed a grea te.r sens i ti vi ty
to revenue erosion than to the control of demand in the tail blocks. By
moving the middle blocks for residential rates virtually to incremental
cost, revenue stability would be assured, since this is where the bulk of
the class use occurs.
The LRIC study submitted by WP&L, however, indicated that load growth
came from increased use by existing customers rather than from new customers.
Load growth is thus derived from the tail blocks. The study also indicated
that industrial rates required a greater increase than the rates for other
classes in order to equal LRIC.
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As a consequence, the Commission increase.d the residential rates
between 1% and 10%, wi th the 1argest i, ncrease in the higher usage front
and middle blocks. Industrial demand charges were increased between 23%
and 24%, with somewhat more modest increases in the energy charges. In
all cases, the increases were levied on the tail blocks~ since those were
the use categories causing growth and the eventual need for new generating
capacity. The rates, as established by the Commission, represented a
first step toward LRIC.
The 1976 Wisconsin Power and Light Co. Case - Docket No. 2-U-8085
In this instance, the Commi,ssion moved closer to the goals expressed
in the Madison Gas cases. There were several cost studies submitted,
including both fully allocated cost (FAC) and LRIC. The costs shown by
the two major studies are indicated in Table 6.
Table 6:

Comparison Of Cost Classification Studies, Wisconsin Power & Light

Cost Classification
Demand (Per kW)
Energy (Per KWh 1
Customer (Per Customer}l
Source:

FAC
$101.80
0.904¢
$ 26.91 to
$32,361.00
Order, Wisconsin Power and Light

LRIC
$116.27
0.84¢
$123.51 to
$25,000.00

The Commission, on the basis of these studies lwhich were on a
customer class basisl, adjusted residential fixed charges to reflect the
actual cost and eliminated the special all-electric rate. It also flattened
the rate structure. For larger customers, i,t increased demand charges and
also flattened energy charges. In instituting these changes, the Commission
noted that the demand charges were still below cost, and that the energy
charges were still above cost; but that the movement was in the proper
direction.
lFirst number refers to residential: second to industrial.
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It was reluctant to move faster for fear of adverse economic impact on
existing customers. In short, the Commission arrived at a trade-off
among several of its goals.
As listed above, the major action by the Commission was the establishment of a TOO rate for large industrial and commercial customers and the
ordering of subsequent study of the impact of these rates on electric usage.
This represented the first major implementation of TOO pricing in Wisconsin.
The peak period was defined as 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday through
Saturday, except for holidays. Each customer was to pay a $150 meter
installation charge where new meters were needed, and a $15 per month
meter charge for 48 months. The demand charge was set at $2.58 kW for
the monthly maximum measured peak demand during the peak period. Energy
charges were set in two blocks as indicated in Table 7.
Table 7:

Peak Period Energy Charges, Wisconsin Power & Light
On-Peak
3.24¢
2.23¢

1st 300 kWh
Over 300 kWh
Source:

Off-Peak
O.85¢
O.85¢

Order, Wisconsin Power and Light (Docket No. 2-U-8085,
December 9, 19751

In addition, a minimum monthly charge of $600 or the maximum monthly
demand charge in the preceding 12 months, whichever was greater, was
established.
The TOO rates were not to go immediately into effect but were delayed
to allow time for such things as metering and changing billing procedures.
Further, a subsequent hearing was called to determine what modifications,
if any, to the TOO tariff were necessary. Before the hearings, however,
studies indicated that 13% of the customers would experience rate increases
of up to 300%. In an effort to prevent these low-load factor customers
from carrying an extremely adverse economic burden, a limit of 5~¢ per kWh
was imposed as the maximum unit charge.
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The TOO rates impacted 23% of the Wisconsin retail coincident peak
and 25% of the total kWh consumed. The 130 TOO customers had a coincident
demand of 198 kW and consumed 1.1 million kWh.
The TOO hearings were to consider the economic, social and physical
environmental impact of rate design. Guidelines promulgated for the rates
included requirements that they: (1) be cost based; (2) provide fair
apportionment of the cost of service: (3) be simple; (4) be free from
controversy over interpretation; (5) be capable of producing required
revenue; (6) produce revenue stability; (7) assure histori.cal rate continuity; (B) avoid discrimination; (9) discourage wasteful use while permitting
justified types and quantities of use. These guidelines were to be reaffirmed
in subsequent cases.
Within these guidelines, the Commi:ssion examined the questions of rate
level and structure as well as peaking periods. The latter were in all
cases based on load duration curves and operating characteristics. The
period selected had to give the customers an opportunity to shift load
and had to provide stable pricing periods. A relatively short peak period
provides a greater price incentive for reducing consumption on-the-peak
but also has the potential for pricing period instability. The original
peak period was held to be the best trade-off.
Examination of the August 1973 peak day load chart for the larger
users shows a series of peaks and valleys between 8:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m.
and then a steady decline from 1 :00 p.m. The 1973 curve shows a number
of peaks between approximately 11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
In terms of rate level, five cost-of-service studies were introduced.
Of these, two were FAC studies by Commission staff and one by Drazen,
Brubaker and Assoc. (DBA). The remaining two studies were based on LRIC
and were submitted by Foster Assoc. and DBA.
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There were two major proposals: one by staff called a Wright-Hopkinson
rate that would be mandatory for large customers and optional for smaller
commercial and industrial consumers; the other by WP&L which introduced
a Hopkinson demand-energy rate with an on-peak, off-peak energy and
demand provision.
The staff proposal would have affected 350 customers with demand over
200 kW and incorporated a IIstretcher block with a day/night energy rate.
ll

The Company proposal affected 130 customers with demand over 500 kW.
As a result, it would only affect 38% of the customers covered under the
staff proposal but would cover 78% of the coincident demand. The Commission
felt the Company proposed rate tracked costs more closely than the staff
proposal and was simpler, more understandable, and easier to apply.
The established fixed charges were set at $12.50 per month, and demand
charges at $5.00/kW for the first 200 kW plus $4.50/kW for demand over
200 kW. Energy charges were set at 2.026¢/kWh on-peak and 1.013¢ off-peak.
This rate was made mandatory for all commercial-industrial customers
whose demand exceeded 500 kW per month for eight out of 12 months; it was
optional for those with a demand between 200 and 500 kW. TOO meters were
to be installed on all customers over 200 kW, with the cost to be covered
through a monthly $12.50 fixed charge.
For those customers having a demand of 1,000 kW or more, an optional
interruptible rate was provided. All customers requi.fing 200 kW or more
were made subject to an off-peak excess demand provision. Under this
requirement, the monthly billed demand is based on the highest measured
15 minutes on-peak but not less than 50% of the maximum measured demand
off-peak.
The 5~¢ per kWh rate incentive limit was kept in effect, in order to
mitigate abrupt rate increases. It was estimated that 92% of the customer
monthly bills would change less than 4% with the maximum change for any
customer less than 7% at present consumption levels.'
lFor sample rate schedules, see Appendix E.
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WP&L was also ordered to turn in a load-management report one year
and one month after the effective date of the authorized TOO rates.
The report was divided into two major segments: a survey of customers
and a series of four analyses. The survey involved the mailing of questionnaires to 137 customers. Of these, 84 ItJere returned. The survey
indicated the shift in response to TOO was 23 MW. Customers with at
least 60 percent of their energy use on-peak and a constant demand
experienced no change in their bills. Generally, customers without labor
intensive operations, high load factors and three shift operations
favored TOO. On-peak type customers, such as department stores, schools,
- etc., were not enthusiastic. Most of the survey respondents did not
like interruptible rates because of the constant nature of their operation.
Finally, 50% of the respondents had not been charged under the off-peak
excess demand clause.
The survey indicated that 80% of the respondents had analyzed their
operation as a result of the rates. Electric melting and holding furnaces,
water storage, heat reclamation and refrigeration equipment were under
consideration for movement off-peak. Of those replying, 75% were not
making special investments to take advantage of TOO rates, 40~~ had made
changes in load operations because of demand and energy charges, 8%
changed due to demand charges alone, but none had changed because of energy
charges. Thirteen percent had shifted a total of 344 employees off-peak
and moved another 32 to a second or afternoon shift. The largest single
move was 250 people.
WP&L also conducted four analyses to quanti.fy the effect of TOO. In
the energy shift analysi,s, the data were adjusted to assure its comparability in regard to annual on-peak hours and economic conditions. The
conclusion was that usage off-peak increased, and TOO was a major factor.
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The noncoincident demand shift analysis showed close to 9% difference
in the off-peak to on-peak maximum demand ratio, tesulting in 22,458 kW
additional per month to the off-peak period compared with 1973.
T~e

third analysis used two methods to determine the monthly system
peak response to TOO customers: first was analysis of the change in the
TOO rate class system peak load curves from 1973-1977; second was use of
the average noncoincident demand multiplied by a coincident factor. Under
the first method, the average on-peak use on the August peak day was 89%
of maximum demand for Cp-l in 1977, 90% for the sample in 1977 and 88%
in 1973. The off-peak use was 66% for Cp-l customers, 70% for the sample
in 1977 and 56% in 1973. Under the second system, assuming an 85%
coincidence factor, the average demand shift on peak days was 19 MW.
This indicates that TOO customers have altered their peak day use
pattern.
The fourth analysis involved changes in the monthly system peak day
load curve. This was flattened, based on the change in the optimum shift
pattern.
The Company concluded that TOO customers shifted 79,000 MWh to the
off-peak period, moved 22 MW of noncoincident maximum demand and shifted
an average of 19 MW on system peak days. This analysis supports the
results of the customer survey.
WP&L indicates the cost-benefit break-even point is 0.25% shift in
coincident demand to the off-peak. Large industrial customers shifted
more than this.
On the other hand, residential costs pose problems. Residential
meters have a total cost of $194 and a 1evelized annual cost of $31.
No administrative costs were included in this analysis, although they
are believed to be significant. Assuming the average residential coincident
demand at 1.25 kW and annual usage at 6,000 kWh, the marginal demand cost
equals $189/kW/year and the on-peak - off-peak cost difference is 1.75¢/kWh.
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The required shift in kW and kWh for break even would be 9.1%. This would
mean a shift of 0.11 kW off the coincident peak and 546 kWh/year to the
off-peak period. The value of the shift.would be $29.75 or 4% below the
annual meter cost.
WP&L concluded that many residential loads are such that it is
difficult for residential customers to respond to TOO without expensive
timing devices. This would indicate such thermostatically controlled
areas as water heating, air conditioning and space heating.
The Federal Residential Experiment: Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
(Docket Nos. 6690-UR-l and 6690-ER-5)
This case is unique in that it was derived from a proposal submitted
by Wisconsin Public Service Corp. (wpscl and the Wisconsin Public Service
Commission to the United States Federal Energy Administration (now the
Department of Energy) ·for funding for a five-year pricing study. In this
case the Commission subsequently'made the study mandatory for certain
classes of customers.
There were several goals expressed as part of the study:
(1)

To determine the feasibility of various defi.nitions of onand off-peak periods and the use of three- versus two-part
rates. "Feasibility,1I the Commission said, "related to the
ability of customers to understand such rates coupled with
a decision that the benefits outweigh
the costs in both
,
economic and social context.
The WPSC staff note that
updated data CWisconsin E.P. Docket 6630-CE-12} give a
different picture. The peak to off-peak cost differential is
6.9¢ per kWh; in the winter it is 3.9¢ per kWh. The staff state
that taking an installed new cost of $95 (Cutler-Rammer), the
monthly metering cost is $1 .35. In order to break even
35 kWh a month would have to be shifted from peak to offpeak during winter months. During summer months 20 kWh would
have to be shifted. Thus a cost analysis on space-heating
II I

lCharles J. Cicchetti, Marginal Cost Pricing; The Transition from Theory
to Tariffs, p.l.
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(2)

(3)

customers indicated a 3~ year payback period through energy
savings through the purchase of a storage heater.
To determine the effect of TOO pricing on demand and
consumption of electric water heating, space heating and
air conditioning, and
To estimate the IItime-of-day elasticity" of demand.

The experiment design consisted of the selection of participants,
the definitions of on- and off-peak rates and periods and the assignment
of participants to groups.
The groups included a flat-rate initial group; a three-part rate
group whose rate consisted of a customer fixed charge, a flat-rate energy
charge and a demand charge determined by the maximum monthly peak period
power demand; and a two-part rate group without demand charges. There were
also different peak hour definitions and different forms of demand and
energy charges. Altogether, there are 24 different groups in a rather
complex experiment.
Before the experiment, however, the Commission considered pricing
policies in a number of cases.
The Build-Up
In its request for rate relief filed with the Wisconsin Public
Service Commission, Docket No. 2-U-7779, on August 3, lS73, the Wisconsin
Public Service Corporation (WPSCl proposed an equal percentage adjustment
to its current rate schedules (with the exception of the electric spaceheating rate) to recover its reported revenue deficiency. WPSC did not
prepare its own incremental cost study but referred to the long-run
incremental cost studies presented in the first Madison Gas and Electric
case and the Wisconsin Power and Light case, both of which were pending
at the time. It stated that the incremental cost figures presented in
those studies were in proximity to the costs of its own system. WPSC
also observed that its proposed rates would cover the incremental costs
of providing service.
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In its Findings of Fact and Order, dated March 15, 1974, the
Commission noted that the two cost studies referred to by WPSC differed
greatly in methodology and in results and were meaningless in drawing
any conclusions about WPSC's cost levels. In order to determine if the
Company's rates reflect incremental costs of service, the Commission
ordered WPSC to prepare and submit a long-run incremental cost study
within one year of the date of the Order. The Commission also modified
the Company's rate proposal by increasing the share of the revenue
increase to be derived from industrial customers, by increasing the fixed
charge portion of the rates by a greater than average percentage to
reflect more closely customer-related costs and by flattening the rates
by increasing the charges in the tail blocks a greater percentage than
those of the other blocks. The Commission also increased the charges for
the final block of the WPSC's all-electric rates (which apply primarily
to space-heating customers and improve the Company's system load factor)
by a slight amount in order to ensure that these rates cover the incremental
costs of service.
The Wisconsin Public Service Corporation filed an application with
the Commission on May 22, 1974, for permission to increase its rates for
retail gas and electric service on both a permanent and interim basis.
The Commission granted temporary rate relief to the Company through
operation of a uniform surcharge applied to the current rates, pending
outcome of the second phase of the proceeding.
During the second phase of the hearings in Docket No. 2-U-80l6,
WPSC presented cost-of-service studies based both on long-run incremental
costs and on embedded costs. The cost studies, however, disagreed. The
LRIC study produced a revenue excess. The embedded cost study produced
a revenue deficiency. However, revisions of that study, performed by the
Public Service Commission Staff, showed that the revenue requirement could
be met. WPSC also stated that there are difficulties in attempting to
design rates based on incremental costs and suggested that its rate
structure be based on the traditional embedded costs of service.
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The Commission rejected WPSCls proposal, stating that it considered
peak, off-peak pricing to be the proper pricing philosophy to move toward.
The Commission also stated that the proportional responsibility method of
capacity cost allocation presented by WPSC is primarily an equity concept,
whereas the peak responsibility method is primarily an economic efficiency
concept and is compatible with marginal cost pricing. The Commission
considered the peak responsibility method the more appropriate approach
in the current economic climate.
The Commission authorized changes in the residential and farm rates
producing a flat-rate design for consumption in excess of 200 kWh per
month in the summer and a lower rate for usage over 1,500 kWh per month
in the winter. The fixed charge portion of the rates was also increased
to reflect more accurately the fixed costs associated with the various
classes of service. The interruptible water-heating rate was not increased,
since it was expected that this schedule would provide some incentive for
off-peak usage and thereby improve the system load factor. Also, the
space-heating rate schedule was closed to new customers in anticipation
of those rates gradually being merged into the general residential rates,
and the street-lighting rates were altered to reflect more accurately the
costs of rendering service. The Commission accepted and authorized the
proposal of the Company to i.ncrease the charge for reconnection to $10
during regular hours and $20 after regular hours, and to change its line
extension rules by reducing the amount of free extension and increasing
the costs associated with contributory extensions.
In a supplemental Order to Docket No. 2-U-8016 dated March 3, 1975,
the Commission, stating a need to know the impact on both the. util ity and
its customers of changes in the level of use which might arise from changes
in the pricing of electrical energy, ordered WPSC to prepare and submit
jointly with Madison Gas and Electric Company a study indicating the
feasibility and effect on customers of various forms of time-differentiated
and load-rate pricing. It was also ordered that the study include
consideration of interruptible service and time-of-day metering and be
presented to the Commission within 60 days of the date of the Order.
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In Docket No. 6690-UR-l, the Commission granted WPSC interim rate
relief on December 12, 1974, through a surcharge to be applied to all
electric and gas rates. The Commission also ordered the Company to
proceed with its FEA sponsored time-of-day experiment, described below.
During the second phase of the hearings, the Company did not present
a specific cost-of-service study but relied on the cost-of-service studies
presented to the Commission on September 16, 1974, as ordered in Docket
No. 2-U-8016. The Company suggested that these studies were sufficiently
recent to be useful in developing rate design in the current proceeding.
In seeking a rate increase, the Company proposed that its rates be adjusted
on a uniform basis in accordance with its interpretation of the previously
presented cost studies.
The Commission staff presented both a long-run incremental cost study
and an embedded cost-of-service study and agreed with WPSC that a uniform
surcha rge to ex is ti ng rates was appropri ate if used on 1y to dete-rmine
revenue requirement by customer class.
The rates authorized by the Commission reflect a continuing move
toward marginal cost-based rates. The rate schedules were flattened,
seasonal variations in demand charges were added and the demand and
fixed charges were increased to recover in a more appropriate fashion the
costs of service as indicated by the staff1s LRIC and embedded cost studies.
These three cases, however, were merely preliminary to what followed
in the federally funded pricing experiment.
The Pricing Experiment
In February 1975, the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation submitted
a proposal, in response to the MG&E order, for a limited study of time-ofuse pricing for residential customers. The original proposal was to be
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implemented for large-use residential customers only, and experimental
rates were to be in effect for a one-year period. This proposal was
expanded into a joint project involving the WPSC and the Commission in
a larger, more sophisticated analysis of TOO electric rates. The revised
proposal was submitted to the Federal Energy Administration's Office of
Utilities Programs in a request for partial funding in connection with
that agency1s involvement in testing alternative approaches to electricity
pricing.
Federal funding was approved for the proposal in September 1975.
The revised experiment was to last four years and was to include approximately 700 randomly selected participants from high- and intermediate-use
residential customers. The experiment was to employ several different
time-of-use pricing structures and a standard control rate. Consultants
from the fields of economics and econometrics, statistics, social psychology, research methodology and field experimentation were retained
to aid in the experiment.
The goals of the experiment as developed by the Commission and
Company staff, and reported in Docket No. 6690-ER-5,1 are as follows:

Cal To determine the feasibility of various definitions of onand off-peak' periods and tfie use of three- versus two-part rates.
Feasibility relates to tfie ability of customers to understand such
rates coupled with a decision that the benefits outweigh the costs
on both economic and social context. Because it is believed that
the high-usage customers have a good probability (relative to the
low-usage customers) of meeting these criteria, the high-usage
customers are more heavily sampled in the experimental design.
(bi To determine, to the extent feasible, the effects of time-ofday [TOO) rates on the usage--50th demand (kW) and consumption (kWh)
of electric water-heating, space-heating, and air conditioning
customers. Tnis goal is based on the view of the probable future
importance of these customers as a major component of residential
load.

lpublic Service Commission of Wisconsin, Findings of Fact and Order
Establishing Temporary Experimental Rates, Docket No. 6690-ER-5,
February 18, 1977.
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Cc) To estimate the effects of time-of-day prices on electrical
demand (kW) and on electrici-ty consumption (kWh). The technical
economics term for an estimate of the effect of time-of-day prices
is IItime-of-day elasticity.1I
It was also decided to collect a year of IIbaseline " data on the
electric usage patterns of the customers chosen for participation in the
experiment under the electric utility tariffs currently in existence. On
December 3, 1975, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission issued an interim
order in Docket No. 6690-UR-l which directed the WPSC to:
... begin a time-of-day pricing experiment and install recording
meters at the premises of approximately 700 customers to obtain
the required measurements; and that special experimental rates
shall be submitted to this Commission for approval and implementation.
In accordance with the goals established for the rate experiment,
several econometric models were developed to measure the effect of timeof-use rates on the usage patterns of residential consumers with various
combinations on electrical appliances. Using the data obtained from the
IIbaseline measurement of consumption patterns in combination with the
data collected during the imposition of the experimental rates, it was
hoped that the econometric models would be able to predict how usage
patterns are affected by various peak, off-peak pricing ratios as well as
by various household usage characteristics, such as different combinations
of electrical appliances, income level, family size, educational level
and number of people home during the day.
ll

The Commission ordered in Docket No. 6690-ER-5 that the rates established for this pricing study would be in effect for a period of three
years for the participating experimental and control groups. Also, in
order to provide a thorough analysis of the effects of TOO rates on
residential electric consumption, several definitions of peak period in
combination with the different peak versus off-peak price ratios were to
be tested. The rates used in this experiment were designed so that if
customers do not change their consumption patterns, the average bill for
the customers under the experimental rates will be the same as the bill
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Table 8:

Time-Of-Use Experimental Rates, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation

Summer (July - Oct.)
Winter (Nov. - June)
Energy charge per
Energy
charge
per
Monthly
Urban
WPSC Number
Peak Hours K\,;H (see Note 2)
Peak Hours K\1H (see. Mote 2)
or Fixed
Off~Peak
Schedule Rate Hours
(see Note 1) On-Peak Off-Peak (see Note 1) bn-Peak Off-Peak
Rural iCharge
Number
Number On-Peak Rat:io
~a .rn. --!~p.• m
$.0158
~a.m.-!2p.m • $.1065
$.0133
Ip.m.-4p.m. $.1266
4.94
U
8:1
(\
011
Sp.m.-Sp.rn.
Rg-EU3
$~0157
$.1258
II
$.0133
"
$.1063
8.99
R
8~1
013
Rg-ER3
6
$.0235
$.0940
$.0199
"
$.0795
4.94
U
"
4:1
029
Rg-EU4
6
$.0234
$.0937
$.0199
"
$.0794
8.99
R
4:1
031
Rg-ER4
$.0310
$.0620
$.0264
$.0528
4.94
U
2:1
"
6
031
Rg-EU5
II
$.0310
$.0621
$.0264
$.0528
8.99
2:1
R
{)39
Rg-ER5
6
$.0122
8a.m.-12p.rn $.0835
8a.m.-5p.rn. $.0977
$.0104
4.94
U
8:1
9
044
Rg-EU6
4p.rn.-9p.m.
$.0121
$.0970
$.0104
$.0030
Q
8:1
0.99
R
"
049
Rg-ER6
II
$.0198
II
$.0191
$.0169
$.0676
4.94
U
9
4:1
054
Rg-EU7
$.0191
II
$.0788
$.0168
4:1
$.0673
"
8.99
9
R
058
Rg-ER1
II
$ .. 0286
$.0572
II
$.0245
$.0490
9
4.94
U
2:1
061
Rg-EUO
$.0286
$.0573
tI
$.0244
2:1
$.0489
"
9
8.99
R
063
Rg-ERB
$.0100
8a.rn.-8p.rn. $.0761
$.0100
$.0688
12
Oa.m.-8p.rn.
4.94
U
6.9/7.6:1
061
Rg-EU9
II
$.0100
$.0764
$.0100
$.0684
12
8.99
R
6.8/7.6:1
069
Rg-ER9
II
$.0166
$.0664
$.0150
$.0601
12
4.94
U
4:1
074
Rg-EUIO
It
$.0167
II
$.0667
$.0150
12
$.0599
0.99
R
077
Rg-ERIO
411
$.0262
II
$.0524
12
$.0231
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would have been under the standard declining block rate. Table 8
illustrates the rates for the experiment. The on-peak to off-peak price
ra ti os were set at 2 to 1, 4 to 1 and 8 to 1; and three peak periods
were established at six hours, nine hours, and 12 hours. For the
winter period, these "peak periods" were established for the hours of
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (six hours); 8:00 a.m.
to 12:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. (nine hours); and 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. (12 hours). For the summer period the peak hours were
established at 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (six
hours); 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (nine hours); and 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
(12 hours). The off-peak price for electricity was constrained to
stay at or above the actual energy production cost. In addition to the
control group, which was to remain on the standard declining-block rate,
additional pricing groups, one using a flat rate and the other a threepart rate, based on power demand during the peak period, were established.
II

II

A primary guiding principle to be maintained throughout the rate
study was that test conditions should be kept as realistic as possible.
This principle placed a constraint on the amount and type of information
and guidance provided to the participants in the experiment. However,
there was also a need to have enough information about customer usage
patterns in order to interpret customer responses to the experimental
rates, in addition to the need to have consumers fully understand the
new, experimental rate forms. A questionnaire developed by the Commission
to survey appliance usage patterns was sent to all households in the
experimental, control and standby groups. The customers were paid a $5.00
fee as an incentive to complete and return the questionnaire. A
separate survey was also sent to all adult members of the households in
the experimental rate groups. The purpose of thi.s survey was to test
the attitudes of these participants toward energy conservation, environment,
time-of-use electricity pricing and reducing peak period consumption. It
was postulated by the research team that these attitudes, in addition to
the pricing mechanism, might have an effect on the responsiveness of
customers to the TOO rates.
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In an effort to approximate the information which would be provided
to utility customers in the case of wholesale implementation of time-ofuse ra tes, representatives of the util i, ty vi sited the experimenta 1 households
to distribute explanatory booklets, written and graphical descriptions of
the rates and written explanations of how customers could alter their
consumption patterns to save money on the test rates. Customers also
received comparisons of their actual electric bills over the baseline
period with what the bills would have been under the experimental rate.
In addition, information was added to the monthly electric bills of
consumers in the experimental rate groups to provide an ongoing stimulus
to the pricing signal conveyed in the TOO rates. The format of the monthly
bi 11 provi ded to these customers had be,en altered to show the quanti ty and
percentage of on-peak energy used with the unit and total cost for each;
the quantity and percentage of off-peak energy used with the unit and total
cost for each; the quantity and percentage of on-peak and off-peak energy
used during the preceding month; the quantity and percentage of energy used
on-peak and off-peak during the same month of the precedihg year and the
savings possible from a five percent shift of usage from on-peak to off-peak
periods.
The experimental rates have been in effect for approximately one year
and, while data collection is still in the preliminary stages, some indi,cation
of customer response is available. Since the test rates were designed to
produce the same average revenues as the standard rates, assuming no change
in customer usage patterns, the average test bill will decline if customers
alter their consumption patterns by lowering the average proportion of
electricity consumed during the peak periods. For the three-part rate,
the average bill will decline if the average customers demand during peak
periods decreases with respect to average total monthly consumption.
Figure 1 illustrates the impact of the experimental rates on customers
bills. Comparison of the average customer bill as calculated from the
test rates with the bill under the standard declining-block rate for
the same total usage showed that the customers participating in the
rate experiment have apparently altered their consumption patterns. Thus,
the average bills of customers taking service on the time-of-day
I

I
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FIGURE 1:

IMPACT OF TEST RATES ON CONSUMERS· BILLS, WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION
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experimental rate have been as much as six percent lower than they would
have been under the standard rate. The average bills for customers on
the three-part rate have been as much as twelve to thirteen percent
lower than they would have been with the standard declining-block rate.
However, customers in the control group with an experimental flat rate
have experienced average bills at approximately the same level as they
would have been under standard rates.
The Wisconsin time-of-day pricing experiment is a direct result of
the Commission's decision, as expressed in the Madison Gas and Electric
Case I, to move forward in the implementation of TOO pricing for electric
utilities within its jurisdiction. The initiation of the pricing experiment shows the Commission's caution in applying TOO pricing to increasing
numbers of electric utility customers until the evidence clearly indicates
the effects of the pricing methodology on the consumption patterns of
electric consumers. However, the pricing experiment currently in
progress is far different from the original study which was proposed
by the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation.
The original study, as proposed, was to include only residential
customers exhibiting high-usage patterns. Customer involvement was to be
on a voluntary basis, and the experiment was to be in effect for a one-year
period. After the involvement of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission,
and with the aid of consultants from various disciplines, the design of the
rate study was considerably altered in order to ensure the statistical
validity and applicability of its results. Moderate- and low-usage customers
were added to the experiment to make the samples more representative of the
general customer population. Stratification of the samples according to
average consumption levels provided representation of households from all
usage levels and allowed oversampling of those households with highconsumption levels. Customer participation was made mandatory in order
to remove "self-selection bias, and the length of the experiment was
increased to four years.
ll
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It was also important that a decision was made to collect a year of
"baseline or normal usage data. These data were then used to develop the
research design to be implemented in the later stages of the experiment.
Also, the test rates were designed to collect the same average revenues
as the standard rate (assuming no change in usage patterns). Although
this decision was mandated at least partially by the legal necessity of
preventing rates from being unduly discriminatory, it also eliminated
the poss i bi 1i ty of cus tomers reacti ng to changes in thei r average total
bill rather than to the TOO pricing signals. The choice of testing several
different peak, off-peak price ratios in combination with various peak
periods of six-, nine- and l2-hour lengths allowed the researchers
to increase the depth and transferability of the experimental results.
ll

Finally, a decision was made to limit the amount and type of communication with the participants of the study in order to preserve the rea lism
of the experiment. Consultations were held with customers before the
implementation of the experimental rates during which information concerning
the rates was distributed. Information was also added to- the customers'
monthly bills, and the bill format itself was changed to show the customer
consumption patterns. Although this procedure was designed to promote the
realism of the experiment, it may prove to be a difficulty when the
experiment is completed. Analysis of other experiments has shown that
participants react to information provided them during the study as well
as to price signals. In the current case, since additional information
was not provided to customers in the control groups, it may be difficult
to determine to what extent the customers on the experimental rates were
reacting to the price signals communicated through the TOO rates and to
what extent they were reacting to the information received in their
monthly bills. Although this same type of information could easily be
provided to customers should a utility adopt wholesale implementation of
TOO rates, it might be interesting to see what customer response would
be to the rates in the absence of additional monthly billing information.
ll

II

The rate cases involving Wisconsin Public Service Corporation point
out the continuing resolve of the Wisconsin Commission to implement
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marginal cost time-of-day rates. The Commission continued to move
cautiously, through a step-by-step implementation of rate structure reform
measures based on cost-of-service studies supplied by both the Company and
the staff. Consideration was also given to the anticipated impact of the
reforms on the customers of the utility. The recognition of seasonal price
differences and the flattening of rates are practices that have been
followed by other utility commissions throughout the country in an effort
to improve the economic efficiency of utility rate structures. The
increases in fixed charges and in demand charges authorized by the
Commission are steps toward implementation of cost-based TOO rates since
these charges reflect the various customer-related and demand-related
cost components of providing utility service. Through its support of, and
participation in, the WPSC time-of-day pricing experiment, the Commission
recognized the need for more detailed information in further applications
of its marginal cost-pricing philosophy.
Residential Customers: Wisconsin Electric Power Company
(Docket Nos. 6630-ER-l,2,5)
Until this point, TOO rates had not been applied to any great
extent to residential customers (although residential customers were,
quite obviously, an important part of the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation Experiment). In the Wisconsin Electric Power Company case, TOO
rates were applied to the 500 largest residential users. In addition,
certain small industrial and commercial customers were to be charged TOO
rates. Finally, TOO rates were to be mandatory for all large industrial
users.
So widespread was the impact of this decision that two of the three
Commissioners wrote concurring opinions. Chairman Cicchetti said that the
Commission had IIprogressed significantly.lll Commissioner John C. Oestreicher
went further, "This order reflects by far the most comprehensive implementation of time-of-day pricing in this country.1I 2 It was quite apparent
from the ultimate decision in this case that the Commission was continuing
to move forward and expand its commitment to time-of-day pricing.
lConcurring opinion, 6630-ER-2 & 5, p. 24.
2Concurring opinion, 6630-ER-2 & 5, p. 30.
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The Wisconsin Public Service Commission began a preliminary move
toward implementation of time-of-use. rates for the Wisconsin Electric
Power Company CWEPCO} in Docket No. 2-U-79.0S/2-U-795l, in whi ch the
Commission issued its order dated January 27, 1975. The proceeding
was begun on January 17, 1974, when WEPCO filed an application with
the Commission for autnority to increase its rates for electric service.
During the course of the hearings held on the application, testimony
was given on a number of issues including advertising expenses, fuel
reprocessing costs, construction work in progress, rate of return
and rate structure design. In regard to rate structure issues, the
rates for electric service approved by the Commission in this case
showed a substantial departure from those rates which were currently in
effect. The authorized rates for residential service changed the minimum
bill from $2.60 per month for the first 50 kWh to $5.00 per month for the
first 100 kWh. Also approved was a flat energy charge of 2$35¢ per kWh
for all consumption over 200 kWh per month during the summer months (July
through October}. For the winter months a rate of 1.S¢ per kWh for all
consumption over 1,000 kWh per month was authorized in order to recognize
the desirable features of increased off-peak energy consumption. The
residential all-electric rate schedule was closed to new customers due
to its Ilpromotionalil characteristics.
The controlled water-heating rate was changed to include $1.00
per month minimum charge and an energy charge of 1.S¢ per kWh (increased
from 1.4¢ per kWh). The residential uncontrolled water-heating schedule
remained closed to new customers, and the rate was adjusted to bring it
closer into line with the general residential rate. The farm rates were
changed to reflect a summer/winter price differential, and the industrial
rate underwent increased demand charges to reflect more properly the cost
burden of customers with poor load factors. The Commission further ordered
that WEPCO prepare and submit jointly with Madison Gas and Electric Company
a study indicating the feasibility and effect on customers of various forms
of time-differentiated pricing, including interruptible service and timeof-day metering.
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The more important proceeding followed on May 9, 1975, when
WEPCO filed an application with the Wisconsin Public Service Commission
for authority to increase its rates for electric service above those
rates found to be just and reasonable by the Commission in Docket No.
2-U-7908. In its Interim Findings of Fact and Order, dated September
15, 1975, the Commission granted temporary rate relief to the Company
by application of a surcharge to bills rendered for retail electric
service, with the intent of addressing the issues of rate design in the
final phase of the proceedings.
During the final phase of the proceedings, testimony was given
concerning cost-of-service and rate design. However, in its Findings of
Fact and Order in Docket No. 6630-ER-l, dated August 5,1976, the Wisconsin
Commission stated that the record in the current proceeding "is insufficient
on cost of service studies and rate design, and further consideration will
be given these issues in Docket No. 6630-ER-2. lIl The Commission ordered
a rate increase for WEPCO by application of a surcharge to the existing
base rates and stated that all cost-of-service and rate design testimony
presented in Docket No. 6630-ER-l would be included in the record of the
ongoing proceeding, Docket No. 6630-ER-2.
The separate proceeding, Docket No. 6630-ER-2, was established by
the Commission's own motion to consider TOO pricing and rate design. On
April 26, 1977, the Company filed an application, Docket No. 6630-ER-5,
with the Commission for permission to increase its rate for retail
electric service. Hearings were held for both proceedings, and the
Commission issued a Findings of Fact and Interim Order for both dockets on
January 5, 1978. In that order the Commission granted temporary rate
relief to WEPCO in conjunction with the implementation of time-of-day rates.
The Commission reiterated its commitment to TOO pricing principles, stating
that:
lWisconsin Public Service Commission, Findings of Fact and Order,
Docket No. 6630-ER-l, August 5, 1976, p. 13.
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... There is no disagreement among economists or rate engineers
that the cost of providing electricity may vary from minute to
minute, from hour to hour, day to day, and by season of the year
depending on the extent to which the utili-tyt s faciliti'es are
being utilized .... ln addition, utility fuel costs per unit of
production vary with the level of demands; as demand increases
the production cost of additional generating capacity increases
because the utility dispatches the generating units in the order
of increasing unit production costs.
Time-of-use rates give price signals to the customer as to
the cost of producing units of electricity according to the time
it is used. Seasonal rates are one form of time-of-use rates.
A more complicated form of time-of-use rates recognizes changes
in costs by times of day (time-of-day rates).l
In stating that electric utility rate design is an Ilexercise in
opinion and judgment the Commission again listed the cri,teria and guiding
principles it has followed in rate design considerations. (See p. 38 supra.}
ll

Customer class revenue levels were adjusted by approximately equal
percentage increases even though cost-of-service studies presented during
the hearings indicated that the residential customer class was not paying
its full cost of service. The Commission found these rates to be "reasonab1e
and just," because its primary interest was in Ilreducing peak demand in the
summer and changing use patterns throughout the year. II To increase the residential customer class rates in accordance with the presented cost-of-service
studies would also have resulted in a precipitous price increase for these
customers (an increase in rates in excess of 30 percent would have resulted)
and would have clouded the price signals communicated to the customer by
combining a substantial price increase with the implementation of TOO rates.
Most importantly, the Commi.ssion authorized time-of-day rates on a
mandatory basis for the 500 largest kWh-usage residential customers,
to become effective on July 1,1978. This authorization was made
in accordance with recommendations of both the Commission staff and
the Company. Mandatory TOO rates were also authorized for those General
1Wisconsin Public Service Corrmission, Findings of Fact and Interim
Order, Docket No. 6630-ER-2, 6630-ER-5, January 5, 1978, pp. 9-10.
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Secondary class customers (small industrial and comnercial customersl
with monthly consumption in excess of 30,000 kWh for three consecutive
months. The TOO rate schedule for these customers was ordered to be
accomplished in three phases in order to accommodate meter availability.
The larger third of the customers was to be placed on TOO rates beginning
July 1, 1978; the second third was to be placed on TOO rates beginning
January 1, 1979; and the last third on July 1, 1979. Mandatory TOO rates
were authorized for all General Primary customers (large industrial
customers), in accordance with recommendations of the staff and the Company.
Peak and off-peak pricing periods were established, based upon an
examination of the Company's available capacity, load duration curves
and loss of load probability. Consideration was also given to the
stability of the pricing periods, and a period of sufficient duration
was selected to provide an opportunity for customers to reduce or shift
consumption during designated on-peak periods. The staff and the Company
were in agreement as to the definition of on-peak and off-peak pricing
periods.
Residential customer on-peak periods were established for the hours
of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, including holidays.
On-peak pricing periods were established for the General Primary customers
during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, including
holidays. All other times were designated as off-peak. Seasonal pricing
periods were set, with the billing months of July through October as the
summer or on-peak period, and the billing months of November through June
as the winter or off-peak period.
The Commission reported that the authorized time-of-day rates were
designed as follows: class revenue levels were set at adjusted current
revenue levels; the off-peak energy rates were designed to reflect the
system-operating cost, average fuel costs, operating characteristics
and voltage losses; the on-peak energy rate was based on these operating
cost differentials; the demand charges and the customer facilities charges
were adjusted to equal the class revenue level; and the demand charges were
designed to reflect the seasonal differential of the cost of service.
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The residential rate was adjusted by establishing a flat energy rate,
thereby eliminating the existing declining blocks; by applying a seasonal
differential to all consumption, with the summer rate approximately 50
percent higher than the winter rate; by eliminating the special block for
water heating; by reducing the number of kWh included in the minimum
charge from 100 kWh to 40 kWh.
The general primary rate was revised by establishing a flat charge
for demand and energy during the summer and winter pricing periods, thereby
eliminating all declining blocks; by placing all customers on a mandatory
three-part TOO rate; by establishing the on-peak energy charge at twice
the off-peak energy charge; and by setting the minimum monthly bill at the
charge for 300 kW billed demand plus the facilities charge.
The genera' secondary rate was revised by authorizing a flat two-part
rate for all customers; by placing large customers on a TOO two-part rate
for all customers; by placing large customers on a TOO rate schedule for
an 18-month period; by eliminating the hours-of-use credit for customers
using less than 80,000 kWh per month; and by incorporating a seasonal
differential into the rate with the summer rate approximately 40 percent
higher than the winter rate.'
The Commission stated that the residentia1 2 and general primary TOO
rates should reflect marginal cost as closely as possible, considering
revenue constraints. The Commission also decided not to authorize a TOO
rate for the remaining general secondary customers, since it had not reached
a conclusion on the appropriateness of a three-part (demand, energy and
customer charge) or a two-part [energy and customer charge} rate for this
group of customers. Hearings will be held in 1978, it was stated, to
determine the appropriate rate design for these customers.
Specific rate design issues were not considered during the proceedings
for the other classes of customers. All other rates were adjusted by the
authorized revenue increases except for the controlled water-heating rate.
The Wisconsin Electric Power Company implemented a radio-controlled waterlFor electric revenue comparison of price and authorized rates, see Appendix F.
2For residential bill comparison, see Appendix G.
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heating load-management experiment for customers under this rate. The
results and recommendations from this experiment were to be presented to
the Commission in early 1978. The Company also was ordered to prepare an
interruptible rate for submission to the Commission, which was to be
submitted no later than February 1, 1978.
The Commission, in its order, required the Company to submit a loadmanagement report one year and one month from the effective date of the
authorized time-of-day rates. This report is to focus on the impact of
TOO ra tes on:
(1) Customer acceptance
(2} Load shift
(3) System planning
(4) Future load-management applications
(5) Util ity cost-benefit analysis
(6) Other relevant information
The HEPCO utility rate cases outlined above continue to show the
Hisconsin Public Service Commission1s commitment to implementation
of cost-based time-of-day rates. During the three-year period in which
these proceedings took place, the rate structure of Wisconsin Electric
Power Company underwent considerable adjustment. Under the Commission1s
guidance, the charges for electric service evolved from the traditional
declining-block form to a method exhibiting in some fashion virtually all
of the characteristics of marginal cost pricing. In authorizing TOO rates
for selected segments of the Company's ratepayers, the Commission showed
its willingness to move forward in the implementation of marginal costbased rates as current cost-of-service information and metering technology
allow. The Commission's actions also indicate that it is willing to
expedite application of TOO pricing methodology where differences between
staff and Company exist, or when it feels that progress toward rate
structure reform may be moving too slowly.
The revisions made in the residential, general secondary and general
primary rates are intended to improve these rates so that they more accurately
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reflect the costs of providing service. In the absence of detailed costof-service and cost-benefit analysis, and with limited availability of
metering equipment, the revisions appear to be a good approximation of
what is feasible at this time. The summer/winter pricing differential
included in the revised rates signals the customer that electricity
consumed during the high-usage summer period is more expensive to produce
than electricity consumed during the winter period. The flat energy and
demand charges eliminate the promotional characteristics of the utility
system rather than focusing on the end-use applications of the particular
customer. The increase in the minimum bill component of these rate
structures serves to separate a portion of the demand and customer-related
costs of service from the energy-related cost. This allows the implementation
of flat energy charges and provides revenue stability to the utility.
The requirement made of the Company to submit a load-management
report to the Commission on the impact of the authorized TOO rates will
serve as a source of information upon which to base future rate reform
activities. This data and information may be used to exp·and the implementation
of TOO pricing to other customer classes and to improve those TOO rates which
are currently authorized.
Stasis: Northern States Power Company
(Docket No. 2-U-8020 and 4220-UR-3)
This last set of cases represents, as noted below, something of a
calm spell in the midst of ferment. The Commission did not make major
breakthroughs in these cases, but it did continue to deal with the question
of rate refonn. As of this writing (summer 19781 it has held heari:ngs
in connection with TOO pricing but has not actually implemented a final
TOO order.
The Northern States Power Company filed an application with the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission on May 28, 1974, Docket No. 2-U-8020,
for permission to increase its rates for electric service on both
an interim and permanent basis. The Commission in its Interim Findings
of Fact and Order, dated September 9, 1974, granted temporary relief
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to the Company through a uniform percentage increase to each customer
classification. The issue of rate design was to be taken up in
further heari ngs before the Commissi on. However, in keepi ng wi th
its policies established in the Madison Gas and Electric Case, the
changes made within each rate schedule were made in the direction indicated
by long-run incremental cost (LRIC) studies of other utility companies.
Fixed charges were increased by a greater percentage than the overall
increase in order to recover more fully customer-related costs, and the
last two steps in the rate schedules received a greater than average
percentage increase in order to flatten the rates and to bring the energy
charge more in line with the level indicated by long-run incremental cost
studies.
During the second phase of the proceedings, the Company presented
a LRIC study upon which to base its structure. The Commission staff also
presented a cost study which produced different results, in terms of
customer cost responsibility, than those of the Company. Both of these
cost studies indicated that the various rate classes were not properly
recovering the costs of service. The Commission determined, however,
that it would not be proper at this time to make an abrupt change in
the Company's rate design. It authorized rates that moved in the direction
of marginal cost pricing by flattening the rates and reducing the number
of de.clining blocks. The Commission noted that in future cases involving
Northern States Power Company, it would be necessary to move further in
the direction of equating the rates charged for electrical service with
the actual costs of rendering that service to the various customer classes.
The Commission authorized the Company to close its all-electric rate
to new customers and stated that this rate schedule would be gradually
altered to the equivalent of the general residential rates. In the current
case, the final block of the various rate schedules was increased to bring
it closer to the level indicated by the cost studies. The minimum bill for
the various rate classes was also increased, and the residential rate
structure was reduced from five blocks to three.
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The Commission stated that its intention was to continue increasing
the final block until it approximates marginal cost, and to continue
flattening the rate design in order to provide the proper price signal
to the Company1s customers. It further stated that judgment was used in
designing the rates in the immediate proceeding rather than following any
precise formula of equating rates to costs. Stating a pressing need for
more detailed information on tbe advantages and disadvantages of pricing
energy on a peak responsibility basis, the Commission ordered the Company
to prepare and submit, jointly with Madison Gas and Electric Company, a
study indicating the feasibility and effect on customers of various forms
of time-differentiated and load-rate pricing, to be presented to the
Commission within 60 days of the date of the order.
On July 16, 1976, The Northern States Power Company filed an
application with the Wisconsin Public Service Commission for authority
to increase rates for electric and natural gas service. The Commission
granted an interim rate increase for electric service on March 3,
1977, pending completion of the case. On January 10, 1978, the Commission
issued a Findings of Fact and Order in Docket No. 4220-UR-3 in which it
granted the Company rate relief for both electric and natural gas service
and implemented further rate structure reforms.
During the proceedings the Company presented an embedded cost-ofservice study and a long-run incremental cost study to be used as guides
in establishing rate design. As in the previous case, Docket No. 2-U-8020,
the cost-of-service studies indicated that the various classes of rates
were not properly recovering costs. The Commission again decided that
it was unreasonable to make the abrupt changes in rate design which were
indicated by the cost studies because of the adverse economic impact on
the various customer classes. In this vein, the Commission alluded to
the nine rate design criteria which are the basis of its actions.
At the time of the rate proceeding, the Company had six residential
rate classifications and two farm rates available to customers, depending
upon various rate zones and on whether or not the customer qualified
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for an all-electric rate. The Company proposed to combine the all-electric
and regular residential service rates but to retain the existing rate
zones. The proposed combined residential rate would include increased
fixed charges to recover more of the customer-related costs, and a
declining energy block structure simi.1ar to the existing rates. The
Company also proposed that the combined rate contain a lower seasonal
rate for residential electric space~heating consumption over 800 kWh
per month during the months of October through May.
Commission staff proposed to eliminate two of the six residential
rates; to retain the all-electric residential rates for existing customers;
and to eliminate the all-electric farm rate by combining it with the regular
farm rate. Staff further proposed to increase the fixed charges in the
ra~es to reflect the cost differences indicated by the cost-of-service
studies and to flatten the energy block structure by reducing the number
of blocks and the rate differential between blocks. The Commission staff
did not agree that the Company's proposed space-heating rider was costjustified and also stated that the all-electric rate should remain closed
to new customers and should be substantially increased to facilitate a
merger with the regular residential rate.
The Commission adopted the rate design essentially as proposed by the
staff with the modification of a reduction in the fixed charges to allow
for more revenue recovery in the energy block.
At the time of the proceedings, the Company had four rates available
to small commercial and industrial customers, differing for urban and
rural service territories and for regular and all-electric service.
These rates consisted of a fixed charge, a declining-block energy
charge structure and included a credit for high-load factor customers
with demands in excess of 10 kW. The Company had two demand-energy
rate schedules for large cOl11l1ercial and industrial customers, with
declining block structures for both the demand and energy charges.
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The Company proposed to retain the basic rate structure of the small
commercial and industrial rates and to eliminate the all-electric rates
for this customer class by transferring the all-electric customers to the
regular commercial and industrial rates. The Company also proposed to
increase the demand charges of the large commercial and industrial rates
to a greater extent than the energy charge in order to reflect the larger
increase in demand-related costs.
The Commission staff presented major revisions for the small
commercial and industrial rates. The staff proposed the implementation
of a demand charge for customers with demand in excess of 10 kW and the
limitation of the rate to customers with demands below 500 kW. Also, the
number of energy block charges was to be reduced from six to two. In
order to mitigate the effect of the demand charge on the low-load factor
customers, the staff proposed to limit the increase of the demand-energy
charge portion of the rate to 5.5¢ per kWh. The staff agreed with the
Company's proposal to eliminate the all-electric rates and to combine
them with the regular small commercial and industrial rates.
In regard to the large commercial and industrial rates, the staff
proposed to increase the demand charges of the Cg-7 rate to a greater
extent than the energy charges in order to recover more of the demandrelated costs. The staff also proposed to reduce the number of demand and
energy block charges, resulting in a two-step demand charge and a single
energy charge. The Cg-7 rate was to be limited to customers with monthly
demands less than 1,500 kW. For the CpO-2 rate (for customers with monthly
demands in excess of 1,500 kW) the staff proposed to implement an off-peak
excess demand provision and an interruptible rate rider. These time-of-use
demand provisions were designed to provide incentive to CpO-2 customers to
shift peak period loads and to interrupt loads which can reduce system
peak demands. The staff also proposed to change the billing procedure for
the demand charges from a Kva basis to billing on kW with a power factor
correction.
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The Commission stated that it would adopt the rates as proposed by
the staff on tbe basis that they more properly reflect costs of service
and would therefore provide a more appropriate price signal to the customers
than would the rates proposed by the Company. The Commission also stated
that it expects this rate structure to be further changed in the future.
In regard to the other rates of the Company, the Commission authorized
a substantial increase in the municipal water-pumping rate and flattened
the rate structure by reducing the number of energy block charges and
also by reducing the rate differential between blocks. The street-lighting
rates were revised on an individual lamp size and type basis to reflect
changed cost patterns. The commercial heating and cooking rate was eliminated
with the customers transferred to the appropriate commercial rate. The
energy charges of the water-heating rate were significantly increased to
reflect the costs of service. The Company requested that this rate be
retained for the purpose of conducting a controlled water-heating service
rate experiment.
The Company also proposed to implement a $10 connection charge
to recover the costs of new service applications. At the time of the
hearings, the Company had no charge for new service applications. The
Commission determined that the charge was just and reasonable and reflected
the costs of providing new service, and it authorized the Company to
implement the connection charge for both its electric and natural gas
customers.
Time-of-Day Rates
Detailed time-of-use cost data were not available from the Company
at the time of this proceeding, although time-of-use metering equipment
had been installed for large industrial (CpO-2) customers and was in the
process of being installed for other customers with demand over 500 kW.
The Commission, therefore, ordered further hearings to begin on April 15,
1978, for the limited purpose of developing a more complete time-of-day
rate design for the large industrial and commercial customers. In regard
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to future rate structure reform activity~ the Commission ordered the
Company to implement a load research program to study load and cost-ofservice characteristics of its various types and sizes of customers. The
program is to be designed to enable development of TOO rates for industrial
and commercial customers with demands in excess of 500 kW and to sample
metered customers with demands in excess of 200 kW for development of TOO
ra tes. The Commi ss.i on also asked the Company to perform research and
provide the Commission with revenue impact data and operational characteristics of the demand ratchets in the Large Power Service (CpO-2) rate
authorized in the current case and to investigate the feasibility of
other forms of physical load control and alternate complementary rates,
such as interruptible rates, and submit the results to the Commission.
The rate cases outlined herein show some lack of resolve on behalf
of the Company toward implementing TOO rates. Indeed, the Wisconsin
Public Service Commission seemed to exhibit less urgency in implementing
TOO rates for Northern States Power Company than for some of the
larger utility companies within its jurisdiction. The Northern States
Power Company did, however, present some interesting circumstances to the
Commission in implementing its marginal cost TOO pricing policies.
Three years passed between the Commission's order in Docket No.
2-U-8020 and its order in Docket No. 4220-UR-3. In both proceedings,
cost-of-service studies completed by the Company and by the Commission
staff indicated that the various classes of customers were not properly
covering the costs of providing service. Also, in both proceedings, the
Commission chose not to alter substantially the Company's rate structure,
but rather to move toward cost-based rates by authorizing rates that
reflected the cost differentials indicated in the various cost-of-service
studies. In taking this action, and being bound by statutory requirement
to be nondiscriminatory, just and reasonable, the Commission relied on its
judgment in weighing the various rate design criteria. In general, the
Commission authorized rates which increased the fixed charge portion of
the rate structure to reflect the customer-related costs of service,
eliminated most declining blocks to remove the promotional aspect of the
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present rates, increased the energy charge portion of the rates to reflect
the incremental cost of providing service, increased the demand charge
for larger customers in order to recover more of the demand-related costs
in the separate charge and initiated a connection charge to recover the
cost of new service applications. The. Commission also implemented an
interruptible rider and an off-peak excess demand provision for the
Company1s largest customers.
These actions seem appropriate given the lack of detailed information
on the effects of TOO pricing on the Company's customers. The Commission's
pricing actions move the Company's rate structure closer to marginal costs
by attempting to have the rates more accurately reflect the various costrelated components of providing electric service, i.e., cUstomer-, energyand demand-related costs. The Commission also eliminated many of the rate
schedules which separated the various customers according to end-use rather
than according to cost of providing service. This action is significant
considering the many different rates employed by the Company.
The Commission promised to continue to move forward in implementing
TOO rates for Northern States Power Company as cost information allows
and signaled the expansion of its activity in the area of rate reform by
ordering the Company to study the feasibility of load control devices and
interruptible and other complementary areas.
Summary
The Commission decided four major TOO cases with increasing sophistication and scope of order. In MG&E I, the Commission introduced a summer/
winter rate differential. Following this, a policy statement declaring
the Commission's commitment to TOO pricing was prepared. Tn MG&E II, TOO
pricing was applied to MG&E's two largest customers. In WP&L, a TOO rate
was established for large industrial and commercial customers and the
Company ordered to prepare a study on the impact of the rates. In WPSC,
TOO was extended to certain residential customers in a mandatory experiment.
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In addition to TOO orders, the Commission initiated a number of
attempts to introduce marginal cost concepts, not only in the four cases
described above, but in others such as Northern States Power.
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CHAPTER 4
THE WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The changeover in pricing undertaken by the Wisconsin Commission
coincided with increased ferment in the environmental area and forced
the Commission to confront court challenges to its procedures at a time
when it was preoccupied with large-scale rate changes.
On December 4, 1972, in a case seemingly unrelated to TOO prlclng,
the Wisconsin Electric Power Company (~EPCOl filed a request for a rate
i~crease, and on March 16, 1973, the Commission issued an order authorizing
rate increases averaging 5.2%. This order was attacked by Wisconsin's
Environmental Decade (WED) on the grounds that in issuing its decision the
Commission had failed to comply with the Wisconsin Environemnta1 Protection
Act (WEPA).
WEPA was substantially patterned after the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA),1 which contains a broad statement of governmental commitment to environmental protection. In addition, WEPA (and
NEPA) imposes certain procedural requirements on agencies in making
decisions in order to ensure that environmental values are considered. 2
The most important procedural requirement is that an environmental
impact statement (EIS) is to be filed for a major action "significant1y
affecting the environment." The impact statement must include considera-tion of:
(ll the environmental impact of the proposed action;
(2) unavoidable adverse environmental effects;
(3) alternatives to the proposed action (including the
alternative of not doing anything);
142 U.S.C. Sec. 4321 et. seq.

2For text of the Act, see Appendix I.
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(Al

(5)

the relationship between local short-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of 10ngterm productivity; and
any irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources.

In addition, the Wisconsin Act (but not NEPAl requires:
(6)

details of the beneficial aspects of the proposed project,
both short term and long term, and the economic advantages
of the proposal.

The agency responsible for preparing the EIS must obtain comments
from interested agencies with special expertise, must make the EIS
available to the governor and the public and must hold a public hearing
before making a final decision~
In the previously mentioned WEPCO case the Commission refused to
prepare an EIS, concluding that the direct effect of its order was
economic; and that environmental impacts, if any, were remote and
indirect. In addition, the Commission felt that anything to be said
about the environmental impact would be based on mere speculation. l
WED's argument was that the WEPCO rates approved in that order
would cause increases in electricity demand resulting in increased
pollution, more rapid depletion of energy resources and construction
of environmentally destructive generating facilities.
WED blamed these hazards on ll) the declining-block rate design,
(2) using preferential rates to encourage electric heating of residences,
(3) allowing the utility in calculating revenue requirements to include
the cost of advertising designed to foster demand and (4) setting rate
of return at a level which encourages the flow of capital into the services.
142 U.S.C. Sec. 4321 et. seq.
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As noted, the Commission had not advanced any detailed reasons for
not filing an EIS, although two Commissioners advanced some reasons in
concurring opinions. The. Commission argued that the price elasticity of
demand was too poorly understood to predict environmental consequences
of different rates; the value of th.e EIS was not cost-justified considering the effort involved in its preparation; an EIS would be filed at the
time future plants might be needed; the Commission already considers the
environment when it makes its de.cision; and no evidence had been presented
to the Commission to show a significant environmental effect.
On August 25, 1975, the trial court hearing the case handed down an
order requiring the Commission to investigate whether there were adverse
environmental consequences be.fore concluding that no EIS need be filed.
The Commission and WEPCO appealed, and on July 1,1977, the Wisconsin
Supreme Court issued its landmark decision in Wisconsin Environmental
Decade v. Public Service Commission that the Commission was required to
investigate the environmental effects of its rate decisions. The Court
held that both direct and indirect consequences had to be. considered; the
burden of gathering evidence on the environmental effects was on the
Commission, not on other parties; an analysis of the effect of the
Commission had failed to show that usable estimates of elasticity were
unavailable; and the fact that an EIS would be prepared for new construction
did not mean that such an EIS would deal with the long-range cumulative
effect of rate changes.
During the four-year period that this case was in litigation, the
Commission began to issue its decisions in the area of marginal cost
pricing. Initially, the Commission refused to prepare an impact statement.
Thus, in Madison Gas I the Commission concluded without dissent that the
rate approval there would not have a significant impact on the environment.
A similar finding was made in Madison Gas II and the Wisconsin Power &
Light case, although in both cases the Commission announced that it had
begun the preparation of a Ilgeneric EIS and had also utilized an
environmental screening worksheet to determine whether, in each case,
ll
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an EIS was necessary. In addition, in the Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation Case, decided five months before the Supreme Court decision,
the Commission made similar findings using an environmental screening
worksheet.
After the Court decision, however, the Commission began to hold that
rate changes would have a significant environmental impact, and in the
WEPCO decision on January 5, 1978, announced that it would prepare an
EIS using its generic statement where possible.
The design of the generic statement and an analysis of the EIS
follow below.
On the whole it is accurate to say that the Commission1s effort at
environmental analysis was not up to the standard of its economic analysis.
WEPA forced on an economics-oriented Commission a requirement for which
it was not especially prepared. Nor did the Commission hire sufficient
staff skilled in the interdisciplinary analysis which WEPA requires.
This confusion and reluctance to confront WEPA is not surprls1ng.
Indeed, it parallels the initial awkward Federal experience with NEPA.
However, the Commission argues that the technical mission of the Commission,
relying heavily on economic analysis and pricing, understandably would lead
the Commission to consider environmental and other external costs and
benefits, in the determination of rates. It feels that other market
distortion can be adjusted by the shadow pricing of inputs. In this way,
it contends, environmental impact can be internalized in the rates.
The Commission initially decided to prepare a generic EIS and deal
with issues which might be expected to occur in repeated cases, an
approach which the Wisconsin Court regarded as a positive approach to the
problem.
In spite of the title of generic EIS, the statement ignores several
environmental issues and is principally concerned with trying to determine
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the usage of electricity under different prlclng and regulatory schemes
designed to promote more efficient usage.' The principal determinant of
usage was considered to be elasticity of demand, and the WPSC staff,
after consultation with economic experts, assumed elasticity functions
for different customer classes and computed usage changes for each class
under different regulatory alternatives. Finally, after extensive
analysis of this sort, the document dealt briefly with physical impacts.
Four scenarios were developed for different types of load shifts resulting
from changes in the pricing structure or use of load-management techniques.
These scenarios were used to predict pollution levels. Although some
attempts were made to predict how different economic groups would react
to various proposals, no discussion was made of possible adverse social
impacts of TOO pricing or other alternatives.
The generic EIS was thus a limited evaluation of environmental
consequences. It really can be thought of as a document exploring the
economic consequences of differing demand elasticity assumptions which,
the Commission had decided in the rate cases, could not be estimated
clearly. Obviously it would be useful as a base to build on but was
not really a comprehensive impact statement.
Under WEPA, as with NEPA, agencies first prepare a preliminary EIS
which is to be circulated to appropriate agencies and the public before
a final EIS is prepared. The preliminary EIS is suppose.d to consider all
relevant issues. In the WEPCO case, however, the Preliminary Environmental Impact Report (PER) consisted almost entirely of the environmental
screening worksheet which indicated potential environmental effects and
concluded that an EIS was necessary. The PER was not, therefore, in any
sense a preliminary EIS, since it did not go beyond the worksheet.
lThe staff argue that efficient usage, however, is achieved only if
social marginal costs including environmental costs, are included
in the marginal cost determination (adjusted if necessary for "secondbest considerations). Hence, they feel, environmental issues do not
lie outside the application of sound economics.
ll
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The PER was followed, after public agency comment, by the final EIS,
which, while not completely responsive to WEPA, represented a substantial
improvement over the PER.
However, even a quick assessment of th.e contents page of the EIS
reveals that the Commission did not track the WEPA EIS requirements. Thus,
while the project was described and some alternatives (but not the nullalternative, i.e., the alternative of doing nothing) were considered,
there was no formal discussion of short-term vs. long-term impacts,
irretrievable commitments of resources and the like.
A closer look reveals continued concentration on economic issues.
Little or no attention was given to social impacts of TOO rates--what
is the effect on the social fabric of families whose wage earners are
shifted to night work, for example? Alternatives to the proposed action
were dea 1t wi th i.n cursory fashi on. The ma ina 1terna ti ves cons i dered
were interruptible tariffs, temperature sensitive rates and rachet
pricing. No consideration was given to such a possibility as load
management. Lifeline rates as such were not examined, and the effects
of TOO on low-income consumers merited only a paragraph. The lifeline
rates and impact on low-income earners had been analyzed in the generic
EIS using WP&L data. The staff concluded that the impact in the WEPCO
service area would be similar; hence they felt that repetition of the
study would not be necessary. The null-alternative discussi.on was
limited to one-half page on the impact of the denial of the rate increase.
Since a rate increase could have been given without TOO pricing, this
brief discussion was not only inadequate but beside the point.
The Commission staff did, however, attempt to determine impacts of
rate changes which, they concluded, resulted from two sources. These are
changes in generating facility pollutant emissions resulting from altered
operating characteristics, and changes in required construction programs.
In order to determine these changes one must first predict usage changes
which are reflected by modified system load duration curves and modified
system peak demand function, both of which result from price changes.
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Thus, as with the generic EIS, the WPSC was again faced with the need to
determine customers I price elasticities.
The Commission staff developed four alternative methodologies for
determining these elasticities. (1) The first possibility was to use the
same elasticity figures as were used for the screening worksheet for the
6630-ER-2 rate proposal. However, as was previously indicated, these
elasticities were created in the generic EIS on the basis of "common
senseI! and what little information was considered to be reliable. The
resultant figures were thought to be those which were most plausible,
but the PSC staff felt it was futile to attempt to use them for comparison
purposes on environmental impacts .. (2) The second possibility was to use
elasticities estimated from the results of Arizona pricing experiments.
However, the results of these experiments were felt to be inconsistent,
and there was the problem of transferring elasticities from a short (six
month) experiment in the Southwest to general policy changes proposed in
Wisconsin. (3) The Commission staff considered getting figures from
published literature but faced the same problems that had been encountered
in the preparation of the generic EIS three years earlier. Little data
had been collected with any accuracy and results of the actual rates used
in Europe were considered inappropriate because of differences in economic
environment. (4) The final proposal was to develop an alternative
methodology to evaluate the impacts of rate schedules. Because of a lack
of experience, this was not considered appropriate.
The procedure finally followed by the WPSC staff was to alter the
load curves from the screening worksheet. This produced three scenarios.
Scenario IAI was created by making a parallel shift of the entire monthly
load duration curve. The amount of the shift was determined so that
changes in the monthly usage were equal to estimated net changes in monthly
consumption. Scenario IBI left the monthly system maximum demand unchanged.
Off- and on-peak consumption levels were changed by altering these two
portions of the load curve in accordance with estimated changes in usage
which would represent a possible Iineedle-peakingil reaction to time-of-day
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rates. Scenario IC' reduced the monthly maximum demand as much as
possible in terms of the estimated change in on-peak consumption. The
off-peak portion of the load curve stayed the same as that portion for
scenario lB.
I

A computer model was then developed using estimates of generation
levels, production costs and pollutant emissions and driven by a demand
function of monthly peak demands and monthly load duration curves. Results
were given for the current rates and for each scenario for both the WEPCO
proposed rates and for the PSC rates. A wide variation in results was
found depending on which scenario was applied. There was also found to
be considerable uncertainty in the entire process, primarily due to the
problem of measuring elasticities, making the various rate proposal
scenario results of little if any value for comparison.
All of the above related to attempts to determine short-run impacts.
The PSC staff concluded that attempts to quantify environmental effects
are difficult, and they should wait until data exist from a controlled
experiment in order to obtain statistically reliable measurements. The
residential study being conducted by the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
under the sponsorship of the Department of Energy was thought to be a source
of appropriate data.
The staff found long-run impact even more difficult to determine than
short-run impacts, since rate design is part of a dynamic process where
rates determine usage, which in turn determines plant mix, which in turn
affects rates, and so on. Thus, calculating long-run impacts becomes a
challenging exercise, and the staff can only consider general long-run
implications of alternative rate designs and structures.
The WPSC staff also attempted to determine qualitative environmental
impacts. To make these determinations it was necessary to consider the
structure of usage demand, which varies with the time-of-day as well as
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with the time-of-year, as previously indicated. The WPSC staff created
several scenarios based on possible reactions of customers and the resultant
effect on the system capacity. Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 illustrate results
under these scenarios. Their conclusion was as follows: liAs long as the
variable cost component of a generating facility is less than the total
average system variable plus fixed costs, then generating additional energy
from that facility will lead to a decrease in cost per unit of energy
generated. III This can occur as long as off-peak consumption does not
increase to the extent that new construction is required. Peaking
facilities have a variable cost exceeding average total cost. Since
peaking plants are all oil fired, shifting demand from peak periods will
mean less reliance on oil and thus fewer nitrous oxide emissions. An
increase in off-peak consumption, with or without a concurrent decrease
in peak usage, will require more coal base and intermediate generating
capacity_ If no peak decrease occurs, demand may be leveled, but at a
level requiring additional base plant capacity. The fact that some of this
increased base capacity might be nuclear-powered (and the implications
thereof) was not discussed.
The staff included a discussion in the EIS on the different types of
charges and rating periods, but little consideration was provided on the
potential environmental effects except in the most general terms. Bill
impacts experienced by customers were considered only to the extent that
these changes alter consumption sufficiently to affect the system demand.
No direct discussion of environmental impacts of these changes was provided.
The staff found that too little information is available on the possible
effects of various rate design alternatives of interruptible tariffs,
temperature sensitive rates and rachet pricing. Thus, environmental
effects could not be determined with any validity.
One might well question the importance of the EIS problem here. After
all, many other states do not have EIS requirements. Yet there remains
lWisconsin Public Service Commission, IIEnvironmental Impact Statement
for the Proposed Wisconsin Electric Power Company Tariffs for Electric
Utility Service, Dockets 6630-ER-2/5,1I p.33.
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Table 10 :

Long- Run Generation Production Stati sti cs
WEPCO Proposed Rates
Estimated Long-Run Effects
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Table 11:
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-.35

3,396

-.67

vlaste Heat
(10 12 STUS)

1,068

1,074

.56

1,073

.47

1,073

.47

Source:

EIS for

~'J i

s con sin Electric Power Company
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Table 12:

Generation Production Statistics
PSCW Proposed Rates

Estimated Lon9:- Run Effects
Current
Rate
f-n'lH (10 3 )

16,700

Percent
A

Chan~e

17,084.5

2.30

B

17,103.7

Percent
Chanse
2.42

C

17,C92.3

Perce:
Chans:
2.3:

Cost Summary:
(10 3 )

117 / 312
17,727
135,039

122,262
17,930
140,192

4.22
1.14
3.82

119,978
17,936
137,914

2.27
1.18
2.13

119,807
17,931
137,738

2.1,
1.r
2.C

Ccal(103 ton )4,080

4,217
1,877

3.35
36.13

4,227
1,269

3.60
-7.97

4,223
1 , 256

3.4:
-8.9:

7,693

7,892

2.59

7,845

1.9S

7,838

1.2:

Sulfur
~
2,941
Oxid2s(10...l1bs.)
Particu1,620
lates(1041bs.)
Carbon Mor.- 4 / 080
oxide(10 3 1bs.)
Hydro Car- 1,224
bon (10 3 )
Nitrogen
7,510
Oxides(1041bs.)
3,419
A1d hydes
(10 1bs.)
vlaste Heat 1,068

3,070

4.39

3,037

3 . I~

.;..:..,;

3,032

3.G

1,659

2.40

1,694

4.57

1,592

4 c

4,217

3.35

4,227

3.60

4,223

3. ~

1,265

3.35

1,268

3.60

1,267

3.5'

7,815

4.07

7,761

3.35

7,751

3.2-

3,985

13.94

3,382

-1.07

3,369

-1.5.

1,096

2.62

1,090

2.06

1,089

1

Fuel
O&H
Total
Fuel Use:

Oi1(104g~1s)l,379

Non Consurr,pti ve:

water Use
(10 8 g21)

Pollutants:

r

Source:

E~S for Wisconsin Electric Power Company
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an important point. Although environmental factors are cited as advantages
of marginal cost pricing, an overall examination of the cases studied makes
it clear that the Commission was principally concerned about a commitment
to economic efficiency,l If the Wisconsin Commission, a reasonably forwardlooking commission, was unable to devote resources sufficient to study the
environmental questions, then commissions in other states may also be
unable to do so. This may well lead to substantial opposition to widespread
marginal cost pricing in other states, obscuring thereby the benefits of the
Wisconsin approach.

'We do not wish to question the Commission1s concern about environmental
protection, a concern which it argues has been expressed as recently as
the summer of 1978 in the Commission1s IIAdvance Plans for Construction
of Facilities (Docket No. 05-EP-l). In this decision, in which
environmental considerations played a strong role, the Commission
announced that it found that new commitments to nuclear capacity
would generally be imprudent.
Finally, we are not making any judgment as to the legal sufficiency
of the environmental impact statement but only noting that certain
factors have not been considered with the same depth as others. In this
connection, we note that al though WED continues to find the statement
defective, EDF has argued that it is an adequate document.
ll
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CHAPTER 5
AN OVERVIEW OF THE WISCONSIN RATE EXPERIENCE
The Wisconsin Commission established nine criteria to guide its rate
reform efforts. The Commi ss ion rul ed rates mus t:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

be based on time-differentiated marginal costs;
result in a fair apportionment of the cost of service among
customer classes;
be simple;
be easy to interpret;
produce the required revenues;
result in revenue stability;
have historical continuity;
avoid discrimination;
discourage wasteful use.

To meet the first two criteria, each case showed a heavy dependence
on cost-of-service studies. These usually included both fully allocated
cost and various marginal cost methodologies. In the latter instance, the
various cases exhibited an evolution from a relatively simple marginal
cost method to much more sophisticated marginal cost computational systems.
The variation in method in the several studies introduced in each case
allowed the Commission to assure itself that while it moved toward the rate
reform goals, departures from the past were accomplished in a gradual
manner. Thus, its decisions indicated the awareness that utility rate
design is an exercise in opinion and judgment. As a consequence, the costof-service studies were used as a guide in rate setting but were tempered
with a desire to prevent a radical rise in rates for any single customer
class.
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A part of the landmark nature of these cases was the extensive use
of economists as witnesses and consultants, rather than the more usual
accountants and engineers. While this added a new dimension to the
evidence, it also eliminated, to a limited extent, the old dimensions.
This was particularly true of the first Madison cases and not quite
as true for the later cases.
The extensive use of economists in the first Madison case also
resulted in what appeared to be a universal consensus of the efficacy
of marginal cost pricing. This was more the result of the type of
witness rather than a true consensus on the part of all participants.
Aside from this, the Wisconsin experience demonstrated that it was
possible to compute marginal costs and apply them to utility rates. In
doing so, however, it had to be recognized that such an application
required the exercise of judgment and restraint. Furth.er, the new rate
structures had to be applied slowly in order to avoid large short-run
bill increases for some customers and possibly disrupt the state's
economy.
In undertaking the restructuring of its rates, the Commission
concentrated chiefly on the economic issues involved, leaving unsettled
some questions on the environmental and social impacts. This posed problems
in Wisconsin when active environmental and citizens' groups intervened in
the process. In other states concentration on economic issues mayor may
not pose similar problems, depending on the quantity of citizen activity
and state environmental laws.
Other factors important to this case included the strong support of
the Governor of Wisconsin, as well as the championing of TOO rates by
two Commission Chairmen and a positive response to the restructuring
from all of the Commission members (save onel during the study period~
This posture seems in line with Wisconsin's reputation as a progressive
state responsive to reform.
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This pragmatic approach was necessary because several of the criteria
tended to conflict~ For example, the cost-based and fair apportionment
criteria conflicted, in some cases, with the historical continuity criteria.
The Commission was thus forced to arrive at a trade-off between these. In
doing so, it placed a major emphasis on avoiding too radical an increase
in charges for anyone customer class. The Commission kept pushing ahead,
however, by ordering studies on time-of-day rates, load control devices,
interruptible service and other complementary type rates. It then
proceeded to implement the results of those studies, again tempered by
the desire to avoid disruption.
Further, by assuring that the utility's revenue stability was
protected and by taking care that the benefits outweighed the costs,
particularly in relation to metering costs, it assured a cautious but
steady movement toward the rate reform goal while avoiding a serious
adverse economic impact on existing customers.
One of the problems resulting from the cost-benefit approach,
however, is the heavy emphasis on large customers as those to whom the
new rate forms apply. Since these tend to be manufacturers or commercial
activities with somewhat limited operational flexibility, there might have
been some question as to whether adequate electrical capacity savings
were possible. Subsequent studies tend to indicate that the rates will
induce sufficient savings and that shifting to the off-peak period is
worth the trouble of revamping the rate structure.
Generally, the Commission moved rates closer to marginal costs by
seeing to it that these more accurately mirrored costs, as well as
through the elimination of those rate schedules that were based on end-use
rather than the cost of service. Most important, the Commission instituted
increasingly widespread use of TOO pricing. Again this was done on a
gradual basis, beginning first with a summer/winter rate differential, then
application of TOO to two large companies, and gradually, extension of TOO
to larger numbers of consumers, including residential consumers.
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Because of the progressive tradition of Wisconsin, generalizations
concerning other states are difficult to make. It seems important to
stress here that, in spite of its reputation, Wisconsin did two things
which can be followed by other states. First, it moved ahead with
caution, slowly and with an awareness of the need to avoid sudden
disruptions in rates. Second, it relied heavily on expert testimony
and, along with that, it required the utilities to study various aspects
of the problems presenting themselves to the Commission. These studies
included research prior to rate proposals as well as studies analyzing
the effects of rate changes. Thus, the Commission made every possible
effort to reduce the risk of error. The final results are not yet in,
but the procedures followed in Wisconsin can certainly be utilized in
other jurisdictions. If other jurisdictions do this, then at least the
chances for proper testing and evaluation should be substantially increased. l

'For a response by the Wisconsin Commission to this report, see Appendix K.
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APPENDIX A

~UBLIC

SERVICE

CO~1ISSION

Yiis. Adm. Code Cll. PSC 115

Docket No.

01-E?-1

Peak-load Pricing/Time-of-Day Rates
For \;iscons i:1 Utili ties Providing
Electric Service

(August 15, 1975)

rI'his t:otiC2 is of a Statement of Policy and proi?OSCG

,

1 /
.:... I

.,

fer '::-:.l..Cctr.1Cl ty.ef£G~~s

to

l~plerncr~t

vIi th the passage of time,

i t appears that
~2en

this newer concept of pricing have

delayed by desires to analyze more thoroughly the costs and the
costi::g

wethodoloS~J

associated with establishing these rates dnd

to conduct the attendant load studies to measure more de.:initi·/cly
the hourly usage
effor~s

a~?ear

r~tterns

to have

bee~

class of customers '".'here

1/

Ci

largely concentrated

0:1

the residential

question still exists as to

r!ad~:..:;on Ga;:; i:1,1C~ Electric Co.
~Lh 28, August Sf 1974.

17,0

'These

of various customer classes.

I
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Docket ~'10.

2-U-7423

-Cl12

f

cost

S P.C.?-.

which will accrue to the system through their implementation.
t~Qt

is quite obvious

ar~uments

similar

conuncrcial or inc·Jstl:"ial customers.

It

are not valid for the

These customer classes, in

most instances, have lnetcring equipment capable of accomplishing
equipme!l~

time-af-day pricing structures or, at least, metering
that is easily modified to serve the purpose.

7he experience gained by the French and British indicate
that the
and

;~:CJst

sub~~tZ1ntial

i~provements

reductions in the growth of. systeIl, pea.k

in system load factor were achieved through

time-of-day pricinq [or the industrial and commercial cl:':s$8s of
service.

~'Jhile

elc::ctric(ll systems in this country "are not

identical to thos2

l~

Drit~in

believe the results would be much different here.
fact in mind,

it

~ppears

r~~son

anc France, there is nO

II a v i IYj

that undue delay is occurring

l~

to

t his

the

implc!nentation of time-of-day rates for industrial and large
comm0rcial classes of service.
Unlike experience with industrial and iarge
classes of customers,
thrO'.l.jh cmpi.rictl1

cCJ~erci~l

there has been no final demonstration,

t,roof,

that tirnc-of-dLlY pricinq is

co::t-ju~;lifiC'1

for the very largo class of residential customers or the class of
small cOIT'J:1.ercial customers.

This lS true primarily because lack

of e:Lasticity in£o1.-Illation and kno':dledge of all cost factors
very difficult a weighing of costs against benefits.
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m~d:cs

~t

is reasonable to believe that, if

t~me-of-day

:'ivailablc--oven on an optional basis--to

t~le

rates are

residential and small

COtTLffiercial c12ssc,:::, such availability \ViII provide a stimulus for
technological development of customer appliances and equipment
allo~

which would

customers to take advantage of low rates during

off-peak periods.
should cause the
~uantitics

Also, increased demand for metering d2vices
Jcvclo~ment

of more sophisticated equipfficnt in

crcatins economies of scale.

I t

is obv ious trl3 t:hcs e

technological ad'.f2.nces Illill not occur irrunediately nor can the
degree of economic benefit which may be forthcoming be predicted;
:lOltn:.:vcr, with the anticipated continual increases in all of the
costs of su?plying energy, it is very timely to require some type
of time-o[-U2Y pricing for residential and small cOInIllercial customers.
11.1 though t.herc has been

ana methods of
~)r.iciIlg

mcasurc~cnt

elcctrici ty

I

:~1uch

discuss ion 2..bou t

t~.e

theory

of marginal costs for purposes of

the pl1rsui t of these discussions should not

Jeter the implementation of time-of-day rates since such rates are
not nocessarily dependent upon application of the marginal-cost
~ethod.

On the; other hand, a marg inal-cost approach

dictate time-of-day
the heart of

S020

rates.~/In

clear 1 1"

any event, time-of-day rates hit at

cf the major problems

These include less th2n optimal

~dould

sy~tcm

financing requirC::lili2:nts due Lo continued
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8£

the electric industry.

l02d factors, OIlcrous
gro~:lt:n

c~pit~l

of on-peak use c.:l.G.

Time-of-day rates
to clistoDers by
lS

im~roving

shoul~

tend to reduce the average cost

the efficiency of the utility system.

It

obvious that average pricing and promotional pricing, in contrast

to pricing at cost, invite the continued growth of sales during
peak periods thereby greatly increasing costs to utilities and to
their customers.

The adverse features of rates which are established

on the basis of average
a

ti~e-of-day

~onthly

usage can be greatly mitigated by
w~ich

pricing structure

is nonpromotional and which

proper 11' recovers the cost caused by those customers I botl'i ne\v and
old,

~esponsible

for the substantial burden of meeting system

~eak.

Having had the opportunity to consider many facets of
the time-o=-clay pricing question, the Commission has determined
that it is now appropriate to adopt a rule on the subject.

The staff of the
the need for an

Co~nission

cnviro~mental

rule, pursuant to Sec.

will undertake to

ascert~in

impact statement with respect to this

1.11, Wis.

NOTICl:: IS HEREBY GI \iEN

Stats.
~ha t

pursuant to secti.ons 1. 11,

195.03, 196.02, 196.03, 196.20 and 196.37, wis. Stats., and according
to b'l e pro c e d u res e t

for t h ins e c t ion 2 2 7 . 0 2 (1) (e), "\\1 is. S tat s . /

the Public Service Commission Hill adopt a policy statement an:]
rule, created as herein proposed.
Proposed Eule -- The

p~oposed

rule constitutes

Chap~cr

PSC 115, Wisconsin AJministrative Code, reading as follows:
115.
UTILITIES

Tli':E-OF-Di\Y EI\.TE STRUCTURES FOR

D~LIVERING

ELECTRIC SERVICE.
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1;'IISCONSI~:

;\PPLICATIOU OF RULES.
(l)
115.01.
All public
utiliti.es ';,'he:Ui,-:;r privatcll· or m'c.lnicipally olr/ned or
(;pcr a t.e:cl, s ;_ll~:'; 1 y ing e lec tr i :..' energy and prov id ing
electric sorvicc in thls state, shall comply with and
conforD to rules set forth in this ch~pter except
ins 0 [ a. l_- as ex c C [J t ion mC1 y b e n'~ dd c by 0 r d e r 0 f th e
commission as hereinafter provided.
f

(2)
Nothing in this chapter of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code shall preclude special and
indi\/idual considGration being given to exceptional
or unusual situations upon due investigation of the
facts and circ~mstances therein involved or to the
adoption of requirements as to individual utilities
or services which s~all be lesser, greater, other
or different than those provided in said chapter.
115.02.
TIME-Of-DAY TARIFF PROPOSALS.
(1 )
Any applications and evidence submitted by a utility
applicant requesting a change in its electric service
:'arif£s shall be considc~red presumptively deficient
if they do not include:
C:-i}
h. rrot)()sal for tinlc-of-c1ay tariffs for
those'_:ustnIncrs h;:n.ring cxist~_ng metering capability
or p:cc;:-;ent T\';cte.ri_ng c3.I=,abili ty 1;7hich can economicaLLy
be modifiable for ti:-[lC--of-d2Y measurement.
Customc2:'S
incl'ld~d in these ca~~c.:;orics ,'!ould be primarily those
.In the indus tr iC:.l.l cnc: large cOITlrnercial clas ses .
(b)
I\. uroposal for ti::1e-of-day provisions for
resi(10ntiCll and Si'1C11l commercial customers, as well
as any others not included in (1) (a).
A proposal
under this subsection should include:

1.
A rate wherein all such customers are billed
under a time-of-d3.Y pricing structure with appropriate
metering to ~easure usage at each time interval, or

2.
A r~tc with a time-of-day pricing structu~c
'..;here metering o~tions are Clvailable to such custcDer
i f the c u s t C:'l.(? r des ire s to h a v e usage In e a sur e d a t
each time intcrv~l, or
definitive plan, .:lnd schedule of implemcritation thereof I for c.etcrmining tIle cost-benefit relo..tion
..).

i\
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CLlstC:'-:":,:i_-S .t.()jotr1cr v.rit;·l.
'dhere ~~ppro~)r 2 a tc: I or

4.

subs(~qucnt

action proposals,

Any reasonable alternative plan serving the

same ends and acceptable to c.he Conunission.

(2)
A substantial bur~2n will je placed upon
the applicant utility to successfully rebut by
argument and ev idence an:l p:resu[:1ption crcZl. ted by
the filing o( on opplication for change in electric
tariff structures without meeting the requirements
of sect.ion 11.5.02(1).

All

115.03.

uti 1 i t i. ~~ S :-.1 a. kin 9 c~ fJ P 1 i cat ion for a c han g e in the i r
electric tar) ~£ schedules s:lould, in their applicati.:;n,
or evidencl~ in support thereo f, supply as much infor;:na::.ion relet t,:j :l.J to marginal and long-run incremental
costs and their reflection in the rate structure as
is feasible.
The C 0

1975.

A public

il,-r~~ iss j. ani

hc~ring

n iJ i t e s a 11 in t ere s ted par tie s, inc 1 t..: c~ i n 9

say

be held following a review of the

3:" Di n::·ction of the Commission:

____ ~l:D_(1A~C_1~~%~hilnj-x.-~;\:..J---Francesca A. Di Lorenzo
Acting Secretary

AUG 151975

~

.~-------
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APPENDIX B
DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE REQUIREMENT
S.chedule 1
The dist.ribu.tion of the revenue requ1reiMInt betveen the variou8

cIa •••• of B8rvice under rata. in effect prior to Tebru_ry 1), 1973, exi.tinq

Re'Wtnue from

Reven\ll8 from
ExiatingTeJIM)Ora:x Rat-wUI

Revenua fro",
Rate. Authorized
Hereia

. $11,123,138

$11,B92,760

$11,894,000

10,723,596

11,403,940

11,012,055

Cp-l Power'

4,499,190

4,931,854.

5,325,000

Cpo-O 1 Power

34,000

35,393

35,000

274,275

293 r 216

293,000

297,957

319,104

319,000

2,468,744

2.,659,205

2,672,000

76,113

80,067

29,497,013

31,611,585

31,630,120

635£220

644£948

644£948

$30,132,233

$32,256,533

$32,275,070

p're 2-U-7423

Schedule
Rg-l Residential
Cg-l Commercial

Rates

Mp-l Municipal Hatar

Pumpinq

Sp-l Oscar' Mayer
Mg-l u .. of W.
Sp-2 Capitol Heating Plant
Total Sub to Design

76,113*

Rev. from other Salea and

other Revenue

Total

*Actually billed with Cg-l under pre 2-U-7423 ratas.
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APPENDIX C
RATE SCHEDULE C0l1PARISON
APPENDIX C - Schedule 2

~%'tt

Schedule and Block

2-U-7423
Rates

.

Temporaq
Rata.
p

Rq-l

Winter
$ .75

1'ixad cha%qe
1'1r.~

100 lcNb
Next 400 1c.Wb
Next 500.
~l.xt

Authorized Rat••

sao

o-v.r !Soo

ill!

..

It.

t~

$1 .. 00

1.aS¢/kWh
2.0l¢/kWh
2.0l¢/kWh
1.S6¢/kWh
.1.S6<:/JcWh

3.00~/lr.fh
2.25~/lcWh

2 .. 00¢/kWh
2.oot/-wh
1. 64Cjldfh

.'

...

S~r

$1 .. 50
2.S0e/kWh
2.20C/kWh
2.20¢!xWh
1 .. 50¢/kWh·
1.S0C/ltWh

$1.S0
2. SOC/kWh
2.20¢/kWh

$2.00
2.30/kW
2. 15/kW
l.50/leW

$2.00
2.60!kW

2.20~/kWh

2.20¢/kWh
2.20¢/kWh

£s::!
Demand

10

Fir.~

Next. .490
Next. 500

Hext. 1000

Ovar 2000

xlii or 1...

.

•
11

•

$1.S0
2. 35/kW
2.20/]cW
1.30/kW
1.30/ldf

Sl.OO
2.20/kW
1.95/kW
1.25/kW
.9S/kW

I.SOIk"

- 2.45/kW

2.00/kW
2.00/kW

EneZ'gy'

Firat

Next.
Next.

500 kWh
9,500 ~
10,000 11
30,000

Next
Next 50,000
over.lOO,ODO

·•
I!'

2.8S¢jlcWh
2.01¢/kWh
1. 66¢/kWh
1.33¢/kWh.
l.12¢/kWh
1.OS¢/kWh

3.000/kWh
2.200/kWh
1.60¢/kWh
1.60¢/kWh
1.20¢/1dfh
1.200/kWh .

2.600/kWh
2.10¢/kWh
1 •. 45¢/kWh
1. 45¢/JcWb
.1.2S¢/ltWh
1. 250,lkWh

Cp-l
Demand
First.
10 kW or 1•••
Next
190 •

800·Next:
Over 1,000

$2.50
2.10/kW
1.3S/kW
1.25/kW

S2.00
1.aS/kW
1.lO!kW
O~95/Jdf

Energy
First
500 kWh
Next
9,500 •
Next 40,000

·

Next. SO,OOO; •
Over 100,QOO •

. 3.00¢/kWh
1.40¢/kWh
1.30¢/kWh

2.8S¢/kWh
1.30¢/kWh
1.12¢/kWh
1.12¢/kWh
1.05¢/ldfh

1.20~/kWh

1.20¢,lkWh

$2.50
2.10!kW r
1. 35/kW
1.25/kW·

$2.75
2.25/kW
2.00/k"
l.OO/kW·

2.55¢/kWh
1.70¢/kWh
1. 35¢/kWh
1. 25¢/kWh
1. 25¢/kWh

CpO-1

Demanci

J.:'irat.· 10 kW or 1••8
Ov,gr

10

W·

$2.25
1.25/kW

$2.50
1.50/):W

$4.00
2. 75/kW

Ene~9Y

Per kWh

·3.50¢/kWh

3.50¢/kWh
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. 3.50¢/kWh

APPENDIX C

Schedule 2 - Cont.

Pre 2-U-7423
Schedule and Block

Rates

TeiJlporary
...!$..-te;;,;s___

Authorized
Rat••

$2,625

$3,750
$2 .. 35/kW

gP-l
amand charge
First 1500 JeW or less
Over

1500"

$2,220
$1.44/kW

$1.50/JeW

Energy charge
First 150 hra.use of demand
Over 150"
...
•
Per kWh

1. 33¢/kWh

l.OO¢/kWh

1.06¢/kWh

6P-1 Oscar May.r

Demand charqa
1st 10\ of contract demand
Remaining 90% of contract
demand
Per kW of contract demand

$1.67/kW
.as/kW
$1.255

$2.00

Energy charge
First 55 hra.
Over 55
II
Per kWh
14(;-1

2.20¢/kWh
1.00¢/kWh

2.20¢/kWh
1.10¢/kWh
1.O6¢

u.w.

Demand per JeW
Energy per kWh

$O.925/kW
O.97¢/kWh

$1.25/kW
1.05¢/kWh

$2.00/kW
.90/kWh

$1 .. 25
1.11¢

$2.20
O.90¢

Sp-2 Capitol Heat Plant
Demand per kW

Energy per kWh
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0

SELECTED TYPICAL ELECTRIC BILL
-~"di!";on

rtonth1v
Consnmption
Sclwdu10
\kWh}
F.i'lt~

l{tT-l

Fl("'!~tric

r.a!1 ."tn(l

rOl"''Jany

Interim

Pinal

Rate

$

11 .. 51
17c!.l3
23 .. 20

..

4.M'l

14.~J

1h.12

1.11'

2h.ll')?;

~".~n

1<1 .. ()0 t.
21 .. 0ri
11.,10

l,noo

'1. OJ
4fl.11"j

~

11,,')7

l~t'lh

~.n()

~.l"\O~

9.31
12 .. ()7

5.07'

~g,,2n

7.1~

AA.OO

2~.32

10.Jo

f'S"f)'1

IS.1,)

1t).14
30.78

Wintp.I"

nr.~"
1 ')}:ti

5 tjl~~"
15rn~W

500kW

1,000 k~ih
4,1)00 l~N'"
12,000 kWh
4tl,OOI) kNh
123,000 kHh
2~a,1)1)1)

1,OOf1'k\-l

~

32.07
12(,.(,1
1,385.10
4,251.05

Jr..on
141./'}0
501.1')0
1,517.0r)
4,787.00

B ,2t1t) .. In

1);162.nr;

1 r;}:t'l
50kN

ktih

l~Ok~i
~jO/'H:N'

1, nnnJ:t-l

J,OOO kWh
.1,000 kt'lh

12,noo

$

"'''.5''

;1ummp!:

OkW

Cp-l

~

17.fl1

1,:;01) kt'lh

"

6.RI')

42.~()

$

Q.

1. 03
1.,67

!iummer
1"0 kWh
500 kNh
70n kf>1h

Incr~as~

J ~. fin $
19.60
2G.Of)
J5 .. 60
4Cl .. 15

','

:n.11

1,51')1') kNh

~

r.[\t~

\vintnt'

30n k\>llot
500 l-:l-lh
7f)n r-\'Th
l,nno ktofh

CO~1PARISONS

$

32.07
1211.10

.

..'

1fl.7S
14ft. 51')

17Nh

440.~J1

"",non kNh

53'1.75

1,43-1.10

1,()5'1~7S

4,4211.5':)

5,:!53.25
lr),37R.23

125,OOfl kNh
25 n ,oOO 1:Nh

R,l'i45.RO

<';

1.'13

J Ii. 17

M,

12.!'I3
lS.1C)

131.~O

9.52
12 .. 55
13.49

fi6.

531~95
1,11~.70

...-'

12.2!3?:

4.r,r.
~().12

~n~

21
2Hi. G5

fl2r:.7n
1,732.-15

'"

14.5~~

IS.F)7
'-1).1~

15.11
18.73
20.0.1

t-:intnr

l,nnn

If'lkt-.1
SOr.-N

}:\'lh

11,f)OI1 HIh

250l:N

(,s,onn

~nfH~N'

111'l,r1no
250,noo

1,'JI'lnkN

~

'j0}-~'"
~!) f)}·~i

!jOOl-'W
1 ,0 O!')1:t'r

~

nl.30 S

11. c).,

.. nn

1)0.211

,1flfl.70
f'l2 7 c15

2-1.33

16 I) G·" «75

27.63

51~

l:Hh

2,O~'j.ln

2,tUS.(')O

l~t'lh

3,R1".1"
7,IR2.7S

11,717.50
9,167.3fl

l~t'!h

:'l1rnmpr

1 r'l}-~-1

71),,51'\
421.70

1,nnn

J.:l'lh
13 1 nnn 1-:"1h
()"},OOt) l:t'!h
111'),000 1·:Nh

2JO,OQO kNh

$

RI).n~

'f111.2(,
2,lfl5.10
4,f')1'}?8'j

7,(l(}O.25
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!:

n~4~S

~

l~.)t'l

IJ.n1~;
~1. ·~O
lC).~4

l.S.~l'}.

55 n .75

1)(,.110

~r,.::l2

2,65J.7S
5,263 .. 7S

5"R.AS
1,26(}.'l0

:?fi.flS

.. 7S

~,(j(jSl~S()

lO,~(iR

31.5(')
35.11
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APPENDIX E

WISCONSIN POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY TIME-OF-DAY RATE SCHEDULE
Cp-l

TIllE OF DAY Rb.TE
I.::ffective in:

l~ll

ELEC?RIC

territory served by the Conpc1.ny.

Availability

A.

This schedule is available for single and three-phase, 60
cycle service. ~lot available for auxiliary, breakclm-;n I
staJlc.iby, or tenporary service except as specified in
schedules a1?plicuble to such service.

B.

Dm.land Limi tation: This schedule is available for any custOI71er over 200 U·' and is mandatory for cor.mercial und
industrial custoners in excess of 500 ~l at least 8 of 12
months.
For annual revie"" tile end of the l2-nonth ueriod
will be the April meter reading.
For custoners :JOO }:i1 and
less i th:;'s .rate is o1?tional. Optional custor.:lcrs r.l<1y n<1}~e
applic41tion for this rate one year after the effective date,
and must reaain on the rate for at least 1 year.
ror ne~. .'
custor.1ers, the Com~.)any shall, at its discretion, c1eterrnine
the custOYler'S clefilanCi limits until annual revie,v of 12
months I service.

C.

This schedule \lill rC1?lace, for contract iJuri..)ose3, the previous Cp-4 or Cg-l rate schedule.

Rate
Fixed Charc;e:

$12.50 net pcr nonth

Denand Char'Je:

1st 200

k~l

All kH over 200
Energy Charge:

k~l

$5. 00 net per }:H per nonth
of billed dcnand
$4.50 net i:)er bl !Jer nonth-·
of billeu cier:tand

(Subject to fuel cost adjustment clause)
2.026¢ net per kNh on-tJeak
1.013¢ rlet per k1flh off-Dea}~

Pricing Periods:
(a)

On-Peak Period - 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. lbnday through
Saturday, excluding holidays.

(b)

Off-Peak_ Period - 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.nlo Honday throuryh
Saturda~'.
Plus, all day Sunday, :~e\-l Year's Day, itefo1orial
Day, Indellcndence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgi viny Day and.
Christrnas Day (or alternate day cJ.esiCjnatecl as legal
holiday).

I1illiI.1Uf.l rlOl1till v Chargcs
The total net d~nancl and energy billing (after cJ.!?plication of
fuel price atijustr.lent and discounts) for any nontll shc1.11 be
not less than 50% of the highest net monthly deI:and charge of
the previous 12 nontlls.
Terms of Payrilent
An aclclitioIl.:ll chars;e equal to 2% of the total charge as billed
at the forcs;oiHCj net rates \o:ill be auued to the Dill if payl.lent
is not !.laue on or before 10 clays aitt.:r date of thc bill.
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TIME-OF-DAY RATE

Cp-l

Interruptible Rider
See Sheet No. 1
(Appendix B
Schedule 2)
Off-Peak Excess Demand
See Sheet No. 1
(Appendix B
Schedule 3)
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TIME-OF-DAY RATE

Cp-l

ELECTRIC

Fuel Price Adjustment Clause
See Sheet No. 84

Determination of Maximum Demand
The measured maximum demand in any month shall be that
demand in kilowatts necessary to ,supply the average kilowatts '
in.is
consecutive. minutes of qreatest consumption of electricity during each month. Such measured maximum- demand shall
be determined from readings of permanently installed meters or,
at the op~ion of the utility, by any standard methods or meters •
.$.t;tid d.E;!manp meter shall be reset to zero at the beginnino of
each month:
.
'The average power factor 6f the cU5tomer's load shall
be determined monthly from readings registered by watthour
meters and reactive component meters, or, at the option of the
utility, by means of any standard methods, or meters.
Where standard watthour meters and reactive component
meters are used, the monthly average power factor shall be calculated from the respective monthly readings of the standard
watthour meter (A) and the reactive component meter (B) accor-·
ding to the following formula:
Average l10nthly Power Factor ;:: _-;:::::;A;:::=:=:::::;:==VA 2 + B2
Any reactive component meter used shall be equipped
with" ratchets to prevent registration of leading power factor.
Determination of Billed Demand
The nEilled Demand" shall be determined each month
as follows:
a.

When the monthly average power factor is 80% or
more, the maximum measured demand shall be decreased 0.5% for each whole per cent increase in
monthly average power factor above 80% lagging
up to unity.
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TIME-OF-DAY RATE

b.

Cp-l

ELECTRIC

When the monthly average power factor is less
than 80% the maximum measured demand shall be
increased 1.0% for each whole per cent oecrease
in monthly average power factor below 80% lagging.

Term
A fixed term of at least I
year commencing when the
utility begins to supply electricity hereunder is required. The
obligation of both parties continues after the expiration of
such term subj ect to 'ten days' written notice to discontinue
service, unless otherwise provided by contract.
Any customer who reconnects service at the same
premises within 90 days of the time of disconnection is considered
as being the same customer and the minimum bill provisions of
this.sched.ule, based upon previous use, shall apply from the
time of such reconnection.
Conditions
fa)

Voltages and Point of Measurement
Service is delivered at only one of the nominal voltages
to be specified by the utility, but, at the option of the
customer, may be either the standard secondary distribution
vo~~age available, or the standard primary d~stribution
vol~age available.
Customers requiring more than one volt?ge ;must furnish transformation. Ordinarily service wil.l
sa-measured at the delivery 'voltage, but ...,here necessary
~y" ge measured at adiffe~ent voltage, in which event
~easonable adtustment will be made to conform metered
quant,ities to quantities a't the point of delivery (except'
a.§;~~therwise prO\fideJi in thi:s schedule for 33,000 and
higher voltage delivery.)

(b)

Lighting
Wh§!,~

th,e, customer uses, electrici ty hereunder for both light
and power purposes, and the voltage variation is such that
in the judgment of the customer regulating apparatus becomes
necessary, the customer will furnish and install such apparatus at his own expense.

(c)

Load Surges and Phase Balance
The customer shall keep ,its load on the utility's facilities well balanced as between phases of the three-phase
supply, and shall control such load in such manner as may
be necessary to avoid severe fluctuations or surges, and
to avoid causing other disturbances on the utility's electrical system.
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TIME-OF-DAY RATE
(d)

Cp-l

ELECTRIC

Application for Service
In order to receive service at this schedule F the customer
shall make written application, specifying the upper limit
of demand required and the delivery vo1tage* A new application is required whenever any of these conditions changee

Discounts of Delivery at High Voltage
Where the customer agrees to take energy at the available distribution primary voltage (which may be either approximately
2300, 4000, 6900, or 12,000 volts, depending upon available
facilities) a discount of 5% of the demand and energy charge
including fuel price adjustment will be deducted on each month's
bill.
Where it is mutally agreed by written contract between the customer and the utility that service shall be supplied hereunder
at a voltage of not less than 33,000 volts, an additional discount from the net and gross bills will be deducted for service
so supplied. Energy furnished hereunder may be metered either
at the delivery voltage, or at the secondary voltage of the
customer's first transformation, at the option of the utility.
When metered at or adjusted to the delivery voltage a discount
of 2 1/2% will be deducted; or, when metered at 'said secondary
voltage without adjustment for losses, a discount of 1 1/4%
will be deducted.
Miscellaneous Provisions
The utility reserves the right to determine from what lines
service shall be delivered to the customer, and how it shall
be transformed to the voltage at which it shall be measured.
It is contemplated that the utility will install without cost
to the customer standard equipment incident to rendering the
service, in accordance with its standard extension rule. Where
extraordinary investment in metering or other facilities is
required of the utility, the customer will be required to contribute an amount eqivalent to the difference between the total
cost of construction and the cost. of an equivalent installation
built under standard construction specifications.
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APPENDIX F
ELECTRIC REVENUE COMPARISON
wisconsin Electric Pewer CCfI1?any

APPENDIX B

CUstaller Class
Rg-l Residential

Present
Rates

Authorized
Rates

$145,144,398

$149,323,956

$

436,199
59,991
97,404
593,594

S

Wh-l Controlled water Htg.
Peaidential
Fam
Camercial
Total Wh-1

$

436,359
60,035
97,446
593,840

Wh-2 unlimited Water
Htg., Res.

S

15,514

Increase
$

%

$ 4,179 / 558

(160)
(44)

$

(42~

2.90
0.0
0.0
0.0

(246)

0:0-

16,361

847

5.5

Wh-3 Unlimited water Htg.,
Can~

2,336,437

2,403,442

67,005

2.87

Fg-1 Farm

1,689,421

1,740,110

50,689

3.00

Fg-2 Fam All Electric

4,971,262

5,110,679

139,417

2.8

Cg-l General SeaJndary

120,477,829

123,932,122

3,454,293

2.87

Cg-2 General secondary
All Electric

6,202,159

6,374,874

172,715

2.78

105,690,394

108,520,518

2,830,124

2.68

5,720,234

5,885,104

164,870

2.8a

771,162

791,271

20 ,109

2.61

3,153,291

3,255,640

102,349

3.25

122,063

125,927

3,864

3.17

1,126,458

1,162£186

35! 728

3.17

$398,014,462

$409,235,784

$11 , 221 ,'322

2.82

Cp-l General Primary
,",s-2 Incandescent Lighting
Mg- 2 Municipal Primary

Ms-3 Mercury and SOdiun
Stz:eet Lighting
Ms-4 Ornamental
G1-1 Mercurj Area Lighting

Totals

1/

.!/

Does not include unbil1ed revenues
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APPENDIX G
RESIDENTIAL (REGULAR) BILL Cor~PARISON
(582,000 CUSTOf1ERS)

1I
Appendix '[
Schedule 1:.

Wisconsin Electric Power Company

2/
Present

Consumption
Per Month

(kWh)

Increase

Authorized

$

~

3/

Winter (8 months)500 kWh
1000
3000
3/
Summer (4 months 1500
1000
3000
Annua.l
500
1000
3000

$

18.69
33.72
81.40

$ 15.99
29.99
85.99

$

18.69
33.72
93.84

$

22.29
43.29
127.29

$ 224.28

$ 217.08

404.64
1026.56

413.08
1197 .08

$ (2.70)
(3.73)
14.59

(14.45 )%
( 11.06)
5.64

$ 3.60
9.57
33.45

19.26%
28.38
35.65

$ (7.20)
13.44
170.52

( 3.21)%
2.09
16.61

1/ Residential customer vithout vater heating
~/

1I

Includes 13.16% interim surcharge and .347¢/kWh F.A.C.

Seasonal Periods:
a) Usage during the billing months of July through
October will be billed . at the summer rate.
b) Usage during the billing months of November through
June will be billed at the winter rate-.
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APPENDIX H
TIME OF DAY RESIDENTIAL BILL COMPARISON
Apnennix r.
Schednlp ~
liisconsin F.:1ectric Power COTTlpany

Residential (Time-af-nay) Bill Comparison
(500 Largest CustoTTlers)
Percent of
Usage
On-Peak
Winter
60
50
40
20
Summer
60
50
40
20
Annual
60
50
41)

20

2/
Present

~

Authorized

81.40
81.40
81.40
81.40

S 114.20
102.50
90.80
67.40

$

93.114

$ 168.20

$

93.84
<n.R4

93.R4

147.50
126.80
95.40

Sl026.56
1026.56
1026.56
102f;.c;6

$1586.40
1410.00
1233.60
880.8n

S

$

l/

Increase

32.80

I\0.2Qt

21.10
Q.40
(14.00)

25.92
11.. 55
(17.20)

74.36
53.66
12.96
(R.44)

$ 55q.84

383.44
207.04
(145.7f')

lj

Based upon consumption of 3nOO kNh/mo.

~/

Includes 13.16% interim surcharge and .347¢/kNh FAC
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~

7t'l.24~

57$lfl
35.12
(fl.f'!C'l)

54.51\~

17.15

20.17
(ld.20)

APPENDIX I
WISCONSIN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
Wisconsin Annotated Statutes

SOVEREIGNTY.AND JURISDICTION
1.11

1.11

Governmental consideration of environmental impact

The legislature authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible:
(1) The policies and regulations shall be interpreted and administered in
accordance with the policies set forth in this act, and
(2) All agencies of the state shan:
(c) Include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation
and other major actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detAiled statement, substantially following the guidelines issued
by the United States council on environmental quality under P.L. 91-100, 42
U.S.C. 4331,1 by the responsible offIcial on:
1. The environmental impact of the proposed action;
2. Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the
proposal be implemented;
3. Alternatives to the :>roposed action;
4. The relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and
the maintenance and enhancement ot long-term productivity; and

Deletions are Indloated by asterlska

" "
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1.11

SOVEREIGNTY· AND '. JURISDICTION,

5. Any. irreversible snd irretrievable commitments'.ot resoureeS'whlch{
would be involved in the proposed a~()nsbou1d it be implemented;, . , : < '
6. Such statement shall also contain details of the beneficial aspects ot the
proposed project, both short term and long term, antt the economic advantages
and disadvantages of the proposaL
, '
' _,' ~: _,(d) Prior to making any detailed statement, the'TesporuUbleofflclal-,shall
consult with and obtain the comments: of any agencr'which has jurisdiction or~-_
special expertise with respect to any i environmental- impact involved. "Copies"
of such statement and the eommentsand views. of the- appropriate' agepcl~
wwch are authorized to develop and enforce, environmental'_sta.nda~ds-:,sha11
De made available to the gQvernor, the department of natural resources: and
to the public. Every proposal other than for legislation shall receive a public
hearing before a final decision is made. Holding a public hearing as required
by another statute fulfills this section. It no public hearing is otherwi~ l'~.
quired, the responsible agency shall hold the hearing in the area affected; Notice ot the hearing shall be given by publishing a class 1 notice, under eh.'
985, at least 15 days prior to the hearing in a newspaper covering the affected
area. If the proposal has state-wide significance, notice shall be- published in
the official state newspaper;
(e) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended
courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concern~
ing alternative uses of available resources;
(h) Initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and develop~
ment of resource-oriented p r o j e c t s . , .
(3) All state agencies shall review their present statutory authority; ad';'
ministrati ve regulations, and current policies and procedures for the purpose
of determining whether there are any' deficiencies or inconsistencies tJlerem
which prohibit full compliance with the l,urposes and provisions of this aGt
and shall propose to the governor not later than July 1, 1972, such measures'
as may be necessa,.y to bring their authority and policies into conformity with
the intent, purposes, and procedures set forth in this act.
(4) Not.hing in this section affects the specific statutory obligatio,ns of any
agency:
'
(a) To comply with criteril'.. 0 .." standards of environmental quality;
(b) To coordinate or consult with any other state or feder~. agency; or
(c) To hct, or refrain from acting contingent upon the recolllIriendatioDs or
certification of any other state or federal agency.
(5) The policies and goals set forth in this section are supplementary to
those set forth in existing authorizations of agencies.
142 U.S.C.A. § 4331.
Source:
L.1971. c. 274, § 2, eff. April 29, 1972.
L.1973. c. 204, eff. May 18. 1974.
Administrative Code References

En"ironmental impact statements, see
sectivn NR 150.01 et seq.
Solid waste handling, processing and
disposal, see section NR 151.19.
Cress References

Environmental impact statement fees
and charges, see § 23.40.

1.

In general

Where approximately 99 % of proposed right-of-way of urban freeway
being financed by state and federal
government had been acquired but except for a sewer in the one part of
project no actual construction had begun, there were no construction contracts outstanding and the federal approval and author~zation for the vast
bulk of sp~cific construction projects
had not yet been granted, plaIntiffs had

26

reasonable probability of succes.s In suit
to enjoin construction of freeway on
ground that governmental f.j.uthorlties
had not complied with the National
Environmental Policy Act becaUf!e of
failure to file an environmental impact statement existed and a. temporary injunction was issued. Northside
Tenants' Rights Coalition v. Volpe (D.
C.1972) 346 F.Supp. 244.
Since. there is substantial probability
that the National Environmental Policy
Act .. was applicable' -to urban freeway
for which no environmental impact
statement had been filed and for which
there had been no federal approval. and
authorizatio'1. for ~he vast bulk of the
spedfk construction projects involyed,
court would grant temporary injunction
despite argument of government otficlala that plaintiffs had failed to demonstrate that continued construction of
freeway during pendency of action
would cause irreparable harm, since it

Changes or additions In text are IndIcated by underline
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was more conallltent with lrW'D06e&. of"
Act to' delaY" opel'3.tion .at stage. where
real en... ironmenta1 ,protection m.ight
come about than a.t, ~ where corrective acdon might "be SQ eostly as- to '

sides. .; Wisqorurin's Envlronm~ntal Dec-{
ade, Inc;' v; PUbllc SerVice Commiss*on
of W1!Iconsin;..(1915) 23G 'N.W.2d. 243,'G3-!
.Wls.2d 1.. - ,_
,
'
~".
.~ ,-,.'
'Under W{scQru!inEnvlronmentaJ Pro.;'
tection Ad.. legisla.ture intended to' recognize rights ot Wtsconsin citizena to be
free from harmful effects of a damaged
environment where it can be shown·that
person alleging injury resides in area.
most llkely to be affected by agency ac-

bo impos.s1ble.ld.
~
.. ,
,
WisCOJl8in Environmental Protection
Act reeogrit:res· an interest sui'ticierit to
give a person standing to question compllancs with lu conditions where it Is
alleged that agencY'l!I action will bann
environment in area where person re- , tion in question.' 1<1.
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APPENDIX J
Docket Numbers of Major Decided Cases
Docket Number
2-U-7423
3270-UR-l
2-U-7778
2-U-8085
6690-UR-l
6690-ER-5
6630-ER-l
6630-ER-2
6630-ER-5

Date
August 8, 1974
November 9, 1976
March 8, 1974
November 12, 19.76
December 3, 1975
February 18, 1977
August 5, 1976

Utility
Madison Gas and Electric
Madison Gas and Electric
Wisconsin Power and Light
Wisconsin Power and Light
W'isconsi n Public Service Corporation
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.

January 5, 1978

Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
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APPENDIX K
Commission Regulatory Policies On
Rate and Environmental Issues
At the request of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, additional
material prepared by the Commission is included here as an appendix.
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~his c:--iap::er is written by th:-'? Conmissio!l of the Psr~'J.
We un~ertoo~ this task in order to pr0sent our ~0int o~ vipw
recrarc1ing the current Commission's re0ulatory noli:::y on rate an:1
environmental issues.

r::::':12 chao+:ers 'wri tten by tl-:e 11PPI staff focus on a
historical narrati'Te of thp re0ulatory events that occurred leading
up to the L)resent.
It \Vas preDared \vhen F?T"1.vironrLe!1talists s~!lit
over the =inal time of uay (TOD) tari t=fs adoote,-l hv the COlTLr:l.ission.
Such argurnen ts are int_eresting but nay prove con4=l1sinrr.
7he :rR.'R.I
r~~ort ~ay creRte more Guestirns t~an a!lswers i~ t~2 Min0s of
reuul,:=ttors ~,vh~' 8ay ,,-lis}} to TJursue t~;:? D;l.t~ to. mnji rates t2}~.er>. in
~qisconsin, he~ause it does not atten~t to ~raw any ~on~lusions tr
preS~!1t an analysis or to hulance t:v~ ;.:Jescrir'ltion of t~le VL~i,"7S 0=
oppon0nts to ~OD pricing, there~ore a ~~n~hrok or a prescriptirye
document that the NRRI report s~nws th~ 23rly stpps to rates hase~
on ~ar0i~al costs and th0 successive i~~rOVpMerts alonG t~e wave
'"::'he ~r?.r"I 3t::.a.ff renort is -l.n a tte!"lnt to ';rp.sent c1 lY3.lance,·l rernrti:0
0: events.
r,:'~c

Cor,ll""'lission ,'lisaqrses 'i:"it~ s,:::"vera1 of +:::-0 i:-"Dlic:?tirns
froT:!. 1:'12 re?ort rer~ar(linr; the aDprcnriatenps~ anc~
imn] i2:'"'"'er.~inr; Ma}':"0in'4l cost nric;j.nr;.
\,7p 2lso
;:'isacrree with the i'-lplication that th0 C'OT'"lP"'iss2.nn !-1~.S nL~cp~ J~i+:tle
tl~~t nay ~e dru\.vI1
~r~~ti~~li~ips of

pnnh,-:::.sis
?.. r'.':'

Or}

faile" to

ITlG0tinrr

p:~ani"'l0

""7?n"~

r'tn r:)

::rF"Pi\

er:viro:1rp~+:?l

societ''ll inT)(1cts of

i:-"Y:"I3. r; t

r?r;ult~t0.ry

rC'("Tti:rp:~pnts

3c+::i n12S.

t1 '}7 '(de an,:: nresenti iF: our n'r i 1 nsrphy on
an,1 r Crf ulati0n in this ,:::h,~'it(~r i:l order tc 0:L~lr. t 1 _.(::
~7isconsin story f'rc;"'1 the ('omrrLis sion ';3 n;?r sn~-:>c-l::i ~Te.
,:y? 2 "n 1 or: iS2
+=or ta.l.:incr up the roa(1ers ::=ttt~r:ticn rllith a S~l;:lf::ct an~J C,l.SC t~':::tt
is a sTJl?cial case to the ~'!isconsiY1 e7:3:)erie.nce, tll1t do not frnow
any easy way ~o i~~orm other interes~2~ statps.
Conse(~nt'~

r::lt'3~aJ~i:ir;

DurinG 1972-4, TOD a~vocates, inclu~inq t~e n~Qs?nt chairr~n
of the DSC stron01y onnOS2 the proDotion::=tl pricinr practices of
r'lisconsin utilities, '01hich a t the tin2 leJ to a doub i _ inc~ in tho?
construction of ele~tric power plants and tJ~eir atten~ant environ~ental
destruction every decade.
~~le ~'7isconsin Connission in 197 -4 ac1oDtf?~
nrinciplt:;s to chancre such practices in rqisconsi.n.
}~'0ca use

r:'he ps('~q is cate n oricJ.lly onncsc:,:' to (~er.li:'.inr' l'l0c1~ priciY[c'
it nronotes ener<;v 'd3.stp 1 en"'? i ron:':len~?,l r:; 2:strl1cticn .:tn·::! r::'?.n

a-:3o')tion ()~ time 0 1: use prir:inr I ;·,rhich
;;r:.::-i':::;cl US0 Dr.::nalties +=or c:>l<2ctri;; :;n\y 0 r
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r;~?,rrres
2lnc1

!"ia:,:i~T1Ui'"'t

er.cr0:~.

or

re?j~

):Ul:.1erOUS statp-s arn now fo11o~.-Jir.r: tris aJlvi{~e, at 1e2.st
to the extent of accepti~r: new pri~i~0 p~incinl~s.
Chairman
r:'ir-;2h'"='t.ti 11 2.5 also bP.2rl active in snn:;ort of the Concrressi0nal
a,J0Dtion o~ these sane princi;;les, as vl~ll as l:3.·vinc artiC'Hlate'-:
si~i1ar Doliey in Canada.
rrhe nisconsin ::-l~ctric POHer COffi:9any rMarif':s adopte r1, b"lT
the Pn'l;lic Service Cor-mission o~ 1'!isr;onsin, interiLl order in
dncLet nos. 5;:; '3 O-I:R-2 anr~ ~ r.:: 3 n-F'~- 5, ~,,yhile not perfect, are
unc1ouht~f11::r the most comprehensii?'e an(~ advancer:-: time of use electriri t.'?
tariffs in the count.ry.

':'he st.a.tus 0'no

~.inul,.J

DP c1.isastro11.s

~or t~..,o oqvir-o"""':""0nt
-the e:;-isti.nr r2t0s t:--''''11: "lo~~l::
rpr~a in i:1 ef =ect are hin'!--:ly ~romotional.
mhey nrornotp 0 1 p~tr ir
resistance heatin0, which is oppose~ by rost ep~riron~entalists.
~~ey also promote ener0V use th~ouah their ~e~lininq ~lnc~
provisions.
8y havinq these tariffs in effect nrior tn ~~is spring
a!lc: sumrner future el e~tr ic (i0nera tion al),? t!:'ans,......iss i011 can be
~cf~!:'red or droppe~ one y~ar sooner.
Ad~itionally, predecisional
e:{I.)cnses ::or oth('lr nronosec1 .nlants_in ticc st3.tp 't·~0uld als n be
encowrctge(~ by fai~ ure to penali:::e pe?.Je TJower anc~. enerc:y crroi",th this
SUITh"'":1er.
Pe believe no en"iliro!:.me'!itCllist can \,,'ant t:his to h.3.Dpen.

tor +:'wn i~ncr-ta.nt: rA;:'l.snllS.

['irs':',

TJe 'r)eJ ieup tr:e Corwl1ission h"1S f"--llly 1 iV'pc=1 '1':) ::n t:~e
inten:-:?c: r1. spirit of ~IF?A.
It has ::::n.de an e~"ce.1 J el'")+-, nro-environment,
pro'-conservation an(' pro-econo'f'"lic--lecis.:L,::,Y'l.
I t l1·']s stu(~:ie'~~ tl~.A.
nrot)ose,-~:;hl.!l(T':::S, ·their CC1flseau·?r'cCOS a:'l:~ th;~ a1 ternati-?'':>s iri 'Mor:?
f~:.:;t·3.il t1-. u.n any other 0rOUD, C0:':'T"icosi_o:1 or 11tiJiltv in tl'.-s n:Jtion.
~h_is 11"1S aJ_J_ 1.-;f~pn SE..~nt Ollt clS Q rl rrt -t=t ~r0'~ir-'ir1a.r~,/ e:l~.rir():L-:-:.-:?··. ;t21
rs:)ort.
ITeari:los vIiI1 h~ llel r } to lp?::::"-:t :~ore, i
t'la,: is possi>10.
':"2 ...=10 Dot ])clie'1R "7,-:-; \1i11 le21rn Ell1YT:'Ore in lir;}~t-. of trr; current
St,"1t2 of th~ art; h0 i';7F?"rpr, if it. is -:01Jn~' th·"1t t3ri.;~fs s:-.nul,-' 1]p
c~3.nCTec1, the Cornmission '13.8 the reanlat_ory authnri+:v, hp~auso.
thesR tari~fs were adopted on an interi~ basis, to make necessary
chan 0n s.
In my opinion, as a freauent witn0ss for en~?iron~ental
aron~s in cases concerl1ina rTT'D~, thp ~o:'1n'.ission ]:28 fn~_lf"'\."in'" t':.e
full spi~it of ~?P~ and is nOw fo~lnwi~0 thp le~tpr of t~~t
1.:1c:.':;marl< 1 err is J_ at ion.
i

C

'\)e helie',Tf? th~ r:ornmission 113.S founr1 O'1+: all it. r:;an, i:lithcut
actuall'l ac10ptinq t 11esp pro-en'vironnent nricps, in its 00n.::::ric
envi:!:.."onr.12n.tal i"T'0.ct stat,,::::.:tent an~.l t~:!O e:lvi:::-OTl.f1r-r.t31 s-::;r~?ens.
It is
:.lnliLr:ly, t;,~rp+=crn, th~t th0 fi!'al ;)r~cf-\lnral st~ns ;,}l'.l?1"": cO:T:',let,:?!l
1:::v th~ Puhlic Sprvl<:f: COIT'Jnission of ~7isconsi'j c()nl,~ Jpi<,.-l to a cl1aT:.crc
i~l t:lcse -:.ari==s.
~"~~r7\ ·::oul-'1 not }1.2Ve r,2?"'lnt tJ-'~2t not~~,i~0 s~;.o~1_1./: 2'?(?1':'
b? ~lone for the first tine!
T'7:,rPi\ h:1S be,"r' r.onnl"::7-:'?J y fo! 10\'7"'~- i.""
sr)iri~.

~'r;~p~7\

is

r.roc~r111r2.11~(

})c:-:i;:;J"r

:-.~v

,~o~.r)1 i0'~

the; Cor:,T:1issi0n.
~he rO~1.-:'.ission 1 s-~2·:-=:isiC)n.
b2S2~ unnn a prc-environ~ent ~otivatio:'l.
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t/.ri~~~
3.T:.i

i~.

i:.l·~.(~

st~'~~)S

r'ro'-::;I?'-~.lre,

t,2J~(;n

are h0t>

~en -::ione:1

Sone orsaniza tions
to want the Conrission:

-

to adopt

inv2rt8~

to adont

te~perat'lre

in

electri~

~''''T''p.I

C:;1-",'l~r

ann·~·:':lr

ratps;

sRYlsit.iue electric rates;
hp~tin0;

to stop promotina electris
-

t}:~

to adopt load manageDent an~ loac control rathor
thQn time of USe pri~i~g.

The Commission has retai~e~ an inverte0 electric rate
The first 50 ~rn1 of each Month's use are provid~~
a t a ('\ C per y~)~ charrre.
h.fter thCl. t c;nch l~r,Th costs the eus tOY':"',er
') lc i'- t~e eirrht nCn-S~lr1T:1er :::1onths3.n/: 4.:'¢ i1' t:~·~ S'lT'l!'1pr Elonths.
I.

in 0630-ER-2/5.

On a.n annual b:lsis t}~p ('o:'1nission 112.s chan c;e·.2 tLe rel ative
contrihuticn of each resi~ential customer conrare~ to nrpvicus
rates so that hisher volurr1e usprs ~f7oul'l have tl,E' larqest percentacp
increase.
Customer use and averaae n~icp c:12.nQe ef'=ects on an
annual basis are as f.o110v15:

.., r::, n

}:~'Jh

5 r: n
.., ')
I S

}:~;'7h
,.r'Tf...
1 _
1

15 n(I

k~'n'.
k~'!h

1 on ()

J

- 1.219:
.2 %.

...

.) n n n l: T7 h
5 1". !] ~c:r'7h

21.n~I£:.

"'I

~

)

::2.?f9-

1"\

r::'he C081"1ission ~oulc1 have. r::.aae t.h0Si::::-:::}"?_n0~S \'lit:J~ either a
more extensive and cornplicate·l inverte0 r~tq than the on~ ordere?
in 6G3fJ-ER-2/S, or a seasonal rate.
rnh.c ('Orlf"1iss:i.np selecte-1 the
latter.
~7hile the Comnission could b.2.ve qiven a lo\ver ?rice to 101;.;
voluI1.e electric users each month to prOduce the sane an,11al bill as
the seasonal rates, the customers' conservation rlecisicns \vould then
only be re,,1ardea at the lOvIer pricn ass()ciatec~ ""lith t~lat lo~.v pri'-'e
for the initial blocks.
This would have ppnali~~~ low volune conserver2
of electricit~.
The seasonal rates i~s11re that all-electric customers
(those usinn electricity for cooline, heatina, an~ watp~ heatin~) p~y
more pr::r unit than lower volume electric users.
rnhe sea.son,::ll rat'2S
give each resiriential custorer an ea"al s~vinu per unit of consnrvation.
~o brinC] this about all sn..'"'1m~r rat2s t.'r::r0 raise<'., but, e~~ceY)t for the
e12ct.ri(; ~eatinq customer, all nOn-Sl.1fil.::1er ratps 1de.r.-e decrC'2.se ,:i •
mhe
Oi)posi.tic):l to the final or<l'::3r has ocr:::.1rrp'-' rlurir;r; t>2 };.icrh r~ri("'orl
S11mr:',er Der i0(5 •
Ho\"",?vl?r, t}"'?se sam::3 rcsi,lential ratf~s 21.ctu?lJy ~.'7P'l+:
Mh0re ~as littl? onnosi~irn at th~t ti~p
into p~f~ct i~ Jan~ary.
':'1 h 0 "': '1 ~:=t r 1 vall
r s i :~ r: n. -:: L"~,l rat P. s ,,'7 ~ r
r r:-·-'1 '1 C e ,~:. un+: i 1
s0n:::::l us iC'n, the n,;:"N' s~ ==t 50;1:11 ra tP. s .aCCOfID}_ is l' T"uch () ~ +:1--:2 CC,s.L
0.1 1 0 C'::1 t i ') r1 CT (] 3.1 s c .t: i :-:_ ~ 7' 0 ~ -!: ,?,. ., rat e s, h 11 t , i r't 1: ~~, (:". rv: j_. ~~ . s 0:- +:h~
Co::-:'..:tis s i 0!'t, t!'e::,' I"'lore clos =:"] y r:? J.:=t to 11:3 P l!?,=l cc s~ Tor
t1-:e uctu.:J.J. customer cO"':Sl1~nti()'1 r·lp,:isiollS.
(':I

0

.j

t
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II.
Temperat 1,lre sensitivr? r2tes are t:"1E? I"'lOSt 2xtrere
form of ti;l1e of 'Jse pricina.
'T'he on peay prir::es \\7onlc1 l-,e :,'-.uch
hig~1e:r t:-L.J.n tli.e present tir"le of 'lS2 nrices.
r:-'hc: COf'\T"ission has
n0t re-j2ctAd this concent.
It siT"'nly DPP'S Tnor':-; i:"lC'or1""'la+:i0'l Of'
custoner resDonse, anr; 'Gl.eterin0.
mhc; CC'i.-:-'i.issi0!: c;::;.nr;o-!: 'HI.:'·"?rs~anG
~..lb.'V those orqanizaticns relect an ordpr t1-,,"'1+':', COn~T.3s-!--,,-::,! to t1,-~
histnric rJeclinillS h~()c~~ nrici:tt; systeT'"'., is far cJnSAr tr: tt-i.s 00al
c:: tC:~Dora.tur2 sC"f'siti':re prici'!1c: t.h::;_r:. 3.!"Y other t2rif'f S~7St.,?:T".
fTlhis
is 2sT)ecially unclear because t1-:2 COI'U'"1ission [-2S :-'pen ::a':)'orably
inclinecl to~.,!arCcs r.lovi~ler in th~ ,-lirer:tin!1 of tpnY)er:"lt.llrc-:- 0. S ~,!C'>ll as
ti~e sensitiv? pririn rr •
II::!:.
m:.,-? rates adoot2(1
in ((,1()-F'P-2/5 ar'=' t.l1e fnrth;:·st
froI':"' 'Jr0r-',r;-!:ir" e: :-:",:"'tric h,~?t.inrr, yn~- i:hp onr--'osF'::::'-S ei -t~·~'?r --1c
S:2:2f:1. t:-ot~:eJ::"!~r1 1-:,\1 nUr-'~e~i(~cll +:3.C::S or ('C !l0+: llrl "'P.~s+-..:l.ni~" t.l'].:?' ell2r\.T~J

thilf:-~

D(Jt

~ricos

of

com~ctin0

sourc~s.

Pnder Ff,3 n-f:"''Q-2/5, a ne;y ele·-::-l:ric r n sisi:2nc;p he!1tinn
C:"lstomer \'iould PdY 2. 0 ¢ per k r 7h in the :vinter.
"'his ~dOUJ.c1 be t:-:e
eouivalent of aprroxi;n.ate:!.."',T 5!;r.: Der t:1erm for n,3tural CTC1.S, and 7r:.c
p~r qallon for fuel oil.
(>lrren-:' :9ri':oes i:r1 ]'<ilr.\!au!-'(~e are IT':ore lil~2
:>~c pc:r t~lerr1 and t,5c per qallon fueJ. oil.
Obviously, a C .:.stomer
rna}~.inq tl1is compClris()n ,\roulcl not. he Clra\~lr. to ~-J~e~tric 11ea.t.
1

r::;1~

577

mCln~l_at()ry

ti~1.~

ot:

1.1512

(~lJ.st()r::ers

l"1.:1,\7P

alrp2c3.y

c;hrSPT1

to use large voluwes of electricity_
~c10-ER-2/5 does not permit an
open-enied, ~~olesale ad~ition to this ca~e0orv.· ~ev2rt~eless,
the 1. 3 ¢ per k\,-7h of f oeal~ ra te 2("'P. F:ll S abou t ~ 5 c n~:c
+-hc.r~ 0 £ G;;J..S
f ':J r !1 eat ina, ass urrd n r a 1 ('\ (j Dt=> r C 2 n t e. 1 pet r i~ r '? s i :3 +: J. nee r e 2. tin r'
2~ficie!lC;i an~ (.5 pt2rcen->: !1atnrC'tl (las +=urnJ.ce t:satin'; e~~i:.:::ir:;:!,;Y'.
'T'his !1ea.!1S t:1at even for this 8""1.2111 f1.1 .unh0r 0+= (,,'...1S-::'CD"lP!'s 21 ec;-:-.. ric
h~~dt

is not prcmot2c1.
:r:-lectric heCttina. RISe) taY:0s eL"l.ce r;11ri!1\i
h0urs in the '/linter.
For tl:.e 577 +:irr"0 o.c: 1~S,? rpsi,-12~~iaJ .
cus+:om2r S I the 5.2 C p'2r J::f,7!l. \·!in ~c:r rlaytis2 nr ire j s P0,-lCl 1. to eras
at ahout Sl. 0 Q pAr thr::rrr.
I~ the !'r:~v rate nroI'"'o"':PSl.r.v ~lA;!'l tinr:
svst2M, it is solar heat with backup ele\.'tric storacp h03ti~~, net
rAsistance heatinq.
De::t~~

T~e Cor:-I:~iss ion has ordcre;l ~!~r;,(\ to r'1rch::lsP 1 r::,", l") (\!) 1.].ni ts
of resi/:ential loan cnntrollincr c1evices.
7~A ('oTTtrniSsion has also
Ord2re(1 r'lEprr) tC' ~p\lelon Inn, 00') }~r} of in1nstrial 1!SI~r i!:t. ~rruptible
load management.
~he strateay taken by the rornmission is to mi~
both usaqe sensi ti\7e nr icinfT and load centro Is to rt?r1uce the
2r~ssure-to build addltional power plants 2t sh~rnly risina prices.

ecoD0!""'~ic

not

taJ~e

r:'ho ?:~P.I st1~dy cri tic:i::::E's -+:1-'..":: PS(,T'T for cO:tC:t'~::trati::1cr on
iss'1es to the e;·:clusiGD of e:lviron;"Io::t~l iSS~.1PS, b;~t ;;lOPS
i.:-'L -to 3.CC0nn t. :
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(c)

tb.c COfCl"Tlission IS -1iTPction on load r:-an3('TpT""P!lt. an,1 irt:e!"ruDt.ible
rat.es

(d)

~he

pronotion o~ cost-2ffective coa~ration an~ ~istrict he2tinc
in the DOSt. :!:"PCPD-:' advance plan orjer (inrltv 1 inl:' a. nc)'vpl l()~. "
cost systen for lin]-ina 11P hea.t fro10 electric 'i1~p~s to the
water supply syste~ for water heater savinas ani low cost space
con~itioninq iwth watGr source heat Dlmns.

(e) ?ropcsed stiffer insulation stanrlards in the
homes heater: b~l natnral gas
(f)

tbe role

o~

for

0"::

utilitips

is carryina on an i~vestigation to det.ermine the mast ~ccnonic21
snol.ce heatiI'CT systcrns for t:1e future ant~;. so as to avoid b'?c()!"'inr.
a future r,.,rin+-cr p~a}~ inrr st,:::>. t~

(i) have level()pp~ cost
customers
(1)

CO~2

~)roDc's~:r~ that the state ta.ke action ta relieve the 8ffects
hiGh eneray hills -faced. b'] low incoTnP (;On.sl1:'":"l0rs

, .
eX'!'ln.!1Cllna

(h)

buil~in0

h~se~

invertA~

r~tps

for natural 0as

h·J.s ohjr':c-':.c.''1 tn thp en'Jironrn.~T'i,+:.a~. ~':'::fe~ts 0= USl:'r' t',p
':.]-'-r2s!~01(1 112"7010: Dclluti0il for i'l-'ustr-L~.l 1!0r;··'s r?thc:~r'" ti-,'.Yl
~ tax on all erissions.

In 197,1., tlF:: C'om~issi()n :oun,l t>·).t th? 'i:"lPlc.r-.:! ol'i'?C'ti~.le
util i ty pr icinc; is that pric2s, an:':. thor e:; '=ore r·~vr::nne, shon 1:=1
track costs.
jI·lore formally, utility pri(;r.s s;-'"ulc1 be b.:tspc1 llL":on 1:::12
I:-:argina.l costs of sC'rvin('1' adc1i tio;}al l-:iJ OvJatts O-y·,) of po\,v'er a::.:J/or
a:lditional kiloHatt-hours (k~1h) of en9rqy.
'PileI': prices anf~ costs
are ilti...-:::d" to one anot:--ler, custor:-:er OY1.0:rgy SCt\lin(TS rennr'p t':'-3.t
customer's bill, as \·n~ll as both the re"."'S!iU2 aD(' cnst or seJ':-"Iic'-:;
of the utility.
Similarly, increases in electricity use woul~
incrr~a.se the customer i s bill, -3.S 'v7~]_1 as bet1-) tnt? rpvenl1P a Orl C0St
of service of th2 utility.
r:='his ot-;p.,;t:iv'? is calle.cl economic
efficiency by econonists and net revp~ue (or earninns) stahility '~y
nearly everyone else.
In 19 7 j the Comrission sn~cific~lly foun~:
o~

I1rnl1e Corn~ission

Fi:n.~~s

II :

"1.
~he Dri:n.--::i~le o~ r'1.ar~i","11 (~os+: Dricirr!' lS an
aDproprilt'? 0'Jidp for th0. PllrnOS2 of the r1,~~"3i.(T1l.
rates of Vadison ras an~ rle~tri~ ro~~any an~
o t h ,:: r ~J is en f'. sill ~ nor q '1 11 t i i i +: i e s .
~ U r-:, 1, 3. '::" r i:n. i .,., 1 ,......
hLl S b e :~ :'1 S :1 C) "m t 0 h o t h e E'JI s t p ~
t i '1 n Td'l. y t r·
obtai:n. 3D e~fi~i~n~ ~lJn~atiop of r0scurc~s
2.!i,-:J to DrC'?en-+: \·,72stpful us:=> 0-4= 0; pr;tri.·. . . f"'\Y'Hc.r0? II

=(' (;
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~his COlnmission h2..s nsed this o1::j~~ti\lE? as 4:1:2 cnrner-stoDP
of F(1:}-~F.-2/5, an("~ the Fnviron2"'1~!ltal Dei:of'-se Fund contin~_les to
vinorously sunport it.
Howevpr, thn Nisconsin rnvironrental ~~ca~n,
while it may not co~plAt0ly disa~ree with t~e abav~ statp~ pri~~inle,
has ohvicusly adopte~ a new ohj~ctive an~ rp~e~ts t~e application of
f'1arqin;l.l cost prlCl~(_c.
lT'o nn(~erstand !Jec::j.ile' s posi tior, a slic 11.t
0inressinn is necessary.

Statincr that marqin.:ll costs shouL.::) be tJlCl rr1_sj s o~
electricity prici~0 does nnt explain ~uch to many neoole, even
economists.
To un~1~rstan("~ the rarqinal cost 0:= p1ectrici-+:y, one
ha s tG cOJ:lInunica te \'Ii t_h tl-:'2 system e~(j i n~ers anr' ,1 i sr-:;q tC'~:.ers •
~heir jabs are res~~ctively to miniDize the cost o£ e~Dandinq the
systpn to re~t arow-+:h in load (cap~city), Rn~ to ~i~i~i~a the cost
of oDeratin0 t~2 evistin~ syst~~ to seet c~rrer~ lo~~s (e~~rGy).
'Uni::lizincr costs t.o Ii1.'C:et '~:e?""'an(l in t.Le 0 t=:O;iC!'l.i2 se!'s(::, or JotL(' in
t~lC':: encri'leeri~1(j s:::nse, is tl"e loqic t~l~t Jec::c:1 s an ecor1 r")Dist, ~:il10
::lay k~ow little a~out electricity op?ratinns, to conrlude that
its price should eanal its marqin2.1 cost.

n:'he marqinal'G)st of electricity -';larips bv tine of 12SA
voltaqe.
Ti~e of use may me~n s~ason of the yC3r, ~ay of
the \'leek an:-1_/or hour in the clay.
Vol t:l.0e recers to ClJe<;trjc

a~d

pr2ssnr'2.

Generally,
electri~ity
r~l.~~ctricit:'

at
is

lar~fe

eJ.e~triC"'a.l

volurrle

users consure:
at

sener2.te·~~.

}J'\.'

t:l~::

:l-:.i 1 i4:':\l.

St~.:::~:·:r)irlrr-r~0\~?~"

"t:J\:,J.-f-qa~,

i.p., re:.1_uci'l0 e~!?(:::tric "'lrc-SS;lre, irl\!'')l~!C1S tOS70 --I-.:7D':;S cE C;r:-'St.3.
First, tr~ns~orrn2rs rus~ b? inst~110~ to r~~uce vo~tqC~.
S0~on?,
ste'C)Dinc;-,,-'oTdTl \701 t:::.crc r~s1.11 ts in ., OS8'=-S i.:-: C:1;;2,~i t~7 ~.p.,'~?11S[\ llors
thp voIta.0;O in.creases }y;tl1 t11.e Associ:t+::C>~" losses 2[",1 Tti"1 i+-:y
1:'1 P. S i c1 e n t i a.1 1.1 s e r S
con s Uri e e 12 ~ t ric i t y at t hpJ. 0 W f-~ S +: v n 1 f-J~. CT '='
provide~ by a uti'i~y.

cos~s.

Thr;re .:1.rA t~(lO t.i::l.e n:: ns,-, COT:1DOnpn+:'s ~ '""' t'-,e Tr"I?_r(Tj'1~l
cost of e1 ectric i t."I1.
Fir st, thf~re are hours in t;,0' V(0?.!." t,'..7i'en
~~~an~ relative to the availnble aencrati0n ~r~ tra~srissio~
ca~)J.cit·l is e~'T;r;ct0:1 to bp hiqh.
mhes r are c21~.0f1 r·-:::>3l:- ne~icc"1s.
~"T'10,n the lat+:~r c'hcract--ristic is f'r·:;S2~~, ,~leT"an . . .l S011J ~~ l~p
increased ,'Ii-tbou+: t~c a;.::1r1itirJ1l. of :::C::"vl canacitv.
Put,"llri~ln l:().l_3~
p,c,riods, i~lcreas s in c1e~'~an(1. ~,vould l;::~(1d t(" S\7stO"- ccul(l.ci t'7
e:~?a!lsion .
=>

utili~:y
,3.11(~.1

s:t~1'es

r.~rrrir)al

t~3.JlsTlission

ca·0:lcit.:

SOSJ.:s

T

pro~(3.tt~:=1

t.r
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G.~l

nf

'0:'~Eln,+1in(r

e(!'l1.i\Ialc:--:-~

i~:s
}7~·r

r'~f:~:~2.rJ.~~i:-·:L

nr ~·"r;·1'11 1-~.~si~~
~:'_ccorJin(}ly, O::H:' c?usal COT'Y")on.P"'l.+: IJ~ th.e ti:-'p nt: ;-:52 v."1ri-:tinn. .,~,
r':lrrJinal cos~ is t~lP r~l,:;.tiur: p~:Y-;~ct::tt.icn o~ s1..;~fi:::i0::t or
i::"Sl_lf ~ ic i ~n t ca P;=iC i t:.l in ,rl i f -= :::re~ ~ t i~-~~~ T)f'?2:" lQ<-' S •
s:lste:r'

0

r::h':2 se.con(~
con-ponr'::1t of ~h~ ti'":"'p o~ ns~ 'Ilariatinn i '""':
IT,Clrcrina.l cost is relatp(i to the o?eratiT:.0. sit-'€,: 0:: an electric
:Jtility.
~'lh,,-=:n r~enan'." is lovl the cost :""i·~i::",izir..c (or ev-sn nrofit
maxir:"'.i~inCT) utility opf:rates i+:s :-:lost cost e-Cfecti"."e pla21.ts nearly
exclusively.
~hese 2~re cal2-c'~ base :toad ':)l3.nts.
mhey h"J."t12 tl:e

lowest

op~ratina

costs.

As demand

incre~s~s

th£ utility

~ispatchcr

loads additional plants in the order of their oD"?ratinn costs,
10,\-10s:: to hiq~1est.
During perl}- Tlprio r ls oneratincr costs are t:--_eir
hiGhest.

SU!Thltino up, r1a.rQinal cost e1 p ctricity nricinq impli?,=;
~ifferent prices depenrlent ~pon tine of use an~ voltage.
mhe
tari~~s in EG1G-FP-2/5 are base~ upon thesp nrinciples.

now ~o~~lict, has como .cro~ t~e .ca~~
of ~~r0inal ~os~ Drici~0 is n~rrov, ~~0r~
ar? a~ditional afvantaacs to he JC~iV2~ ~rom narqin~' cost/tire of
l1S~ electricity :oricinr..
r!ivjr-]rr nri2arv stlt'1S tc S0 '-3, or '?ve~
on~, of th~se ~2rivative h~ne~its, as we beJiev p
De~a~p has ~one,
~~y l~ad ~o ~i~ferent results.
Confusio~,

th~t

w~i10

th?

an~

o~42~tive

M

renerallv s0~~~in0, in a~dition tn pco~oric e-cficiency,
there are nin0 derivative be~efits expe~te~ fror adnptira ti~e of
tlSe l)r ic irlC! :

(1)

Cos~

minimization on

t~e

part of the

~tility

is

enccuragecl.
(2)

~qui-+:v

be

(1)
(/1)

aT11 fairness iT1 t"2 prices

charqe(~

rdill.

.•

pror.l0t::~(..:J

Systen utilizatinT1 or
imnroyrecl.•
Environ~ent:J.l

10~~

'1ama.(1es 0r

factors will

pv~nrnalities

~e

'di11

be rer1uced.

(5)

Enerqy conservation pav hn i~~rove0, an( for
any sp'?ci ~ie'-~. lp\;TeJ_ 0:: 2r~c~. lIse cle:c+:.rir;
energy re0uireMents, th~ 0nerQY efficiency
of sunplyinG it will b~ i~~reas~~.

(6)

Farninns stabilitv will h0 increaso? as net
revenue replaces c:rross r2~len:1e r~:-rr'1irprnen+:'s
as a ~orp i~nnrtant reaulatnry r0ch?nisr.

(7)

mar i ff stabi:. i ty \'Ji21 b(:; ac1.'ip\le'~ ?S nres S'J.res
~or rat n
increases are r~~uce~.

(0, )

COnSllTn2r
,-,-

of choice wi 1 ]
avoi·:; i ;fl,:'1.-::iona..ry rZl.t,:'

fre20o~

an'.:; Ha.VS to

1

i"'";cre~s2s

"""'!

o:T.:ere '.•

(9)

wit~ othnr r3te rcfor~s, naDely
in '.1 c '::" t e r' or ;111- ~ C D 21.1 -= 1 a t r:=t t 0 S li::.,-1 1.1 s -'-: r i·J J
a Ii' 1 e~ .,. . , J 0 ~{:.'J"":: n t i n t e r ~ :3 ~ S a r :? ') ret PC'+: ~ a 11. ;:~
sti"""ula t.::>-l.
Contrast0~

,::'"\1
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r:'his ('Or;1'·rlissi n n fL'y1S +:;-,eS2 ~c:r.ip21tiv,"~ bE:~n,?~i+-s of
:J,se rJrici!1c to be t:te re 0 l11atf)ry 20i1iva.le::t
•"
~ y r:Je fin i t ion a 1 rr!. 0 S ::. ,
t h (? ( ' () ~m iss ion
ac::cepi-:s the: econcnic ef f ic::ie'.lcy reJ.sons for nric i~:(f on tbp b0..sis of
marQin2.l cost:
(1) in oreer to signal tc: COnSU]ilerS t~le resource
allocation/cost conseq~ences of their i~rlivi~ual fecisions, an~,
nearly vic·2 versa, (2) in order to sit}nal consu:-n,r;r c.::eranrl/\<Tillinqness to pay to the utility to gui~e invest~p~t ~e~isions.
~he
logic of thp direct efficiency an~ the above derivative he~2fits
of marainal cost/time o~ use nricin0 S2e~ overwhelmina, an~ bv
t~e clos~ of the Madison Cas an~ Plectri~ casp, enviro~~e~talists
and utilities ali~9 ssemed to sup~ort t~~ above, an~ ~isaqrep~ on1y
about ti;n.inn.

r~arrriil2l cost/tinp of
o ~ "i::: i r: G ant h: ~ c a k'~

in

~" ZlC

to us

i

t~

DecCl.de, i·" our vif""w, has to.:-eY1. a.:',lore 1[arr()~'l o}'lC'cti'l?
i ts rlou~) ts l:;~'" for'? t:: 0' ('OT''':.:''''' i S5 ie-'lL.
I t,s lor. . i:.:; a n!Je:H:" S
~0 as follows:

:~c

(1)

Syster.:

lo~d

TJrj_ncip,.:~,l

-::.1ctor

obj":~ctive

n:1~?J"rF;~Rl1t:

s}!()ul"~ be: the
of pricinr- an,::; sU::'}Jlyi:;'0

eJectrici+:'y.

(2)

Marqin21 cost cannot b2 us~? to DrODot:~
econonic ~~fici81[CV becaUSR it ?OPS ~n+:'
!--:.0ld trne t 1 )rouqho"!Jt t~e e·"::'01i(-'m~::,.

(3)

~iMP of use nricina wi'l not save b~0rcy
or C2"0i +:3.1 , \,!il1 nc,t }"r: f;::.ir, 3 n --' r'li 11
encouraQe base load nucleRr t~0hnc100v.

(4)

Th~

Corr-missinn r,'lill ~ot Ch;qnCi~ ti2<2 of US!?
bAcause o~ inerti~ or ~~Jitic~l
pressures.
t~riffs

(5)

Load control is superior b2cause i t hrinqs
certainty to reduce~ ~e~and; an?, t~2reFore,
eli~inatps the n?p~ to e~p2n~ na~?ration an~
t~ansmission

fa.cili+-i~s.

In tv10 other procC'2 r1 ir.cr s, n~u"'~ly rr10-CE-12 an(~ Fr1n-FD-O,
the Comr:ission is encour[tqi!lo J_on.6 ma1"1Qrr0'!'""'p.nt.
In t}~e first, t~lP
Commission authori7.e;:~ the ?1JrchCtse of lsn I r,n'! lOClcl control units
for l<]isconsin Electric Power (:oT"n.pany.
In th0 seronr~~', th2 COYlJrtissi.OD
has require~ ~is2onsin Flectric Pnwpr COMn~ny to est2hlish an
interrupti'hle load con+:rol tari ~-f :nr lnr, 0(j(i ~-l",T o-F i:-v-~ustria,l use.
':::he COD~1ission' s ";:losi tiOD i:: C::( "3:'1-F'n-?l5 3.n-1 thc:s(:; ot;-;(?2::' C3.S"'~s
is not consistent~
Inst~ar1, th(~ Cornr:lission ~inf1s rar~iY"'2.~ cost
to be tlF": hasis for bot~:
(l) +:.i""'.2 of nse t;'.ri ~:.=s i -: Hhic!i. th~'
custnmer ~:ln;J,02S his/~2r 10:1c.l in rOSDonse tr; Dr ise s inn?_"] s, an:;
(2) load control ',liscounts (Ti'\lc~'1 to tJ'~,,::, rnstrtn.er ".71-;0 a.cc~nts
'_ltility T""',anaqeYle.r.+: 0= aT'. or a Dortic:1 0-1= ;"is/'~er 10,1(".
m'l--.-..,
('o-:-:1::-1ission fi'l/:s tjT"'lp of ilse 2n6 Ina;:] con~.roJ tr-. ~-p. cc:,",nl_,...y"~?.,,..,ts,
both de::::-ive:_~ Ero= nClr""::;i~-:al
cnst.
1'1:2 Dec::a.r~p ann~ri?:-:~l y 1--:eli.c;Ur~S
the~

to

b~

su~stitu~~s.
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r;:'h:~ CO!"'.r:':is S ion r~ -j ects :'1.a.l~i::!.'; II i:--:.?ro"l']Pr::"'cen ts in sys tc~'"
load factor" the pri~ary objective for Marketinr e]ectricity.
Ho~.v~ver, ~"le tbi~1k systen laoc1 factnr 'Ji 11 i;-:-lprove u.li-J~r tiT'l~ 0::
use pricinn.
Decade not only w~nts this to occur, it wants to
quaran~e0 it by maJ(ino i~nrovenents in suSt2~ load factor t~e
nrincipal objective.

If large numb,2rs of people in ~,7isconsin Dr~fpr to Day
verv large off-peal: discounts, theYl this C'or1Pl_ission is 'rIrel'~re(l
to ex~~n~ the electric systAm to mAet conSllcer ~PDan~ provi3e~
that the full internal an~ p~ternal costs (to the extent we ca~
Deasure and i~clude the latter) are charae~ to these cllstoners
ca.usinc:r qroi"n:h.
Decade apparently is not "d_l] ir.a to taJ-e s:'lch

a chance.
The vast resources of the econo-:n.v \,.ri~ 1. start tn T)ro'1i(.:J e
3.ppli:J.Dces to resir1 enti;"l.1 users, an-1 e(f1.Ji~n~n~ a.r.,l ::?(-;hn.oJ.oqy to
inc1ustry, to take advant.acre of tiL:e of use price (lisccun-!:s.
r:'l1ese new opt-icns ·'dill StiVe ntility c3.paci-t::~,7 re r1Jir n '"':0!'.ts, re-'uce
utilit.y oppr::lti:1 o costs anc: qeneral1y ~"\_e;:ln tr~'='r0 ~,d.Jl bf:'2 little
or no chanqe i:1 li£t?styles.
Accor'-~incrl:7, 'Jecac:le' s ~)'ie~'! is too
c::-:.utious, and too remi:'1iscent o~ tradi tiOD{12_ nti li ty c2utiol1sness
an-~ EeC'.r o~ chanfTe.
}TOW(~V2r, as alrAacly in,-licate r " , the cCDJ""':'.ission
is hedgina its decision bv pu~suin~ a Dixe~ strate 0 Y t~2t includes
a s i'1nif icant ele:;:;1en t of load control a t the s.qmp tir,e tha +: it is
r;hasinr; in ti'n8 of use Dricint:.
""oth n.rn ;Y::>iLC< b21SCC on l.'cClr'-ri:-,?cJ
ccst.

!'o:1Y'cissi n n F'lrt'-,C-lr rpi(:r;ts -t.1-:~~rC!~1nr:.1!t t>~t. ':'.Sln rr
te· (i(~t.t?;r~1ir1(~ r)ri~e is r{?strictJ,~,-l 1'~?'-'(1tlSt~ ()t}:E"l~
f'ir.s+:,
to call 2-n ecnTIomic ?clic:,l "soci,-...l vr:;.l f.:1r'~ '"':':1..~~ir'i'7·l.tiJl~," t1-'c0
eC0tJ.omist consi.::~ers all ':"?,r}"nts in a:1 econO':.'l.
POT..}e ....loY:,
st"'lti-nc
on~'s ob~Rctive 10s5 narrowly, ~s ~ost nini~i~atinn ~o r~~t ~
s~~ecifi,:: ~e7,anrJ for electricity, or, e-:ficip.pt2y a] lOt;ati!Yf t~"'.R
resourC9S e~ch~n0es i~ the provision o~ electricity servi2~, also
reauir~s t~at pri~? hp hase0 on narqi~~l cost.
"'-'hn

n~~rqi:-:al

~()st

A nUf:,ber o£ deC'2nG~rS of t:12 st2.tuS cuo iT"'. lltility
?ricif1(j hav(~ used this surne araumen:: al]alnst aJ 1 electricity r3.te
r2forms.
The Cornrnission 00es not fin,l this ar0UI'lent to bp a
s~rious criticue of maroinal cost nrlGln:r.
Further, if aCC2?t,2/;
102.-1
it "Joulc1. be an erual obstacl<? for both the
ma:130eT'"~ent variations of mars inul cos t.
'rh,::. extc~nt that otb,-;r sY"'?ci~iG +:2.ctors, sllch 2S 10~'l
l')rob]- C~1S, er1C at 1r-3.CT i r1CT 2D=") ~_ O~Ti0~ ~ I ::l i s. COtlr act" i ~-(i all e 1 e(-:' tr i·'.~
~1 011 e s , t 1-: 0- e ~ : e c ton nat 11 r ,:1. 1 9 .::1 S I
e 7-.:;. (? -r: ~. s l-: 0 U 2. ~ r ~~ i :' C } lJ (~, ,'?;--:
in our t::tri::"fs is
still OP2Yi. -For- ·all ::arti"s it, our ~)r(Jc,::,('~i:-"'"
i11CQ::1F:

trying to

est~blish

a lo~ical pr0~ise for its r~si~ion 0n t~ SP
tc t~ri~~s whi10 saciicici~0 ~arninal ~ost.
100 ic is sour:.'-1 I 1;11t its ob-i p(;ti ~.1'~ is teo narrOH.

ot~cr a~j~st~~nts
Dec~,-d2 IS
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~ec~noloqica1

~i~s

Decade's nrincipal argu~e~t 2cainst time of use prici~r
stirnula t 2 ne\.V of ::-:;e.:otr: 'lSi?: tlirourrh t:-:·? ,-:< is·-::,oun +-.
Dc~chaI1isD.
This in turn \'1i11 fla.J:+:2r1 t}-:~ l l t i 1 i-:-:y 10ac1. curV0,
result i:1 buildi'1(7 capit.:1.l-int2:lsiv~ -rcncll?~r E?cnc' ecal baseloa~
plants, enCQuraqe enerqy-in2~£icie~t e12~tric resista~~2 h0atin~1
an~ ~iscouraae solar an~ win~ GGneration.

is tho? t

i

~ tJ ill

First, this clain o£ lonic is i~~onsisten~ with necaip'g
i:'1D1 i~d load factor improver:1ent obj ecti ~IP I i:lhi(:h leClc23 it to
sur,mort 10(10 control.
I f Cl uti '.i ty :;ontrols loa'.:J f i t '\.'Jill als'"
flatten its laod, perhans ~ve0 Mor~ completely.
~ny t~n~pncv to
r~lat2 1->::1seload n~1cleFlr or coal to 102,1 Cur'IP-S +:.h,l.t ax'? -:l0+: \"il 1. ,
t 11crefore I eV'?D to a are.:lter e:-:te!'ct, b'.~ 2'"'.,;oura0,?;r' nn-:1 0 "::' De,....3J:].e' s
a n ~ r 0 a. c hun I e s s t 1'1 C~ (" 0 TTliP''"l iss j~ :) n. .::=t 1 s () r '? s t ric +: s ~_ ~ 1:. j. 1 j. t-. ~/ e T' ~ !"' ~. j_ r'i n.
nl =tns.
l.Tust such::'!. sr->t 0-: r2str i~~~i()ns, 0.1 t h r-,U0''. r'ot as s':i.JC.:r2
as D2ca~~2 ar0ue( -:or, are 00ir:rr adoIJte.~ and ";::]\/,0 re{~:,;' t.~'.'"'.t1ti~,?~ly
ap;)rove~:. i:1 draft forT'1 in tl1J~ -:irst: 1'/1,van':e f11a.n
('l'l-FP-l) by th.2
COIT\.mission.
'rimp of use nricin? \,,,i11 e:·lcOUr3.0C far crea.t(C'·r
c1eT)end.ence on p~G.kin0 an:: small interl:1edi,::t,-: c0aJ p} 2nts by t:"l.2
util i ties, Si~1C<2 the relative lJncertain t:l o~ ti~p of use pr icinci
means that utilities Dust conti~Hle to purch3.se 3.11 thre2 si~:=:s
of pla~ts.
Load contro]. re(luces uncertain";:v ar/' ~11coura(jes a
qr2ater use of the very larsrest baseload DJ3.nts.
(l

s~rsterts,

1\s to the rliscouraqe:-",ent o~ soJ?lr ,3.n(-: Hi;,,'~ rrcnerat:?'"
in many jurisr ictions just t';.~, or)Y)osi to ar~u.n2n~s ,J.r.-=-~

beina Dade
el'?ctricit.~/
,=1

iscount.s

':i~~;":lS

~y environ~0ntalists.
Dri:-,i~:rr is ~ecessar:7

as n. bacl~nc

tl1'-:~sc;

f0r

to
solar an"

en~,liror!~:erlt~31is~

a. 0enc~ri~ (~.::ts~
e~~rqy

,-"1

svs~ems

(~J3-rI-l)

te'

n:r0\Ti-"1~
'>ii~,;:

:l.r0tlr~l2r:-::S
pll~S1_1i~

t.~:Cl

l.r:(,2: -'ensiv2
v

oEf-;.)c?J·~

"'of"L-::issirr..
~o :'~:0 sn'lrl~ an:'; has start
~;r0rt()tiorl. 0": a re~sT<\7at"·~1~
sys::"::'\]--:'-S.

'":"';10

l

:",-'

objective.

As for the eDcoura0P~,p1'1+::' of e]~ctr.ic yc:sista.nce he2till n ,
th9 Com.rnission is concprne.~l acc-,ut any riranat.ic i:-,cr~2csP in its
us;~:.
~hr; cas,~; jus~ mentionc;:l. (0 5-"I-1) \-".7i1l acdress 4::~is Dot·,,:,n~::iaJ.
pro}:1(~;r1 anr::1 CO:1S ic1er requla tion s to },:~,?"C' i ~ frc;'1 occurr i nG •
Fnrt. t,ermere, sinc~ off-pr::ak pric!?s iDc;lu(1p t:::3 full r:'arai:;.:'1: o1')er2t.in~r
cost:s o£ th2 off-p0:?tl~ s2.1es lln,ler ti;'"'p of ~lS0 nricinr< i~;. 00'1 '-:",1.1,
an"; ~lnder 6(3fJ-:SP-~/.s in Darticular, any -Ee2,r t.:-:~t SlJ.r;~ s~"l~s arp
h~in0 priced below costs tn all elo~t~ic ~p~ti~r cus~nr~rs i~
th~ case at hand is 'lnfol1nrl~rl.
0
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